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(a Company limited by shares incorporated under the laws of Liechtenstein, having its
corporate domicile in Vaduz, Principality of Liechtenstein)

äs Issuer

Program for the issuance of Notes
(the "Program")

Under the Program, Fineqia AG (the "Issuer") may from time-to-time issue notes in

bearer form collateralized direct or indirect by Cryptoassets, including for example

fungible tokens such äs Cardano, Polkadot, Uniswap, Stellar, Tezos, Solana or different

non-fungible tokens ("NFTs") (each a "Cryptoasset" and together, the "Cryptoassets") or

bya basket consisting of various Cryptoassets (each a "Basket") and/oranyothereligible

Underlying's äs described in the Final Terms (all together the "Underlying's") (together

the "Notes" or "Products"), The Notes do not have a fixed maturity date, except

otherwise stated in the Final Terms. The Notes will be governed by the laws of the

Principality of Liechtenstein ("Liechtenstein"). The exclusive place ofjurisdiction for any

dispute arising from this Base Prospectus (the "Base Prospectus") and/or the Final Terms
(the "Final Terms") is Liechtenstein.

This document constitutes a base prospectus within the meaning of Art. 8 (l) of the

Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 ofthe European Parliamentand ofthe Council of 14 June 2017

(the "Prospectus Regulation") of the Issuer. This Base Prospectus will be published in

electronic form together with all documents incorporated by reference on the website of

the Issuer. This Base Prospectus has been approved by the Liechtenstein Financial

Markets Authority on 23 March 2023 ("FMA") in its capacity äs competent authority

under the Prospectus Regulation. The FMA only approves this Base Prospectus äs

meeting the Standards of completeness, comprehensibility and consistency imposed by
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the Prospectus Regulation and the Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/980 ("Delegated
Prospectus Regulation").

Such approval should not be considered äs an endorsement ofthe Issuer or ofthe quality
ofthe Notes that are the subject of this Base Prospectus. Whether the Notes

constitute a suitable investment must be assessed in light of each investor's own
circumstances.

In relation to the Notes to be issued under this Base Prospectus, the Issuer may make

application to the Deutsche Börse Xetra, Euronext Paris, Euronext Amsterdam, SIX Swiss

Exchange for the Notes to be admitted to trading. Application may also be made to any
further stock exchange inside or outside the European Economic Area for the Notes to be

admitted to trading on the regulated market of any such stock exchange or not at all.

Important Notices:

The Products and the underlying collateral in respect of the Products are highly
speculative and involve a high degree of risk, includin the risk of a total loss of all

ca ital invested. The Products will be obligations solely of the Issuer and will not be

guaranteed by, or be the responsibility of, any other entity. Investing in the Products

therefore entails an issuer risk, meaning that investors must bear losses if the Issuer

defaults, becomes insolvent or any other case of negative changes in the financial
condition of the Issuer. The noteholder each a "Noteholder" and

to ether "the Noteholders" of the Product therefore also bears the

solvabili risk of the Issuer.

Whether the Notes constitute a suitable investment must be assessed in light of each
investor's own circumstances. Neither this Base Prospectus, the final terms nor any
marketing material relating to the Notes constitute investment advice, financial advice,

or any other kind of advice to investors. Investors must make a suitability assessment

regarding investments in the Notes or consult with the investor's Professional advisors.

An Investment in the Notes is only suitable for Investors who have sufficient experience
and knowledge to assess risks related to the investment and is only suitable for

Investors who also have investment objectives that match the Notes' exposure and
other characteristics and have the financial means to bear the risks associated with the

investment. Potential Investors should ensure that they understand the nature of the

Products and the extent of their exposure to risks, and they should also consider

the suitability of the Products äs an Investment in the light oftheirown circumstances

and financial condition. Potential Investors must also ensure that they have sufficient

knowledge, experience, and Professional advice in order to make their own legal,
financial, tax, regulatory, accounting, and other business evaluation of the merits and

risks of investing in Products issued under this Base Prospectus. In articular if the
Notes are redeemed neither the Issuer nor an other erson shall be liable to
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com ensate investors for an losses that the ma bear.

The Securities issued in relation to Products under the Program are derivative financial

instruments (debt instruments) according to Liechtenstein Law. THE PRODUCTS DO NOT

CONSTITUTE COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES within the meaning of the
Liechtenstein Law on Organisms for collective investments in transferable securities

(UCITSG), the Liechtenstein Law on Alternative Investment Fund Managers (AIFMG) or
the Liechtenstein Law on Investment Undertakings (IUG). Accordingly, holders ofthese
Products do not have the benefit ofthe specific investor protection provided under any
laws governing collective investment undertakings. The Issuer is not and will not be

regulated by the Liechtenstein FMA or any regulator äs a result of issuing the Products.

The Products are not and will not be issued, guaranteed, or secured in an equivalent
manner by a third party supervised äs a financial Services institution. Any investment
in the Products do not have the status of a bank deposit and is not within the scope of
any deposit protection scheme.

The Notes have not been, and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of1933,
äs amended, (the "Securities Act"). The Notes are being offered outside the United States

of America (the "United States" or "U.S. ") in accordance with Regulation S under the
Securities Art, and ma not be offered sold or delivered within the United States

except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration

requirements of the Securities Art and applicable state securities laws and (ii) may be
offered, sold or otherwise delivered at any time only to transferees that are Non-United

States Persons (äs defined by the U.S. Commodities Futures Trading Commission). The
Products have not been approved or disapproved by the United States Securities and

Exchange Commission or any other securities commission or other regulatory authority in
the United States, nor have the foregoing authorities passed upon or endorsed the merits

of the offering of the Products or approved this Base Prospectus or confirmed the

accuracy or determined the adequacy of the Information contained in this Base

Prospectus. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offence in the United States.

The Issuer consents to the offering of Products by or to each of the following financial
intermediaries (each, an "Authorised Participants"):

. the Authorised Participants named in this Base Prospectus; and

. each authorised participant which either:

is expressly named äs an Authorised Participant in the Final Terms;or

is expressly named äs an Authorised Participant on the Issuer's website

(in which case, its name and address will be published on the Issuer's
website).

New information with respect to any financial intermediaries acting äs Authorised
Participants that are unknown at the time of the approval of the Base Prospectus will be
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published on the Issuer's website. The consent referred to above relates to Offer Periods

occurring within 12 months from the date ofthis Base Prospectus.

Any offer made without the consent of the Issuer is unauthorized and the Issuer does not

accept any responsibility or liability in relation to such offer or for the actions of the

persons making any such unauthorized offer.

The offering orsale ofthe Notes in certainjurisdictions may be restricted by law including
because of certain Underlying's. The Base Prospectus must not be distributed to countries

where the prospectus does not meet the law or rules of such country or that require a
translation or a filing with national authorities that has not been completed. Persons
holding the Base Prospectus, or any Notes issued under the Base Prospectus must stay
informed ofand observe any restrictions underthe Base Prospectus.

The validity ofthis Base Prospectus will expire on 23.07.2024. The Issuershall prepare a
Supplement ("Supplement") to this Base Prospectus or publish a new base prospectus if
there is a significant change affecting any matter contained in this Base Prospectus or a
significant new matter arises, the inclusion of information in respect of which would have
been so required if it had arisen when this Base Prospectus was prepared. Any Obligation
to Supplement a Base Prospectus in the event ofsignificant new factors, material mistakes

or material inaccuracies does not apply when the Base Prospectus is no langer valid.

This Base Prospectus contains information extracted from a ränge oftechnical and non-
technical digital sources, including (but not limited to) documents provided by Service
providers to the Issuer, their websites, and industry publications. Where third-party
Information is used in this Base Prospectus, the source of such Information is stated. The

Issuer confirms that such information has been accurately reproduced and that, so far äs

it is aware, is able to ascertain from information published by each ofthe relevant sources,

no facts have been omitted which would render the reproduced Information inaccurate
or misleading.

The Notes will be obligations solely ofthe Issuer and will not be guaranteed by, or be the
responsibility of, any other entity
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Issuer Fineqia AG, Werdenbergerweg 11, 9490 Vaduz, FL-0002. 692. 050-7, LEI:

529900ZDMIOSP3BMZD86 (the "Issuer" or "Fineqia") issues Series of Notes on the basis of a
Base Prospectus dated on 23. 03. 2023 (the "Base Prospectus").

For each Series of Notes, final terms to the individual issue will be drawn up and filed with the
Liechtenstein FMA. Final Terms to each Series of Notes are available, together with this Base

Prospectus, for inspection and download at the website of the Issuer at -

https://www.fineqia.com/li.

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

2. 1 General

Under this Base Prospectus the Issuer may from time-to-time issue Notes in units

with no par value denominated in EUR or USDorany other currency äs stated in the

final terms. The total amount ofa specific issue of Notes may be set out in the relevant

final terms document (the "Final Terms", substantially in the form set out below

under "13. FORM OF FINAL TERMS") prepared in relation to each issue of Notes under

the Program. Each issue of Notes (each a "Series of Notes") is represented by a global

note (the "Global Note").

Notes issued underthis Base Prospectus are issued under Liechtenstein lawand are debt

securities (Schuldverschreibungen) and are being issued in bearer form. Notes issued

under this Base Pros ectus do not rovide for an interest a ments and do not

have a fixed maturit date except otherwise set out in the Final Terms of the relevant

Series of Notes.

2.2 Structures of notes to be issued under the Base Prospectus

This Base Prospectus provides for the issue of Series of Notes linked directly or
indirectly. with certain Cryptoassets or a combination of Cryptoassets in form of a Basket

comprising of two or more Cryptoassets äs Underlying such äs

1. Cardano

2. Polkadot

3. Uniswap

4. Stellar

5. Ethereum

6. Solana

7. Avalanche

8. NEAR

9. Different types of Non-Fungible Tokens
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or any other Cryptoassets; Basket and/or any other eligible Underlying's, the Issuer may decide
and äs further defined in the Final Terms for each Series of Notes.

In general, the Issuer is allowed to invest directly or indirectly in any kind of Cryptoassets,

Baskets of Cryptoassets or any other eligible Underlying's, in particular in Underlying's, which

are directly or indirectly linked to Cryptoassets or Baskets of Cryptoassets, or invest not at all
at its free discretion, may also track an index or reference portfolio and also invest direct or
indirect in the underlying Cryptoassets or direct or indirect in any other Underlying's or not at

all in pursuit of the interest of own benefits or profits. The Issuer does not owe or guarantees

the Investment into a particular underlying and is free to invest the proceeds from the issuance
of the Notes äs the Issuer deems appropriate.

A more detailed description of these structures is set out below under "11. GENERAL

DESCRIPTION OF THE NOTES - 11.2. Description of the Notes.

2.3 Issue Procedures

The terms and conditions applicable to the relevant Series of Notes (the "Terms and

Conditions") will be determined äs follows:

2.4 Issue price and yield

The issue price of the relevant Series of Notes will be specified in the relevant Final

Terms.

For any entity supervised by a financial supervisory authority in a member state of the

European Economic Area, the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, Singapore, New

Zealand, Japan, Switzerland, Hang Kong (SAR) which has been appointed by the Issuer

äs an Authorised Participant, the issue price for the relevant Series of Notes to be issued

will be determined at the time of pricing on the basis of the calculation methods äs

further described below under "15 SUBSCRIPTION, OFFER AND SÄLE OF THE NOTES -

15. 1.4 Method ofdetermination ofthe Issue Price".

For Investors other than Authorised Participants, the purchase price for a Series of Notes

will be determined by each Authorised Participant on an ongoing basis and may be

subject to additional subscription fees.

The ield of the Notes cannot be calculated at the issue date of a Series of Notes.

2. 5 Purchase of Notes

In the primary market, each issue of a Series of Notes may initially only be purchased by
Authorised Participants and may subsequently be offered by such Authorised

Participants to institutional and retail Investors or to institutional investors only, äs

specified in the relevant Final Terms, in compliance with applicable selling restrictions
during the relevant offer period (äs specified in the relevant Final Terms) also with
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regard to specific offeringjurisdictions. As a consequence, only Authorised Participants
may buy Notes directly from the Issuer in the primary market. Investors will not be able

to buy Notes directly from the Issuer in the primary market but may only buy Notes in

the secondary market i directl from an Authorised Partici antorfroman erson ii

via a stock exchan e in case of Notes admitted to tradin on a stock exchan e or

iii aver the counter "OTC" .

2. 6 Reason for the offers

Unless specified Otherwise in the relevant Final Terms, the reason for the issue of Notes

under the Program is primarily to finance the general business development of the

Issuer.

The Issuerintendsto make profitswiththeissueofthe Notes. The Issuermakesprofitthrough

charging different types of fees such äs for example Subscription Fee, Management Fee,

Performance Fee, Redemption Fee etc. (äs specified in the relevant Final Terms) in relation

to each Series of Notes. In eneral the Issuer is allowed to invest directl or indirectl in an

kindofC toassets BasketsofC toassetsoran othereli ible Underl in 's in articular

in Underl in 's which are directl or indirectl linked to C toassets or Baskets of

C toassets or invest not at all at its free discretion ma also track an index or reference

ortfolioandalsoinvestdirectorindirectintheunderl in C toassets or direct or indirect

in an other Underl in 's or not at all in ursuit of the interest of own benefits or rofits.

The Issuer does not owe or uarantees the investment into a articular underl in and is

free to invest the roceeds from the issuance of the Notes äs the Issuer deems a ro riate.

The applicable fees, costs, expenses, and rates äs weil äs the applicable Diminishing

Entitlement Rate are determined in the Final Terms ofthe Series of Notes.

2.7 Listing and admission to trading

In relation to the Notes to be issued under this Base Prospectus, application may be

made to Deutsche Börse Xetra, Euronext Paris, Euronext Amsterdam and SIX Swiss

Exchange forthe Notes to be admitted to trading äs well äs to any further stock exchange

in or outside the European Economic Area for the Notes to be admitted to trading on

the regulated market of any such stock exchange (äs specified in the relevant Final

Terms) or not at all. The respective stock exchanges, on which application will be made
for the respective Note to be admitted to trading an the regulated market, äs weil äs the

respective date for such application, will publish on the website of the Issuer or specified

in the Final Terms. Further, Series of Notes to be issued under this Programme may not

be admitted to trading on any stock exchange.

2.8 Notification (Passporting)

The Issuer has requested FMA to provide the competent authority of the Republic of
Austria ("Austria"), Belgium ("Belgium"), the Republic of Cyprus ("Cyprus"), the Czech

Republic, Denmark ("Denmark"), the Republic of Estonia ("Estonia"), the Republic of

Finland ("Finland"), the French Republic ("France"), the Federal Republic of Germany
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("Germany"), the Hellenic Republic ("Greece"), the Republic of Ireland ("Ireland"),
the Republic of Italy ("Italy"), the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg ("Luxembourg"), the
Republic of Malta ("Malta"), the Netherlands (" Netherlands"), Norway ("Norway"), the
Republic of Poland ("Poland"), the Portuguese Republic ("Portugal"), the Slovak

Republic ("Slovakia"), the Republic ofSlovenia ("Slovenia"), Spain ("Spain") and Sweden
("Sweden") with a certificate of approval attesting that this Base Prospectus has been
drawn up in accordance with the Prospectus Regulation.

2.9 Authorization

The establishment of the Program and the issuance of any Series of Notes under this

Base Prospectus have been authorized by a resolution ofthe Issuer dated 03.03.2023.

2.10 Clearing and Settlement of the Notes

Payments and transfers ofanySeries of Notes will be settled through one or more ofthe

following entities:

ClearStream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main, Mergenthalerallee 61, 65760

Eschborn, Germany;

ClearStream Banking S.A., 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg,

Luxembourg;

SIX Group AG, Pfingstweidstrasse 110, 8005 Zürich, Switzerland;

Oesterreichische Kontrollbank Aktiengesellschaft (OeKB), Am Hof 4, 1010 Vienna,

Austria;

Euroclear Holding SA/NV, l Boulevard du Roi Albert II, 1210 Brüssels, Belgium.

Or through any entity äs defined in the Final Terms. The securities codes (ISIN) assigned
to each Series of Notes will be specified for each currency denomination in the
applicable Final Terms. Ifthe Notes areto be clearedthrough an additionalor alternative
Clearing System, the appropriate information will be specified in the applicable Final

Terms.

2.11 Rating

The existence of and applicable rating of the Issuer or any Note of the Series of Notes

may be determined in the Final Terms or not at all.

3. RISK FACTORS

The following is a disclosure of risk factors. Prospective Noteholders of the Note should
consider these risk factors and consult with their own Professional advisers before deciding to
invest. The risk warnings set out below cannot serve äs a substitute for individual advice and
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Information which is tailored to the individual requirements, objectives, experience,

knowledge, and circumstances of each prospective Noteholder. If an of the risks described
in the followin materializes the market rice of the Note ma be materiall adversel

affected and an Investor could lose all or artofitsori inal investment. There is a riskthat

the Noteholder will receive less or nothin in re a ment TotalLoss .

3. 1 Risks relatin to the Issuer and the le ai structure.

3. 1. 1 Risks relating to the Issuer's business activities

a) The Issuer does not have a lang and comprehensive track record

The Issuer was only established on 21.09. 2022 and registered with the commercial

registerofthe Liechtenstein Amt für Justiz on 22.09.2022. Due to such a short period of
existence, the Issuer does not have a long and comprehensive track record of
successfully operating the business activity described herein. There can be no assurance

that the planned business activities will be successful in the future which could have an

adverse impact on the Issuer's business and financial Situation. Hence, there is a risk that

the Issuer will not be successful in issuing the Notes, and that the Issuer will not make

profits, despite this being the Issuer's aim. If the Issuer becomes unsuccessful in the
issuance of Notes, the Issuer may cease its business activities äs issuer or ultimately

become insolvent. Although, the Issuer takes reasonable efforts to develop its business,

there can be no assurance that the planned business activities will be successful in the

future which could have an adverse impact on the Issuer's business and financial

Situation which may lead to a decrease in the value ofthe issued Notes and a totalloss

ofthe Investment ofthe Noteholders.

Risk Rating: medium

b) Risks related to the limited business objective of the Issuer

The focus of the Issuer's business activities is the issuance of notes directly or indirectly linked

to a Cryptoasset or Cryptoassets comprising the Basket or/and linked directly or indirectly to

any other eligible Underlying's. The Issuer may not carry out any other business than the issue

of notes which are collateralized by Cryptoassets or Baskets of Cryptoassets or any other
eligible Underlying's. Because of this limited business objective, the Issuer is exposed to the

risk that the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket do

not become successful or become less successful (such risks are further described under the

headline "3.2. 3. Risks relating to the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets

comprising the Basket" below) or any other eligible Underlying's going forward, and the Issuer

cannot adapt to such changed circumstances. Due to this limited business objective the Issuer

may then be unsuccessful in carrying out its business which could have an adverse impact on
the Issuer's business and financial Situation and lead to a decrease in the value ofthe issued

Notes and a total toss ofthe Investment ofthe Noteholders.

Risk Rating: medium
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c)Risks related to Data Breach

The Issuer may maintain significant amounts of data surrounding the issue and
redemptions of the Notes. For the initial issue or every redemption of Notes, the Issuer

may receive and maintain in relation to the issue or redemption in particular but not
only the following data:

(i) proof of identity and/or incorporation documents;
(ii) residence or incorporation address;

(iii) certain bank and securities accounts details;

(iv) blockchain wallets information;
(v) contact Information;

(vi) such other Information requested by the Issuer from time to time.

A data breach is a security incident where sensitive, protected confidential information is
copied, transmitted, viewed, stoten, or used by a person or persons with unauthorized access.
A significant data breach may have wide reaching adversp effects, including trading losses and
loss of reputation, which may adversely impact the Issuer's core business and could therefore
have a negative impact on the Issuer's profitability, creditworthiness, and fundraising capacity,
which could in turn affect the desirability, liquidity, and the market value of the Notes and

Noteholders may incur losses on their Investment.

Risk Rating: low/medium

d) Risk of no Rating

The Issuer is subject to the risk of no credit rating. A non-rated Issuer has less confidence of
Investors in the Issuer and could, in particular reduce its access to capital markets, materially
increase the refinancing costs and decrease the number of investors and counterparties that
are willing or permitted to do business with the Issuer. Therefore, a non-rated Issuer could have
a material adverse effect on the Issuer's profitability and results ofoperations.

Risk Rating: medium/high

3. 1.2 Risks relatin to the Issuer's le ai form and cor orate structure

e) Major Shareholders

The Issuer is a 100 % subsidiary of Fineqia International Inc, a Canadian Company,

publicly listed at Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE) under the symbol FNQ. As such
Fineqia International Inc is supervised by British Columbia Securities Commission (BCSC).
The Directors of Fineqia International Inc are Bundeep Singh Rangar (President and CEO),
Martin Paul Graham (Chairman) and Brij Chadda (Member). Each of the Directors of
Fineqia International Inc has the power to represent the Company äs a sole shareholder
ofthe Issuer.

Thereisonemajorshareholdersin Fineqia International Inc, holding 10%ormoreofthe

shares in the Issuer, Rangar Capital Limited. Rangar Capital Limited holds 174'476.809
shares in Fineqia International Inc., amounting to 14,67% of the total share capital of
Fineqia International Inc. Rangar Capital Limited holds therefore indirectly more than
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10% ofthe shares in the Issuer. Rangar Capital Limited is a Maltese Company limited by
shares, whose shares are held by Bundeep Singh Rangar and Artio Trustees Limited. Sole

beneficial owner of Rangar Capital Limited is Bundeep Singh Rangar. There are no other

major shareholders holding directly or indirectly 10% or more of the shares in Fineqia
International Inc or the Issuer, the rest is held in free float.

The group structure of Fineqia International Inc. is up äs shown below:

fineqia
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The governance Structure of Fineqia International Inc. is äs follows:

fineqia

BundeeDSniii Ranif Martin Gnham

Dlnash Ohanija Jutai Cotttoy

Dr. Tryuvi Thor Hartrrtaion
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As such, the Directors ofthe sole shareholder Fineqia International Inc. have significant
indirect influence aver the Issuer äs they can represent the sole shareholder and take

shareholder resolutions for and on behalfof the Issuer when executing the voting rights.
Further the main shareholder of Fineqia International Inc have substantial weight in
decisions of Fineqia International Inc. and thus may have also indirect influence on the
Issuer. However, none of the shareholders of Fineqia International Inc has sufficient
shareholding to take any majority decision. Shareholders have significant indirect
influence on the management of the Issuer. There can be no assurance that the
shareholders or their re resentatives will exercise their votin ri hts in a manner that

benefits the Issuer or Noteholders.

Risk Rating: low

f) Capitalization of the Issuer

The Issuer was founded with the legally prescribed share capital of CHF 50'OOQ. The
capital was provided by a contribution in kind of USDT 60'OOQ. Apart from this, there are
no other assets which would be available to the Noteholders ofthe Notes in the case of

an insolvency or bankruptcy of the Issuer. Although the Issuer will use the received
proceeds - less e.g., transaction costs, listing fees and any other fees and costs in
connection with this transaction - in order to buy a Cryptoasset or Cryptoassets or any
other eligible Underlying's. There might be a risk that the volatile market price of
Cryptoassets or any other eligible Underlying's lead to an adverse exchange rate
between CHF, EUR, USD, or any other currency and the Cryptoasset or any other eligible
Underlying's and this could result in a smaller asset pool which could be recovered in the
case ofan insolvency or bankruptcy.

In addition, the Issuer needs sufficient funds for the expansion of its business activities
and/or the maintenance of such business activities. The sole shareholder of the Issuer

(Fineqia International Inc.) has not entered into any contractual agreements with the
Issuer and has no obligations to provide appropriate own funds. Also, there is no
regulatory requirement for the shareholder of the Issuer to provide additional capital
due to the nature of the business. As a result, there is no guarantee that the Issuer
receives sufficient capital to expand its business activities. This fact could have a negative
impact on the Issuer's profitability, creditworthiness, and fundraising capacity.

g) Pursuant to the Terms and Conditions and also the Articles of Association of the Issuer
no restrictions or limitations are foreseen for the Issuer with re ard to its ro ert and
assets. As a result the Issuer could transfer its ro ert or assets or furnish securities in
itsdiscretion. Thisfactcouldalsohavea ne ativeim actonthe Issuer's rofitabilit and
fundraisin ca acit

Risk Rating: low

h) The Issuer is exposed to fraud risk arising from third parties

The Issuer is interacting with a number of third parties, including, but not limited to,
the Service Providers such äs the Custodian, the Collateral Agent, Authorised
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Participants, and exchanges. The Issuer is also relying on its own stafffor its operations.
As a result, the Issuer is exposed to the risk of misconduct, negligence, or fraud by any
ofthese third parties or its employees which could result in serious reputational and
financial härm or damage the Issuer or the assets of which are pledged äs Collateral
for the Notes. It is not always possible to deter misconduct and internal control may
prove ineffective. Accordingly, should any such risk materialize they could result in a
Noteholder's partial or total loss of its Investment.

Risk: low/medium.

3. 1.3 Le ai and re ulato risks

i) Compliance

The Issuer has minimal compliance requirements, äs it is not directly responsible for
"know your dient" (KYC) checks or anti-money laundering (AML) checks of its Investors.
In this respect, the Issuer relies on third parties to perform checks on the sources of any
funds received. It should be understood that performing KYC/AML checks in respect of
transactions related to Cryptoassets is new and challenging and even though third
parties engaged by the Issuer are regulated entities, there is a risk of compliance failures
with respectto KYC/AML. Any breach ofthe compliance processesofthe Issuerorthird-
party Service providers could have a material adverse effect on the Issuer's core

business, including loss of reputation and significant legal and financial impact, which in
turn could have a material negative effect on the Notes, including the risk of a total loss
oftheca ital invested b the Noteholder.

Risk Rating: low/medium

j) Potential Changes in regulatory status of the Issuer

The Issuer's business is in particular focused on issuing Notes linked directly or indirectly
to the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket or
any other eligible Underlying. Although some financial supervisory authorities across
Europe may restrict trading in Cryptoassets and/or categories of market participants
which may deal with Cryptoassets, the Issuer is currently not required to be licensed,
registered, or authorised under any securities, commodities, or banking laws of its
jurisdiction of incorporation or Operation and currently operates without supervision by
any authority in anyjurisdiction.

Furthermore, the EU Directive 2011/61/EU an Alternative Investment Fund Managers
("AIFMD") became effective on 22 July 2013 and provides, amongst other things, that
all alternative Investment funds ("AIFs") must have a designated alternative Investment
fund manager ("AIFM") with responsibility for portfolio and risk management. The
Issuer does not operate in the same manner äs a typical alternative investment fund and

is therefore currently not required to be licensed, registered, or authorised. However,
the definition ofAIFs and AIFM in the AIFMD is broad and there is only limited guidance
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äs to how such definitions should be applied in the context ofa vehicle such äs the Issuer.

However, the regulatory authorities in one or more other jurisdictions relevant to the
Issuer's business may determine that the Issuer is required to be licensed, registered, or
authorised under the securities, commodities or AIFMD, banking laws of such
jurisdiction and there can be no guarantee that legal or regulatory requirements with
respect thereto will not change in the future. Any such requirement or change could
require the Issuer to obtain licenses, registrations or authorizations or even make it

impossible for the Issuer to perform its current business. The Issuer may not be granted
such licenses, registrations or authorizations or it may face severe financial implications.
This may have an adverse impact on the Issuer conducting its business and the
administration of any Series of Notes which in turn could have a material negative effect
on the Notes, includin theriskofatotallossoftheca ital invested b the Noteholder.

It may also result in the Issuer giving a Mandatory Redemption Notice in relation to a
Series of Notes (such risks are further described under 3. 2. 1 "The Issuer is allowed at

any time to perform a mandatory redemption in case certain events äs specified in the
Terms and Conditions materialize"),

Risk Rating: medium/high

k) Litigation Risks

The Issuer is not but may become involved in litigation, regulatory and arbitration proceedings
from time to time, with investors, regulatory authorities, or other claimants. Even ifthe Issuer
is successful in defending such proceedings or resolves any Claims to the satisfaction of the
parties involved, and whether covered by insurance or otherwise, the Issuer may suffer from
the distraction of management resources to such proceedings or incur costs and possibly face
härm to its reputation from case related Publicity. The Issuer's involvement in such proceedings
or settlements may have a material adverse effect on its business, financial condition, and
resultsofoperations.

Risk Rating: low/medium

l) Risk of domicile of the Issuer and applicable law

The domicile and registered office ofthe Issuer is in Liechtenstein. According to the Terms
and Conditions this Base Prospectus and any Series of Notes issued under the Base

Prospectus in this Program are subject to Liechtenstein law and the exclusive place
jurisdiction to the extent legally admissible is Vaduz, Liechtenstein.

Investors have to be aware that any Claims against the Issuer under the Base Prospectus
or any of the Notes issued by the Issuer under this Program, have to be asserted in
Liechtenstein before the Liechtenstein District Court in Vaduz. In case the Investor is a

legal entity or a natural person with residence outside of Liechtenstein, Austria and
Switzerland, the Investor would with all likelihood be obliged to provide a securitydeposit
for the possible procedural costs of the defendant. In case the security deposit is not
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provided the claim will be considered äs withdrawn. Thus, failure of the Investor to

provide the security deposit at all or in time could lead to a loss of the Claims of the

Investors.

Further the Investor needs to be aware that Liechtenstein does not have bilateral or

multilateral agreements on recognition and enforcement offoreign judgments with other

countries but Austria and Switzerland. Thus, Liechtenstein äs a rule generally does not

recognize and enforce foreign judgements from countries other than Austria and
Switzerland. and there is no agreement with other countries but Austria and Switzerland.

This could have a material adverse effect on the Claims of the Noteholder a ainst the

Issuer includin the risk of a total loss of his Claims.

Risk Rating: medium/high

m) Risks related to blockchain technologies and digital assets and their regulation

Notes directly or indirectly linked to one Cryptoasset or a Basket of Cryptoassets or to
Underlying's directly or indirectly linked to Cryptoassets and the regulatory regime

governing these Underlying's is currently in the process of development and will evolve

rapidly. Various legislative and executive bodies in Liechtenstein and in other countries

will in the future adopt laws, regulations, guidance, or other actions, which may severely

impact the future development of the Cryptoassets and the growth of the markets for

this asset class and, in turn, the adoption, utility and performance of each Series of

Notes. Especially EU and EEA countries will be required to implement the European

commission's regulation and it is not yet clear how they will perform doing so. Countries

can have different approaches in implementing said regulations and the Issuer could be

required to comply with differently shaped laws, rules and regulations although directed

towards the same regulatory goal. Failure by the Issuer or certain Investors to comply

with any laws, rules, and regulations, same ofwhich may not exist yet or are subject to

Interpretation and may be subject to change, could result in a variety of adverse

consequences, including civil penalties and fines and may negatively affect the rights of

Investors under a Series of Notes. This could have a material adverse effect on the

Issuer's business and financial Situation which in turn could have a material ne ative

effect on the Notes includin the risk of a total loss of the ca ital invested b the

Noteholder.

Risk Rating: medium

n) Dependence on certain service providers ("Counterparty risk")

The Issuer is dependent on a number of Service providers (third-parties) to maintain the

issuance of Notes and the collateral relating to such Series of Notes äs weil äs the

custody of the Underlying's of the Notes. These include, but are not limited to, the

Custodian for Cryptoassets, Authorised Participants, the Paying Agent, the Clearing

System, and the Collateral Agent, who is authorised under specific circumstances set
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forth in the Terms and Conditions to give instruction to the Custodian relating to the

Collateral (which indudes the Claims against the Custodian on the Cryptoassets and any

other Underlying's) for the benefit ofthe Noteholders of a Series of Notes, itself and the

Noteholders' Representative (äs defined below), ifappointed, (the "Collateral Agent").

Consequently, the Issuer is exposed to risks, including credit risk, reputational risk and

settlement risk, arising from the failure of any of its counterparties to fulfil their

respective obligations, which, ifany such risks occur, may have a material adverse effect
on the Issuer's business and financial position äs weil äs on the Cryptoassets and any

other Underlying collateralizing each Series of Notes.

With respect to the Custodian, the Issuer will be exposed to the credit risk of depositary

institutions with whom it holds cash and Cryptoassets and/or any other Underlying's,

namely the risk that the depositary holding Cryptoassets and/or any other Underlying's,
will fall to fulfil an Obligation or commitment to the Issuer. The Issuer's Cryptoassets

and/or any other Underlying's are maintained by the Custodian in segregated accounts,
which are intended but not guaranteed to be protected in the event of insolvency ofthe

Custodian. However, any insolvency of the Custodian may result in delayed access to

Cryptoassets and/or any other Underlying's, serving äs Collateral for each Series of
Notes. In such a Situation, Investors may face a (total) loss of his Investment due to asset

price fluctuation.

Should there be a material adverse change in cooperation with any existing Service

provider and a suitable alternative be unavailable or impracticable, it may be impossible

for the Issuer to continue to maintain any Series of Notes and fulfill its obligations

thereunder. Therefore, the Issuer is exposed to the risks of such parties, including, but

not limited to, liquidity risk, reputational risk and settlement risk, arising from the failure

of any of its counterparties to fulfil their respective obligations. Any dysfunction of such

third parties or disruption in the exchanges may result in a total loss ofvalue ofthe Notes

and/or the Underlying's (also defined äs Series of Assets in connection with the
Collateral), which may, in turn adversely impact the Issuer and/or the Noteholders.

It is also important to note that no third party, including in particular Collateral Agent,

Custodian or Issuer is liable for the loss ofthe Underlying's (also defined äs Series of

Assets in connection with the Collateral). In the case oftheft, the liability belongs solely

tothe Noteholder.

Risk Rating: medium/high

o) Potential conflict of interest

Appropriate procedures have been implemented to avoid any conflicts of interest
adversely affecting the interests of Noteholders. However, Noteholders should be

aware that, the role ofsen/ice providers may give rise to conflicts of interest, which are

adverse to the interests ofany Noteholders and may not be aligned.
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The Notes provide for a right ofthe Issuer to initiate Mandatory Redemption in respect
of a Series of Notes if any third-party Service provider, including the Issuer's auditors,
legal advisors, the Clearing System, the Paying Agent, the Fiscal Agent, the Collateral
Agent, the Authorized Participants, the Administrator stops providing Services to the
Issuer, and the Issuer fails to find a replacement within a reasonable time.

Risk Rating: medium

p) Dependence on authorizations

Application will be made for the Notes to be admitted to trading on an exchange äs
specified on the website ofthe Issuer and/or stated in the Final Terms. Thus, in relation

to such Notes to be admitted to trading on those regulated markets, the Issuer depends
on the authorization and the permissibility under the mies and regulations of the
respective country and any such stock exchange äs weil äs potentially further stock
exchanges, äs the case may be, to continue issuing and listing, äs applicable, Series of
Notes. Any change to the listing requirements, the regulation of the Notes, or the

acceptance of a Cryptoasset or Cryptoassets äs the underlying asset or any other eligible
Underlying could adversely impactthe Issuer, the value and liquidity ofa Series of Notes
and Investors in such Series of Notes. If an authorization risk materializes this could

have a material adverse effect on the Issuer's business and financial Situation which
in turn could have a material ne ative effect on the Notes includin the risk of a total

loss ofthe ca ital invested.

Risk Rating: tow/medium

3. 1.4 Internat control and IT risks

q) Attacks by "hackers" and Sabotage from outside the Issuer

There is the risk of Hardware and Software failure, human error, insufficient testing. It
refers to the risk that Information and communication Systems used are not effectively
and efficiently supporting current and future Group's needs and business objectives.
Information processing technology risk is the risk that the information technologies
used by the Issuer (a) are not operating äs intended, (b) are compromising the integrity
and reliability of data and information, (c) are exposing significant assets to potential
loss or misuse, or (d) are exposing the firm's ability to sustain the Operation of critical
processes. The whole business of the Issuer depends on a certain information
technology (IT) infrastructure. Additionally, sen/ice providers (e.g., the Administrator,
Custodian; the Paying Agent and the Clearing System) also rely on IT Systems to provide
Services to the Issuer. Both the Issuer's IT Systems and IT Systems of such service
providers may be hacked. Such attempt if successful could result in unfavorable

development of the price of the relevant Underlying's or the Notes including the risk
of a total loss ofthe capital invested bythe Noteholder

Furthermore, Cryptoassets have to be mined via the decentralized blockchain
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technology. Cryptoassets themselves are an open-source project which means that
various people may amend the algorithm of the Cryptoasset. As a result, there is a
risk of hacker attacks on essential networks and technologies ofthe Issuer. The Issuer
is exposed to the risk to be partially, temporarily, or even permanently prevented from
carrying out its business activities, which in turn could have a material negative effect
on the Underlying's, the Notes, including the risk of a total loss of the capital invested
bythe Noteholder.

Risk Rating: medium/high

r)Attacks by "hackers" and Sabotage from insidethe Issuer

The Issuer's business is focused on issuing Series of Notes. The IT infrastructure

used by the Issuer is its only means to administer each Series of Notes during their
lifetime, which includes in particular the transfer of the underlying Cryptoasset, or
the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, or any other eligible Underlying
related to each Series of Notes. Hacker attacks, Sabotage or fraud carried out by
the managing director or potential future employees of the Issuer, or third parties
may Sabotage the IT Systems, which may lead to the failure of hardware and/or
Software Systems oft he Issuer. This may also have a negative impact on the Issuer's
business activities, on the value of the Notes, including the risk of a total loss of the
capital invested bythe Noteholder.

Risk Rating: medium

3. 2 Risks relatin to the Notes

An investment in a Series of Notes involves certain risks associated with the

characteristics s ecification and e of the Notes which could lead to substantial

or total losses that Noteholders would have to bear. Risks regarding a Series of
Notes comprise, inter alia, the following risks:

3. 2. 1 Risks relating to the nature of the Notes and the Terms and Conditions of a
Series of Notes

s) Market risk due to lack of capital protection

The Series of Notes issued under this Base Prospectus do not provide for any capital
protection of any amount payable under the Notes. This causes a risk for investors in

the Notes since parts of or the entire invested amount may be lost due to the market
risk associated with the exposure of the Notes. In other words, if the price of the
relevant Index, Cryptoassets, Cryptoassets comprising a Basket and any other
Underlying's develops in a manner which is unfavorable for the Noteholder then the

terms do not provide for any level of protected capital and the Noteholderwill sustain
the füll loss corresponding to the unfavorable development of the relevant Index,
Cryptoassets; Cryptoassets comprising a Basket or any other Underlying's. Where the
Notes provide a long exposure (i. e., the relevant Notes have been designed to benefit
in the event of a rise in the price of the relevant Index, Cryptoassets; underlying
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Cryptoassets comprising a Basket or any other Underlying's) and the relevant price
instead remains flat or falls this would have a material adverse effect on the market

value of such Notes and the Noteholder would sustain losses. Conversely, where the
Notes provide a short exposure (i. e., the relevant Notes have been designed to benefit
in the event of a fall in the price of the relevant Index, Cryptoassets; underlying
Cryptoassets comprising a Basket or any other Underlying's) and the relevant price
instead remains flat or rises this would have a material adverse effect on the market

value of the Notes and the Noteholder would sustain losses. Depending on the
performance ofthe relevant Index, Cryptoassets; Cryptoassets comprising a Basket, or
any other Underlying's Noteholders may sustain a loss up to their entire Investment.

Risk Rating: medium

t) Limited recourse obligations

Noteholders will have recourse onl to the Series Assets meanin onl recourse to

thecollateralized relevant Underl in 's inres ectofaSeriesofNotes sub'ecttothe
Collateral and not to an other assets of the Issuer. If followin distribution or

realization in füll of the Series Assets collateralized relevant Underl in 's whether

b wa of sale li uidation or otherwise and a lication of available cash in

accordance with the a licable Orders of riori an outstandin claim a ainstthe
Issuerinres ectoftheSeriesAssetsremainsun aid then such outstandin Claim of

theNoteholderwillbeextin uished and no debt liabili orobli ation will be owed

b the Issuer in res ect thereof. Followin such extin uishment none of the Series
Parties the Noteholders of an relevant Series or an other erson actin on

behalf of an of them or an other erson actin on behalf of an of them will be

entitled to take an further ste s a ainst the Issuer or an of its officers

shareholders cor orate Service roviders or directors to recover an further sum

in res ect of the extin uished claim and no debt liabili or obli ation will be

owed to an such ersons b the Issuer in res ect of such further sum.

Risk Rating: high

u) No Collective Investment Scheme

The Securities issued in relation to Products underthe Program are derivative financial
Instruments (debt instruments) according to Liechtenstein Law. THE PRODUCTS DO

NOT CONSTITUTE COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES within the meaning of the
Liechtenstein Law on Organisms for collective Investments in transferable Securities

(UCITSG), the Liechtenstein Law on Alternative Investment Fund Managers (AIFMG)
or the Liechtenstein Law on Investment Undertakings (IUG). Contrary to investment
fund products or entities managing and offering Investment funds, neither the
products issued under this Base Prospectus, nor the Issuer are licensed or supervised
by the Liechtenstein Financial Markets Authority. Accordingly, holders of these
Products do not have the benefit of the specific Investor protection provided under
any laws governing collective Investment undertakings. In particular the Issuer is not
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and will not be regulated or supervised by the Liechtenstein FMA or any regulator äs
a result of issuing the Products. Further the Issuer is not legally obliged to define,
apply, or pursue any kind of Investment strategy with regards to the Underlying's of
the Note. The Issuer in articular ma invest directl or indirectl in an Rind of

C toassetsoran othereli ible Underl in 'sornotatall atitsfreediscretion ma

also track an Index or reference ortfolio and also invest in C toassets or other

Underl in 's or not at all in ursuit of the interest of own benefits or rofits. The

Issuer is also never subject to any legally enforceable Obligation vis-ä-vis the

Noteholders to comply with any investment policy, including any strategy, including
any changes made thereto.

Risk Rating: medium/high

v) Risk of reliance on crypto exchanges in case of Noteholder prevented to receive
Cryptoassets

If the Underlying or a part of the Underlying of a Series of Notes consists of
Cryptoassets and the Noteholder is prevented from receiving the relevant underlying
Cryptoasset or any or all of the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket of a
Series of Notes for legal reasons, in particular due to regulatory provisions applicable

toitandbecauseofthattheSeriesofNotesareredeemedinEUR,USDorothercurrency
äs determined in the Final Terms, Noteholders face the risk that the Notes cannot be

redeemed in the respective currency defined in the Final Terms and Noteholders do

not have any mechanism to monetize the Notes (except selling the Notes for fiat

currency (e.g. USDorEUR)inthesecondarymarket, ifa liquid market exists).

Further the Noteholders bear the risk that the exchan e rate between the C toasset

and the a licable fiat currenc chan es to the detriment ofthe Noteholders.

In any case where a redemption is made in fiat currency to the Noteholder the
Noteholder bears the entire risk of the exchange of the underlying Cryptoasset he
would be entitled to receive äs redemption into the fiat currency the Note is
denominated in. This in particular includes the risk that an exchange ofthe Cryptoasset
into Fiat is not possible at all or only at substantial discounts äs weil äs all costs

associated with the exchange ofthe Cryptoasset into fiat currency.

Risk Rating: medium/high

w) The Issuer is allowed at any time to perform a Mandatory Redemption in case certain
events äs specified in the Terms and Conditions materialize

The Issuer may at any time, in its sole and absolute discretion, elect to terminate and

redeem all but not some of the Notes at their Cryptoasset Entitlement in case of
occurrence of certain events äs further specified in the Terms and Conditions (the
"Mandatory Redemption"). In exerdsin such discretion the Issuer is not re uiredto

have an re ard to the interests of the Noteholders and Noteholders ma receive
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less or substantiall less than their initial Investment or have to bear a total loss.

The Issuer has to make an advance notice ofthe Mandatory Redemption, butthere
is a risk that it will not be received by all Noteholders, which can result in some or all
Noteholders failing to seil the Notes or - if applicable based on the Final Terms of the

respective Note - exercise their Put Option rights prior to the Mandatory Redemption.

Additionally, the Mandatory Redemption might result in the effective disposal of the
Notes for tax purposes by some or all Noteholders on a date earlier than planned or
anticipated, which can result in less benefidal tax treatment of an Investment in the

Notes for such Noteholders than otherwise would be available should the Investment

be maintained for a langer period of time.

Risk Rating: medium

x) Fees related to the redemption of the Notes.

Redem tion via an Authorized Partici ant

A Noteholder may exercise its Put Option (if applicable based on the Final Terms)
through an Authorized Participant, ifthe Noteholder qualifies in accordance with dient
acceptance policies of the Authorized Participant (which the Issuer has no influence
aver). In such case, the Notes will be redeemed in the relevant Cryptoasset or units of
the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket to the Digital Wallet of the
Noteholder unless a Noteholder is prevented from receiving units of the relevant
Cryptoasset or units of any or all ofthe underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket
for legal reasons, in particular due to applicable regulatory provisions. Only in this
case, the Noteholder, acting through an Authorized Participant, may demand
redemption in USD or other applicable redemption currency äs defined in the Final
Terms. For every redemption through an Authorized Participant and irrespective of
whetherthe repayment is made in the relevant Cryptoasset or units of the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket or in USD, EUR or other applicable redemption
currency äs defined in the Final Terms, the Issuer will Charge a Redemption Fee. The
Redemption Fee will be defined in the Final Terms for each Note in relation to which

the Put Option is exercised.

No Upfront Redemption Fee will apply to redemption through an Authorized
Participant. However, the Issuer has no influence on whether and to what extent the

Authorized Participant will Charge additional fees. These fees may vary depending on
the Authorized Partidpant. Additionally, the Issuer has no influence over dient
acceptance policies of the Authorized Participants, and prospective Investors in the
Notes shall be aware that it mi ht be not ossible for them to redeem the Notes

throu h an Authorized Partici ant at all and the onl wa to realize the value of their

investment in the Notes will be to redeem directl with the Issuer ifa Put 0 tion

is ranted in the Final Terms or otherwise seil the Notes in the seconda market via

a stock exchan e in case of Notes admitted to tradin on a stock exchan e or via

an OTC market rovided that a li uid market exists .
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Redem tion directl with the Issuer

As far äs a Put Option is granted in the Final Terms, a Noteholder may exercise its Put
Option directly and request redemption directly from the Issuer if so, provided in the
Final Terms. Notes would be redeemed in the underlying Cryptoasset (or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket) to the Digital Wallet ofthe Noteholder.
Only in case the Noteholder is prevented from receiving units of the underlying
Cryptoasset or units of the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket for legal
reasons, in particular due to applicable regulatory provisions, the Noteholder may

demand redemption in USD, EUR or any other redemption currency äs defined in the
Final Terms.

In case the Put 0 tion is granted in the Final Terms and a Noteholder decides to

demand redemption directly from the Issuer and, irrespective of whether the

repayment is made in the relevant Cryptoasset or units ofthe underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket or in USD, EUR or any other fiat currency äs defined in the Final

Terms, the Issuer may Charge a Issuer Redemption Fee äs defined in the Final Terms

for each Note in relation to which the Put Option is exercised (lower fees apply for
redemptions by Noteholders who are Authorized Participants).
In addition, the Issuer may Charge at its sole and absolute discretion an Upfront
Redemption fee corresponding to a maximum amount to be specified in the relevant

Final Terms (the "Upfront Redemption Fee"). No such Upfront Redemption Fee
shall be payable in any of the following cases:

(i) The number of Notes multiplied by the Cryptoasset Entitlement (specified in
the relevant Final Terms) and then multiplied by the Reference Price, in each

case äs of the date on which the Issuer receives the Put Option Exercise Form,
is greater than or equal to USD 250, 000;

(ii) No Authorized Participants are appointed by the Issuer;
(iii) The Put Option is exercised by an Authorized Participant.

In case no Put Option for direct redemption with the Issuer is granted in the Final Terms
the Noteholder can only redeem via an Authorized Participant. Should there however
be no Authorized Participant be appointed and thus the Noteholder would in such case
be prohibited from any redemption the Noteholder shall still have the possibility to
redeem the Notes directly through the Issuer. In this case the provisions and fees äs

stated above shall apply (see "Redem tion directl with the Issuer" .

Risk Rating: low/medium

y) Currency Risk

Most trading in the underlying Cryptoassets or the underlying Cryptoassets

comprising the Basket, or any other eligible Underlying's occurs in USD, CHF, or

EUR. The votatility of the USD, CHF, or EUR will therefore have an impact on the
Investment of each and each Noteholder may therefore lose part of or all of the
investment.
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Risk Rating: low/medium

z)Ability to comply with the Terms and Conditions and Events of Default

The Issuer is required to comply with the Terms and Conditions. Events beyond the
Issuer's control, including changes in the economic and business condition in

which it operates, may affect the Issuer's ability to comply with the undertakings

set out in the Terms and Conditions. Further, there is a risk that a breach of

the Terms and Conditions will result in certain events, entitling Noteholders to

declare all but not same of its Notes due and payable (each such event, an "Event

of Default"), which could cause a material adverse effect on the Issuer's financial

Position.

Upon the occurrence ofan Event of Default äs defined in the Terms and Conditions,

each Noteholder may be entitled to declare due and payable its entire Claims

arising from the Notes and demand immediate payment of the Cryptoasset

Entitlement. If such Claims are declared due and payable, the Issuer must then

distribute the Cryptoasset Entitlement in accordance with the Terms and

Conditions. The value of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying

Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, or any other eligible Underlying can fluctuate

during the time when such distribution of the Cryptoasset Entitlement is being

processed to be executed. In order for the distribution to be made, Noteholders

need to have their own digital Cryptoasset wallet or wallets (in case of a Basket)

(the "Digital Wallet(s)") and report such Digital Wallet(s) to the Issuer and a

failure of doing so will result in the respective Noteholder not receiving the

Cryptoasset Entitlement. Additionally, the Issuer may receive more redemption

requests in an Event of Default than it can operationally process. This may result in

delays for the Noteholders receiving their Cryptoasset Entitlement.

Risk Rating: medium

aa) Investin in the Notes does not corres ond to a direct Investment in the underl in
C toasset or the underl in C toassets com risin the Basket or an other

eli ibleUnderl in s

In general, the Issuer is allowed to invest directly or indirectly in any kind of Cryptoassets,

Baskets of Cryptoassets or any other eligible Underlying's, in particular in Underlying's,

which are directly or indirectty linked to Cryptoassets or Baskets of Cryptoassets, or invest

not at all at its free discretion, may also track an Index or reference portfolio and also

invest direct or indirect in the underlying Cryptoassets or direct or indirect in any other

Underlying's or not at all in pursuit of the interest of own benefits or profits. The Issuer

does not owe or guarantees the Investment into a particular underlying and is free to

invest the proceeds from the issuance ofthe Notes äs the Issuer deems appropriate.

Investors shoutd be aware that the market value ofthe Notes does not exclusively depend

on the prevailing price of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
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comprising the Basket or any other eligible Underlying's and changes in the prevailing

price ofthe underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket,
or any other eligible Underlying's may not necessarily result in a comparable change in
the market value ofthe Notes. The performance ofthe Notes maydiffersignificantlyfrom
direct or indirect holdings of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets

comprising the Basket or any other eligible Underlying's e.g., äs a result of negative effects

offees and charges, in addition to the negative effect ofany other risks described herein
äs weil äs the discretion ofthe Issuer to invest into the Underlying's. The return on the
Notes may not reflect the return if the Investor had actually owned the underlying
Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket or any other eligible

Underlying's and held such investment for a similar period.

Risk Rating: high

bb)Asset management risk

The market value and the settlement amount of same of the Series of Notes may

depend on the management of the Underlying's, which can be advised by an
Investment Advisor or on the management (investment) of the Underlying's by the
Issuer äs specified in the Base Prospectus and the relevant Final Terms. The Issuer

takes the decisions, and the Investment Advisor advises on the basis of

fundamental, technical and market specific data with the objective of achieving
positive total return. The Investment Advisor advises, and the Issuer takes decisions

independently, at its sole discretion, but within the boundaries set by the Final

Terms and any agreement concluded in this regard. The Investment Advisor is b

advisin and the Issuer is b mana in the Underl in 's of a Series of Notes not

bound b an investment strate towards the Noteholders and the Noteholders

have no direct claim a ainst the Investment Advisor or the Issuer with re ard to

the mana ement strate ofthe Underl in under mana ement. The Issuer is in

articular allowed to invest direct or indirect in an kind of C toassets Baskets

of C toassets or an other underl in 's or not at all at its free discretion ma

also track an index or reference ortfolio and also invest direct or indirect in the

underl in C toassets or direct or indirect in an otherunderl in'sornotatall

in ursuit of the interest of own benefits or rofits. The Issuer does not owe or

uarantees the Investment into a articular underl in and is free to invest the

roceeds from the issuance of the Notes äs the Issuer deems a ro riate. There

is a risk that these Investment decisions do not lead to a ositive total return or a

total lossoftheUnderl in undermana ement. As a result Noteholdersbearthe

risk of a loss of a art or all of their investment.

Risk Rating: high

cc) Passive Investment risk.

Despite the fact that within the discretion of the Issuer the composition of the
underlying Cryptoassets or Cryptoassets comprising the Basket or any other eligible
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Underlying's may from time to time change due to buying and selling or other
reasons, lending, staking, yield farming, staking or attempted direct or indirect
tracking of an Index or reference Portfolio (äs far äs specified äs applicable in the
Final Terms) and this change of composition may also be regulär or frequent, the
relevant Series of Notes will then not be considered äs an actively managed
Investment and may therefore be affected by a general decline in the value of
the underlying Cryptoassets or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket
or any other eligible Underlying's (see also under 3.2.3 "Risks related to the

underlying Cryptoassets or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket"}.

As a result, the Issuer may not take any action to attempt to reduce the risk of loss
resulting from price decreases. As a result Noteholders bear the risk of a loss of
a art or all of their Investment.

Risk Rating: medium/high

dd) Risks in case of Staking

The Issuer may, if so, specified in the relevant Final Terms, use the Series Assets
for Staking.

Staking involves certain risks such äs potential cybersecurity incidents that could
result in the loss oftokens held within a certain exchange or online wallet. Another
risk of staking results from potential downturns in the price of the crypto asset
during the staking period. Since staking works by locking coins, these coins will not
be available to be liquidated or transferred for a certain period of time.
Finally, there is a risk associated with the uptime of the validator node that is

Holding staked tokens. In most cases, networks penalize a validator if its ability to
process transactions is affected, which means that staking income could be
diminished by any disruptions in the validator up time.
The risk factor for staking is the so called "slashing risk", that occurs when a
validator in a staking network is either offline for a prolonged period of time
or votes for two states of the blockchain simultaneously ("double voting").
Slashing is designed to incentivize node security, availability, and network
participation. While the specifics of slashing are defined within each protocol,
the mechanism ofslashing is similar. A predefined percentage ofa validator's staked
Cryptoasset may be lost when the validator does not behave consistently oras
expected on the network. The penalties can comprise loss of rewards äs weil äs a
loss of initial coins staked.

Cryptoassets can be unstaked (unbonded) from the protocol. While the specifics of
unstaking are defined within each protocol, the mechanism of unstaking is similar.
It takes a defined period of time to unstake Cryptoassets from a protocol. Staking
may therefore lead to delays in the redemption process or to a decrease in the
Cryptoasset Entitlement.
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If one of the above risks in relation to Staking realizes, Staking may therefore lead to
delays in the redemption process and/or to a decrease in the Cryptoasset
Entitlement and can lead to a total loss ofthe Series ofAssets and therefore also to

a lossofa partial or total lossofthe investmentofthe Noteholders.

Risk Rating: medium

ee) Risks in case of Lending

The Issuer may, if so, specified in the relevant Final Terms, use the Series Assets

for Lending.

The Issuer may enter into lending arrangements on the basis of which it lends

certain Cryptoassets or Cryptoassets that are Components of a Basket to third

parties. In such a case, the third party will post Collateral in the form of other

Cryptoassetsorcashorcasheauivalents. In Order to mitigate the Issuer's and the
Investors indirect credit risk exposure to any parties to a lending arrangement,

the Lender must post eligible collateral assets (in form of other Cryptoassets or cash
or cash equivalents) to the accounts of the Issuer held with a Custodian with a

market value at least equivalent to the value of the Cryptoassets or Cryptoassets
that are Components of a Basket lent. Cryptoassets or Cryptoassets that are

Components of a Basket may be lent to third parties aver a period of time.

All of the tssuer's rights in any lending arrangement or assets posted back
thereunder will be pledged to the Collateral Agent acting on behalf of the
Noteholders.

The risks of lendin the C toassets or C toassets that are com onents of a

Basket is a otential failure of such C toassets or C toassets that are

com onents of a Basket bein returned when due. The risks of lendin the

C toassetsorC toassets that are com onentsofaBasketalsoincludetherisk

that a borrower ma not ost back additional collateral assets when re uired. A

default b the borrower under such lendin arran ements combined with a

decrease in the value of the collateral assets that the borrower has osted back

ma result in a decrease ofthe C toasset Entitlement and can lead to a total loss

of the Series of Assets and therefore also to a loss of a artial or total loss of the

Investment of the Noteholders.

Risk Rating: medium/high

ff) Risks in case of Yield Farming and generation of yield through the use of stability
pools

The Issuer may, if so, specified in the relevant Final Terms, use the Series Assets for

Yield Farming.
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Yield farming describes a set of activities that can be employed to earn yield by committing
cryptocurrencies to a given DAPP. The aim of Yield Farming is to stake tokens in various
DeFi applications to generate tokenized rewards to maximize earnings. Once assets are
committed, an Investor can lend or borrow crypto on a DeFi platform and earn
cryptocurrency in return for their Services. Yield farming is generally performed on
decentralized exchanges (DEXs) through the lending, borrowing, and staking of
cryptocurrencies and tokens to earn interest on deposits and speculate on price Swings.

Another form of generation of yield is through the use of stability pools. A stability pool
maintains the price of a collateral debt position (CDP) by providing and maintaining a
collateral ratio to a given token pairing. A Collateralized Debt Position (CDP) is a smart
contract that accepts collateral in the denomination of one cryptocurrency and allows for
collateralized lending in another cryptocurrency. Stability Pools provide an automated
means of exchange for any two cryptocurrency pairs. Stability pools incentivize
participants by automatically distributing a share of transaction fees charged from
exchanging cryptocurrency pairs directly to stability pool liquidity providers.

The risks ofyield farming and generation ofyield through the use of stability pools
are in particular: Smart contracts hacks and failures; Liquidity risk; gas fee risks; rüg
pulls and scams; price volatility, regulatory risks; impermanent loss. This means, if
the Issuer uses the Series Assets ofa Series of Notes for Yield farming and generation
ofyield through the use ofstability pools, all these risks could materialize, and the
activity could lead to a decrease in the Cryptoasset Entitlement. If an of the risks
materialize Investors ma lose art or all of their initial investment.

Risk Rating: medium/high

gg) Risks in case of Index and reference portfolio tracking

The Issuer may, ifso, specified in the relevant Final Terms, use the Series Assets
for tracking an Index or a Reference Portfolio.

Noteholders should note that the amount payable on the Notes of a Series may be
linked to the performance ofthe Assets which will äs far äs possible and practicable
consist ofthe component digital assets that comprise the Index referenced by that
Series of Notes. Furthermore, Series of Notes may seek to replicate, to the extent
practicable the value and yield performance (before fees costs and expenses) of
the relevant Index. Accordingly, Noteholders should be aware that the Notes may
be adversely affected by risks applicable to indices generally. In particular, the level
of an Index can go down äs well äs up and that the past performance of an Index
will not be indicative of its future performance. There can be no assurance äs to

the future performance of any Index. The Notes may trade differently from the
performance ofthe Index and changes in the level ofthe Index may not result in a
comparable change in the market value of the Notes or in the Note Value.

Accordingly, before investing in any Notes, prospective investors are advised to
carefully consider whether an Investment which seeks to replicate the value and
yield performance ofthe applicable Index is suitable for them and in all cases an
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Investor in Notes are advised to carry out its own detailed review ofthe applicable
Index and the rules relating thereto.

Investin in Notes is not the same äs investin in the relevant Index

Investing in a Series of Notes is not the same äs making an Investment in the

relevant component Cryptoassets or other assets of the relevant Index or the

purchaser assets. The return from holding Notes is not the same äs the return from

buying the component Cryptoassets or other assets of the relevant Index. The
return from holding Notes is not the same äs the return generated from the
relevant Index. If it was possible to enter into a futures contract in respect ofthe

Index, investing in the Notes would not be the same äs taking a long position under
such futures contracts.

Chan e in com osition or discontinuance of the Index

The Administrator ofthe Index may add, delete orsubstitute the component digital
assets of the Index or make other changes to the methodology for determining the

asset(s) to be included inthe Index orforvaluingthe Index. Thecompositionofthe

Index may therefore change aver time to satisfy the eligibility criteria applicable to
the Index or where asset(s) currently included in the Index fall to satisfy such
criteria. Such changes tothecompositionofthe Index by Administrator ofthe Index

may affect the level ofthe Index äs a newly added asset may perform significantly
worse or better than the asset it replaces. As the Note Value of the Notes is

influenced indirectl b the com osition and level of the Index chan es in the

com osition of the Index ma have an adverse effect on the Note Value of the

Notes.

The rules of the Index may confer on the Index Administrator in certain

circumstances the right to make determinations, calculations, modifications and/or

adjustments to the Index and the eligible components of the Index and related

matters, which involve, in certain circumstances, a degree ofdiscretion. The Index

Administrator will generally, äs far äs reasonably practicable, exercise any such

discretion with the aim of presen/ing the overall methodology of the relevant
Index. The exercise of such discretion may result in the level of the Index on any
day being different to that which it may have been had the Index Administrator not

determined to exercise such discretion. Whilst the Index Administrator is typically

required to act reasonably and in good faith in exercising its discretion, there can

be no assurance that the exercise of any such discretion by the Index Administrator

will not affect the level of the Index and/or alter the volatility ofthe Index and have

an adverse effect on the Note Value of the relevant Series of Notes.

Conflict of Interest of the Index Administrator

The Issuer has implemented appropriate procedures to avoid any conflicts of
interest adversely affecting the interests of Noteholders. However, Noteholders

should be aware that no Index Administrator has had regard to the interests ofthe
Noteholders when creating any Index, and no Index Administrator will have regard
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to the interests of the Noteholders when maintaining, modifying, rebalancing,
reconstituting or discontinuing any Index. Actions taken by an Index Administrator

in respect of an Index may have an adverse impact on the value or liquidity of the
Notes of the relevant Series of Notes. The interests of an Index Administrator and

the Noteholders of the relevant Series of Notes may not be aligned. No Index
Administrator will have any responsibility or liability to Noteholders.

Index ma have no o eratin histo

It may be that the Index is a new Index and äs such has no operating history. The
Index Administrator retains substantial discretion to change the methodology and
data sources that are used to calculate the new Index. The Index could be

calculated in a way that adversely affects the value ofthe Products.

Risk Rating: medium/high

hh)Financial Derivative Instruments

The Assets of each Series may include financial derivative instruments ("FDI")
which provide indirect exposure to the Digital Assets of the relevant underlying
Cryptoasset or/and other eligible Underlying's of such Series of Notes. Accordingly,
the Notes will be subject to the following risks which are applicable to FDI generally.

Derivatives risk: The risks associated with the use of FDI are different from, or

possibly greater than, the risks associated with investing directly in securities and
other traditional Investments. Generally, a derivative is a financial contract the
value of which depends upon, or is derived from, the value of an underlying asset,
reference rate or index, and may relate to Stocks, bonds, interest rates, currencies

or currency exchange rates, commodities, and related indices. There is no

assurance that any derivative strategy used by the Issuer will succeed.

Mono ement risk: FDI are highly specialized instruments that require Investment
techniques and risk analyses different from those associated with Stocks and

bonds. The use of FDI requires an understanding not only of the underlying
instrument but also of the derivative itself, without the benefit of observing the
performance of the derivative under all possible market conditions.

Liyuidity risk: Liquidity risk exists when a particular FDI is difficult to purchase or

seil. If a derivative transaction is particularly large or if the relevant market is

illiquid, it may not be possible to initiale a transaction or liquidate a position at an
advantageous time or price.

Pricin risk: Pricing risk exists when a particular FDI becomes extraordinarily
expensive relative to historical prices or the prices of corresponding cash market
instruments. Under certain market conditions, it may not be economically feasible

to initiate a transaction or liquidate a position in time to avoid a loss or to take
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advantage of an opportunity.

Correlation risk: Correlation risk exists when there is a lack of correlation between

the change in the value of the underlying asset and that of the value of the
derivative Instruments used by the Issuer.

Fundin risk: Funding risk exists when the capacity of the Issuer to fund the
payment under an FDI is at risk due to higher funding costs or lack of cash flow.

Market risk: Like most other investments, FDI are subject to the risk that the market
value ofthe Instrument will change in a way detrimental to the Issuer's interests.
While hedging strategies involving FDI can reduce the risk of loss, they can also
reduce the opportunity for gain or even result in losses by offsetting favorable
price movements in other portfolio Investments.

Settlement risk: Derivative markets will have different clearance and settlement

procedures and in certain markets there have been times when settlements have

been unable to keep pace with the volume of transactions, thereby making it
difficult to conduct such transactions. Delays in settlement could result in
temporary periods when assets of the Issuer are uninvested, and no return is
earned thereon.

Le ai re ulator and tax risk: Legal, tax and regulatory changes applicable to
FDI could occur which may adversely affect the Issuer. The regulatory and tax
environment for FDI is evolving, and changes in the regulation or taxation of FDI
may adversely affect the value of such Instruments held by the Issuer and its ability
to pursue its trading strategies.

Underl in risk: Specific Risks certain potential Underlying's see risk factors
regarding the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket.

Risk rating: high

ii) Changes in regulation of the underlying Cryptoassets or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket

Notes linked directly or indirectly to an underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket. A potential Investor has, therefore, to consider

that the regulation of the Cryptoassets is subject to change. Therefore, it cannot
be ruled out that the regulatory treatment of the Cryptoassetsorthe regulatory
treatment of the Note(s) by national authorities and courts or international

Standard setting bodies could be subject to changes in the future. As a result of
such changes, the purchase and/or direct or indirect Investment in the underlying
Cryptoassets or the purchase and Investment in the Note may be prohibited or
otherwise restricted. Furthermore, if any direct or indirect Investment in the
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Cryptoassets is prohibited, Noteholders may not redeem and receive the

Cryptoassets pursuant to the Terms and Conditions according to the Cryptoasset
Entitlement Rate.

Moreover, changes in the regulation ofthe Cryptoassets, including with respect to
the Notes, may adversely impact the Issuer, the value ofthe Notes and the

value of the Collateral. As a result, Noteholders bear the risk of a loss of a part or
all oftheir Investment.

Risk Rating: medium

jj) Noteholders may be responsible for choosing an appropriate Digital Wallet (an
inadequate or inappropriate Digital Wallet for the underlying Cryptoasset or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket can lead to the loss ofthe underlying
Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket).

If any Notes are terminated either by the Issuer or the Noteholder pursuant to the
Terms and Conditions and the Noteholder is entitled to receive payments in the
underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, the
underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket must
be transferred to the Noteholder's Digital Wallet(s). If this transfer occurs to an
inadequate or inappropriate Digital Wallet (which includes, but is not limited to, a
Digital Wallet to which the Noteholderdoes not have the corresponding private
cryptographic key or keys, or which the Noteholder cannot operate due to any
other limitation, technical or otherwise), the Noteholderwill notbeabletoaccess

and dispose of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprisingthe Basket. Forthe Noteholder this meansa total lossofits investment.

The decision on choosing the correct compatible Digital Wallet(s) lies solely with
the Noteholder. The Noteholder is also entirely responsible for the secure storage
of the private key of its Digital Wallet(s) in order to receive and dispose of the
underlying Cryptoasset orthe underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket. The
loss or theft of the private key(whichincludes an unauthorizedcopyof aller a part
of the key or keys) can result in a total loss of all of the assigned underlying
Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket within the
Digital Wallet(s).

Noteholders who do not provide the Information regarding their Digital Wallet to
the Issuer during the Mandatory Redemption process in a timely manner, may be
treated by the Issuer äs prevented from receiving the underlying Cryptoasset or
any or all of the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket due to legal or
regulatory reasons and will have their Notes redeemed in USD at the USD

Reference Price or äs determined in the Final Terms.

Risk rating: high
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kk) Supply

While the Issuer has the right to issue additional Notes that are fungible with an
already issued Series of Notes, the Issuer is under no Obligation to issue additional
Notes in relation to the Series of Notes already issued. Even if the Issuer decides to

issue additional Notes in relation to a Series of Notes already issued, given that, in
the primary market, the Issuer only setls Notes to Authorised Participants, there
is no guarantee that Authorised Participants subscribing to the newly issued
Notes of a Series of Notes will make them available in the secondary market. On
the one hand, if the Issuer does not issue additional Notes in relation to a Series of

Notes already issued, or Authorised Participants do not seil those additional Notes

in the secondary market, this could increase the price of the Notes compared to
the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket.
or/and any other eligible Underlying's. On the other hand, when the Issuer Starts

issuing additional Notes (and/or Authorised Participants Start selling such Notes in
the secondary market) at a moment when the Notes are trading at a premium
compared to the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising
the Basketoranyothereligible Underlying's, this could resultina reductionofthe

premiumcomparedtotheunderlyingCryptoassetor the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket or/and any other eligible Underlying's and thus in a
decrease in the price ofthe Notes.

Risk rating: medium/high

Il) No recourse and no guarantee.

Pursuant to the Terms and Conditions, the Notes will be obligations solely of the
Issuer. In particular, the Notes will not be obligations of, or guaranteed by the
lssuer's shareholders, Paying Agent, the Custodian, the Collateral Agent, the
Administrator or the Authorized Participants or any other partner or affitiate ofthe
Issuer or any direct or indirect Noteholder of the Issuer.

No erson has uaranteed the erformance of the Issuer's obli ations and no

Noteholder has an direct ri hts of enforcement a ainst an such erson. As a

result Noteholders bear the risk of a loss of art or all of their Investment in a

Series of Notes.

Risk Rating: medium

mm) Risk-hedging transactions.

The ability to eliminate or to restrict the initial risks of a Series of Notes arising from
their purchase by, for example, concluding any hedging transactions during their
lifetime, depends mainly on the market conditions and the economic terms of

such Series of Notes. As a consequence, such transactions may be concluded at
unfavorable market prices (or not at all), which may result in corresponding
losses. Investors should, therefore, not rely on the ability to conclude
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transactions at any time during the term of such Series of Notes that will allow them

to offset or limit relevant risks.

Risk rating: medium/high

nn) Risks associated with the legal regulation regarding a creditors' association äs defined
in the Personen- Gesellschaftsrecht of Liechtenstein ("PGR")

According to § 123 SchlA PGR, the creditors ofthe same Series of a Note constitute

a creditors association by law, if notes at an amount of at least CHF 20,000. 00 are
issued and the number of notes issued is at least ten. Generall the creditors'

association is not entitled without the consent ofthe Issuerto increase the creditors

ri hts or to make an amendments benefitin the creditors.

The Terms and Conditions ofa Series of Notes may be amended with (and only with)
the consent ofthe Issuer by a majority resolution ofthe Noteholders in accordance

with §§ 123 et seq. ofthe Liechtenstein Person and Company Act ("PGR") unlessthe

law requires a higher majority or quorum. Any such resolution will be binding for all

Noteholders. Any such resolution may effectively be passed with the consent of less

than a majority ofthe aggregate principal amount ofthe Notes outstanding.

The s ecific risk is that Noteholders of a articular Series of Notes are bein

outvoted b the ualified ma'orit ofthe Noteholders and losin ri htstowardsthe

Issuer a ainst its will in the event that Noteholders holdin a sufficient a re ate

rinci ai amountofthe Notes artici ate inthevoteanda reetoamendtheTerms

and Conditions of a articular Series of Notes b ma'orit vote in accordance with

theTerms and Conditionsand the PGRwhich in turn ma result in a Noteholder's

loss ofthe Investment in the Notes.

Under the law, one or more representatives (Vertreter) of the Noteholders (the

"Noteholders' Representative") may be appointed on the basisofthisProspectus,

the Final Terms or by the noteholders meeting. Two or more representatives

exercise their power of representation jointly, unless provided differently. The

Noteholders' Representative is a trustee ofthe Noteholders. No initial Noteholders'

Representative will be appointed under the Terms and Conditions. Any

appointmentofa Noteholders' Representativeforthe Notes of a particularSeriesof

Notes post issuance of such Series of Notes will, therefore, require a qualified

majority resolution äs stated above ofthe Noteholders of such Series of Notes.

The specific risk is that if the appointment of a Noteholders' Representative is

delayed, this will make it more difficult or even impossible for Noteholders of

a Series of Notes to take collective action to enforce their rights under the Note.

It is possible that a Noteholder may be deprived of its individual right to pursue

and enforce its rights under the Terms and Conditions if such right was passed
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to a Noteholders' Representative.

Ifa Noteholders' Representative will be appointed by qualified majority decision of
the Noteholders of a Series of Notes it is possible that a Noteholder may be
deprived of its individual right to pursue and enforce its rights under the Notes
against the Issuer, if such right was passed to the Noteholders' Representative by
majority vote who is then exclusively responsible to claim and enforce the rights of
all the Noteholders.

The specific risk is that Noteholders of such Series of Notes may not be able to
enforce their rights under the Notes individually but with consent and depending
on the action of a Noteholders' Representative only which, in turn, may result in a
Noteholder's loss ofthe investment in the Notes.

It is possible that noteholders meetings attended by different Noteholders each
appoint "their own" representative without setting rules in case of conflicting
representational acts. As, in case of doubts, multiple representatives exercise their
power of representation jointly, there is a possibility that the inability of the
representatives to agree on a specific act of representation leads to a Noteholder's
total loss ofthe investment in the Notes.

Risk Rating: low/medium

oo) The Notes are subject to transaction costs and charges

When Notes are purchased or sold, several types of incidental costs (including
transaction fees and commissions) are incurred in addition to the purchase or sale
price of the Notes. These incidental costs may significantly reduce or eliminate
any profit from holding the Notes. Credit Institutions äs a rule Charge commissions
which are eitherfixed minimum commissions or pro-rata commissions, depending
on the order value. To the extent that additionat - domestic or foreign - parties
are involved in the execution ofan order, including, but not limited to, domestic
dealers or brokers in foreign markets, Noteholders may also be charged for the
brokerage fees, commissions and other fees and expenses of such parties (third
party costs). In addition to such costs directly related to the purchase of securities
(direct costs), potential Investors must also consider any follow-up costs (such äs
custody fees).

The specific risk is that such additional costs may lowerthe yield ofthe Investment
substantially. Therefore, potential Investors should inform themselves about any
additional costs incurred in connection with the purchase, custody, or sale ofthe
Notes before investing in the Notes.

No assurance can be given äs to the impact of any possible judicial decision or
change of laws or administrative practices after the date of this Base Prospectus.
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The Terms and Conditions are based on the laws of Liechtenstein in effect äs at the

date ofthis Base Prospectus. Certain agreements which the Issuer entered into in

connection with the Notes are subject to the laws of other jurisdictions than
Liechtenstein ("Foreign Law Jurisdictions"). No assurance can be given äs to
the impact of any possible judicial decision or change to the laws of Liechtenstein
or the laws of a Foreign Law Jurisdiction or administrative practice or the official
application or interpretation of Liechtenstein law or the laws of a Foreign Law
Jurisdiction afterthe date ofthis Base Prospectus.

The specific risk is that Noteholders may face detrimental changes in Liechtenstein
law which negatively impact their rights under the Notes. This could even lead to

situations where Noteholders are not allowed to enforce their rights under the
Notes which in turn may result in a Noteholder's loss of the Investment in the
Notes.

Risk Rating: medium

3. 2. 2 Risks related to the collateral of the Notes

pp) Collateral granted to collateralize a Series of Notes may be unenforceable or
enforcement of the collateral may be delayed

The Issuer has undertaken to have an amount in the underlying Cryptoasset or
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, or any other eligible Underlying's
related to the respective Series of Notes pledged in favor ofthe Noteholders äs
collateral for the Issuer's debt to the Noteholders of each Series of Notes. These

collateral arrangements may not be sufficient to protect the Noteholders in the
eventofthe Issuer's orthe Custodian's bankruptcy or liquidation due to various
reasons. There is a legal riskthat the security interest in respect ofthe underlying
Cryptoasset or underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket and/or any other
eligible Underlying's is not accepted äs valid or enforceable, in particular given
if it is a Cryptoasset and there could be uncertainties on how to enforce such
collateral or changes in legislation. In addition, the enforcement ofthe collateral
may be delayed.

Risk Rating: medium/high

qq)Credit risk

The Issuer will be exposed to the credit risk of Custodian with whom it holds the

underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket
and/or any other eligible Underlying's. Credit risk, in this case, is the risk that the
Custodian holding the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket and/or any other eligible Underlying's will fall to fulfil an
Obligation or commitment to the Issuer. The underlying Cryptoasset or the
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underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket and/or any other eligible
Underlying's is/are maintained by the Custodian in segregated accounts, which are
intended to be protected intheeventofinsolvencyoftheCustodian. However, any
insolvency of the Custodian may result in delayed access to the underlying
Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket and/or any other
eligible Underlying's provided äs a collateral. In such a Situation, Noteholders may

face a loss due to asset price fluctuation.

In addition to direct credit risks, the Noteholders are indirectly exposed to any
credit risk that the Issuer is exposed to. For example, the Issuer may incur losses

and/or fail to obtain detivery under any arrangements in place in respect of any
crypto-denominated assets held äs Collateral.

Risk Rating: medium/high

rr) Realization of collateral and role of the Collateral Agent

The Issuer has undertaken to have an amount in the underlymg Cryptoasset or
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, or any other eligible Underlying's
related to the respective Series of Notes pledged in favor of the Noteholders äs
collateral for the Issuer's debt to the Noteholders of each Series of Notes. The

Collateral Agent may take any action permitted by the Terms and Conditions and

the relevant collateral Documents in an enforcement scenario without having

regard to the effect of such action on individual Noteholders. Fees, costs, and

expenses for the Collateral Agent will need to be paid in advance. All fees, costs
and expenses related to the enforcement will be the sole responsibility of, and will
be deducted from any payments made to, the relevant Noteholders.

The Collateral Agent shall have no responsibility whatsoever to any other party

orto any Investor in the Notes of a particular Series of Notes äs regards any

deficiency which might arise because the Collateral Agent is subject to any tax in
respect of the Collateral or any part thereof or any income therefrom or any
proceeds thereof.

Risk Rating: low/medium

ss) Recognition of collateral and choice of law in other jurisdictions

The laws ofcertain jurisdictions may affect same or all ofthe security interests over
assets representing the collateral. In the event that the laws of a jurisdiction do not
recognize the security interests granted by the collateral, such collateral may not
be effective in relation to assets deemed located in that jurisdiction and/or the
ranking of the Claims in relation to such assets may change and uncollateralized
Claims may become first-ranking under mandatory laws all of which could result in
a Noteholder's partial or total loss ofits Investment.
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Risk Rating: medium

3.2.3 Risks relating to the Underlying (in particular underlying Cryptoasset or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket)

The Noteholder should be aware that the followin risk factors also a l to all kind of
Underl in 's held in indirect investments of C toassets or indirect investments in a
Basket of C toassets of a Series of Notes and that all of the disclosed risks described
in the followin can materializes for an of these Underl in 's see also 3.2.4 Risks
relatin to an indirect Investment in a C toasset or a C toassets com risin the
Basket.

tt) Price volatility of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket

The value of the Notes is directly or indirectly affected by the price of
the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket
- which fluctuates widely and is influenced by a number of factors. The amount
received by Noteholders (i) upon redemption of the Notes in USD, in case that a
Noteholder is prevented from receiving the underlying Cryptoasset or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket for legal reasons, or (ii) upon sale
on the stock exchange depends directly or indirectly onthe peri:ormance
of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the
Basket.

Prices of Cryptoassets fluctuate widely and, for example, may be impacted by
the following factors:

. Global or regional political, economic, or financial events - global or regional
political, economic, and financial events may have a direct or indirect effect on the
price ofCryptoassets;

. Regulatory events or Statements by the regulators - although there has been
reached a basic consensus on the regulation of Cryptoassets in the EEA are, there is
a lack ofworldwide or even intercontinental consensus regarding the regulation of
Cryptoassets and uncertainty regarding their legal and tax status and regulations of
Cryptoassets continue to evolve across different jurisdictions worldwide. Any
change in regulation in any particular jurisdiction may impact the supply and
demand in that specific jurisdiction and other jurisdictions due to the global
network of exchanges for Cryptoassets, äs well äs composite prices used to
calculatethe underlyingvalue of such Cryptoassets (ifany), asthe data sourcesspan
multiple jurisdictions. See also "Political risk in the market of Cryptoassets".

. Investment trading, hedging or other activities by a wide ränge of market
participants which may impact the pricing, supply, and demand for crypto assets -
markets for crypto assets are local, national, and international and include a

broadening ränge of products and participants. Significant trading may occur on any
System and platform, or in any region, with subsequent impacts on other Systems,
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platforms, and regions.

Forks in underlying protocols-The underlying Cryptoassets are each open-source
projects. As a result, any individual can propose refinements or improvements to
a network's source code through one or more Software Upgrades that could
alter the protocols governing the network and the properties of each underlying
Cryptoasset. When a modification is proposed and a majority of users and miners'
consent to the modification, the change is implemented, and the network remains
uninterrupted. However, if less than a majority of the users and miners' consent to
the proposed modification, the consequence could become what is known äs a

"fork" (i. e., a "split") ofthe network (andthe blockchain), withone part runningthe
pre-modified Software and the other running modified Software. The effect of such

a fork would be the existence of two versions of the network running in parallel,
and the creation of a new digital asset which lacks interchangeability with its
predecessor. Additionally, a fork could be introduced by an unintentional,
unanticipated Software flaw in multiple versions of otherwise compatible Software
users run. The circumstances ofeach forkare unique, and their relative significance
varies. It is not possible to predict with accuracy the impact that any anticipated
fork could have in terms of pricing, valuation, and market disruption. Newly forked
assets in particular may have less liquiditythan more established assets, resulting in
greater risk. See also "Splitofa blockchain".

Disruptions to the infrastructures or means by which each of the underlying
Cryptoassets are produced, distributed, and stored, are capable of causing
substantial price movements in a short period oftime - Cryptoasset infrastructure
operators or 'miners' who use Computers to solve mathematical problems to verify
transactions are rewarded forthese efforts by increased supply of such Cryptoasset.
The Computers that make up the infrastructure supporting each ofthe underlying
Cryptoassets are decentralized and belang to a combination of individuals and large
corporations. Should a significant subset of the pool of each of the underlying
Cryptoassets choose to discontinue operations, pricing, liquidity, and the abilityto
transact in each of such Cryptoassets could be limited. As each of the underlying
Cryptoassets is designed to have a finite supply pool of units of each of the
underlying Cryptoassets, this finite supply pool will eventually be fully mined
(meaning the creation of new Cryptoasset units through a predetermined
mathematical process within a Computer network) at some point in the future. This
makes mining unsustainable since block rewards would no langer be available to
miners, thereby teadingto a reduction in the numberof miners. This may trigger the
collapse ofthe network äs no miners would want to validate blocks without any
economic incentive. Also, äs block rewards decrease at a rate that was built into

the network at its inception (äs a consequence of the finite supply pool), the
economic incentives for miners of each of the underlying Cryptoassets may not be
sufficient to match their costs of validating blocks, potentially leading to miners
transitioning to other networks, in turn slowing transaction validation and usage.
This can adversely impact the price of each of the underlying Cryptoassets. Other
critical infrastructure which may be adversely affected includes storage solutions,
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exchanges, and custodians for each ofthe underlyingCryptoassets. For example, the
Potential for instability of Cryptoasset exchanges and the closure or temporary
shutdown of exchanges due to business failure or malware could impact the
liquidity of, demand for, and supply ofthe underlying Cryptoasset orthe underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket (and other crypto assets). In addition, volatility
in the pricing of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket leads to increased opportunities for speculation and
arbitrage, which, in turn, contributes to price fluctuations.

. It may be impossible to execute trades in the underlying Cryptoasset or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket at the quoted price. Any
discrepancies between the quoted price and the execution price may be a result of
the availability of assets, any relevant spreads or fees at the exchange or
discrepancies in the pricing across exchanges. See also in 3.2. 1 "The Notes are
subject to transaction costs, slippage and charges".

Risk Rating: high

uu) Political risk in the market for the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket

The legal status of the underlying Cryptoassets of a Series of Note varies between
different countries. The lack of worldwide or even intercontinental consensus

concerning the regulation of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket and how the underlying Cryptoasset or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket shall be handled tax wise causes

insecurity regarding the legal status ofthe underlying Cryptoasset orthe underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket. As the underlying Cryptoasset or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket are unregulated assets in many
jurisdictions, there is a risk that political decisions and future regulations in various
jurisdictions will affect the markets for the underlying Cryptoasset or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket and companies operating in such
markets. It is impossible to know or predict exactly how politics and future
regulations may affect the markets. However, future regulations and changes in
the legal status of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket are political risks which may affect the price of the
underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket. Ifthe
Issuer fails to or is unable to comply with potential future regulations, this may lead
to the Issuer incurring losses and it may also have an adverse impact on the
Issuer's ability to carry out its business.

Risk Rating: low/medium

w) Valuation ofthe underlying Cryptoasset orthe underlying Cryptoassets comprising
the Basket

The market value of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
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comprising the Basket is not related to any specific Company, government, or
asset. The valuation of the Cryptoasset or Cryptoassets comprising the Basket
depends on future expectations for the value of the network or specific
application, number of transactions, the overall usage or demand for a specific
Cryptoasset. See also "Price volatility of the underlying Cryptoasset or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket". This means that a significant

amount ofthe value in the underlying Cryptoasset orthe underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket is speculative and could lead to increased volatility.
Investors could experience significant gains, losses and/or volatility depending on
the valuation of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets

comprising the Basket through the exposure to Notes. Due to the speculative
nature of an investment in the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, their prices may fluctuate for any reason

and such fluctuations may not be predictable.

Momentum pricing of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket has previously resulted, and may continue to result, in

speculation regarding future appreciation or depreciation in the value of such

assets, further contributing to volatility and potentially inflating prices at any given
time. As a result, pricing of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket may change due to shifting investor

confidence in future outlook of the asset class. These dynamics mayimpactthe
value of an Investment in the Notes.

Risk Rating: high

ww) Potential for market abuse.

Markets for the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising
the Basket are growing rapidly. These markets are local, national, and international

and include a broadening ränge of products and participants. Significant trading
may occur on Systems and platforms and with minimum predictability. Any
sudden, rapid change in demand and supply of the underlying Cryptoasset or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, could cause significant price
volatility. In addition, neither the underlying Cryptoasset nor any ofthe underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket is backed by any central government and

different regulatory Standards apply across countries and in regions. The
characteristics of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket and underlying infrastructure could be used by certain market
participants to exploit market abuse opportunities such äs front-running (a form of
insider dealing, whereby inside information ofa future transaction is exploited to buy
or seil financial assets for own account), spoofing (a form of fraud, whereby the
communication with the target is disguised to gain access to its personal information
and/or network for further attacks), pump-and-dump (a form offraud, whereby the
price of a financial asset is artificially inflated through false and misleading
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Information) and fraud across different Systems, platforms orgeographical locations.

As a result of reduced oversight, these schemes may be more prevalent in the crypto

asset market than in the general market for financial products. Potential for market
abuse in the form of such schemes may impact market conditions ofthe underlying

Cryptoasset orthe underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, thereby impacting

the value of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising

the Basket and thereafterthe value ofan Investment in the Notes.

Risk Rating: low/medium

xx) Split of a blockchain.

There is a risk that source codes or protocols ofthe underlying Cryptoasset or the

underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket will be further developed and this

for various reasons would lead to a split of the virtual currency into several

protocols (so-called "Hard Fork "). A Hard Fork is a fundamental change to the
mutually agreed rules so that Computers running the old code do not execute

transactions that will be recognized äs valid by Computers running the new code.

A Hard Fork can be indisputable, controversial or a spin-off. An indisputable Hard

Fork can be compared to a Software Upgrade, which all (or almost all) users
agree, so that the change results in only one network and one set of rules. A
disputed Hard Fork can cause disagreement among users creating two

competing incompatible networks who compete for the same brand. For

example, the Bitcoin network had a spin- off on l August 2017, which resulted in a
Bitcoin (BTC) and Bitcoin Cash (BCH). Ifa Hard Fork in form ofa spin-offoccurs (the
"Split") and leads to the creation of two or more Cryptoassets, each Note shall

represent a Claim on a group of post-Split Cryptoassets that corresponds to such

Cryptoasset Entitlement äs each Note represented before the Split. However, the

weight of each Cryptoasset in such group shall be determined only upon (i)

Noteholders representing at least 20 percent of all Outstanding Notes having

notified the Issuer in writing about the occurrence of the Split; or (ii) the Issuer
having notified the Noteholders aboutthe occurrence ofthe Split. Noteholders may

therefore have a less favorable claim under the Notes than might have been the

case ifthe weight ofthe Cryptoassets had been determined at an earlier point in

time.

Following a Split, the Issuer may, at its sole discretion and after having notified the

Noteholders, decide to split the Notes into separate Notes each such new Note

representing a claim on the Issuer for a separate post-Split Cryptoasset in the group

of Cryptoassets that each Note represented immediately following the Split. The

Issuer may in its sole and absolute discretion and after having notified the
Noteholders, suspend Put Option exercises (äs far äs applicable based on the Final

Terms) and issuances of Notes for a reasonable period of time, not exceeding 90

(ninety) days, in order to allow for an arrangement äs described above. As

indicated, the analysis whether to support a Split by Splitting the Notes is at the
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sole discretion of the Issuer. These considerations include, but are not limited to,
availability of a custody solution, trading support from market makers, sufficient
liquidity, and the availability of a price on or around the date of the Split. While
these attributes may change aver time, the Issuer may require that any forked
assets have an available custody and trading solution on the fork date. There is no
guarantee that all Cryptoassets will have the same performance or the same
technical development and this could lead to a negative impact on the Noteholders.
In addition, a newly forked asset may increase other risks such äs liquidity risk,
market manipulation risk, risk of bankruptcy or insolvency and increased volatility,
amongst others. See also "Price volatility of the underlying Cryptoasset or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket".

Risk Rating: low

yy) Exchange rate risks and failure of crypto-exchange platforms

Notes can be redeemed at their Cryptoasset Entitlement, meaning that the
Noteholders will receive units of the underlying Cryptoasset or units of the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket. If the Noteholders intend to
exchange such units ofthe underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket into fiat currencies, such äs, forexample, Bitcoin into USD,
there is a risk of insufficient liquidity in the market. It is not possible to predict
whether a market for the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket will exist and whether such market will be liquid or illiquid
and how the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising
the Basket can be traded in such market. Among otherthings, this can lead to very
volatile exchange rates. Noteholders may incur transaction costs and fees while
exchanging from the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket into fiat currency, such äs USD. The Noteholders also bear
the risk that no such exchange is possible at all and that no market is available for
this purpose.

The historical market price of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket or its/theirexchange rate(s) is not an indicator
of its future development. It is not possible to predict whether the market price(s)
of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the
Basket will rise in relation to another currency or fall.

Risk Rating: low/medium

zz) Transactions in the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket may be misused for criminal activities, including money
laundering

Transactions in Cryptoassets are public, but the exact identity ofthe sending party
and the recipient ofthese transactions are not normally known. Transactions are
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largely untraceable and provide Cryptoasset consumers with a high degree of

anonymity. It is therefore possible that the Cryptoasset networks will be used for

transactions associated with criminal activities, including money laundering. If, äs
a result of the aforementioned, authorities dose down trading platforms, impose
regulations, or otherwise restrict or complicate the use of the underlying

Cryptoasset or the underlyingCryptoassetscomprisingthe Basket, this may affect
their value and therefore the value of the Notes.

Risk Rating: low/medium

aaa) Development of the Protocols of the Cryptoassets

The protocols of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket (the "Protocols") are publicly available and under
development. Further development and acceptance of each of the Protocols is

dependent on a number of factors. The development of the Protocols may be

prevented or delayed, should disagreements between participants, developers

and members ofthe relevant network arise. New and improved versionsofthe

source code are accepted if the majority of members of the network implement
relevant changes in their nodes, meaning upgrading their Software to the tatest
version of the codes. Should a Situation arise where it is not possible to reach a
majority in the relevant network regarding the implementation of a new version

of a Protocol, this may mean that, among other things, the improvement of
relevant underlying Cryptoassets scalability may be restrained. Should the

development of a Protocol be prevented or delayed, this may adversely affect the
value of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising
the Basket.

Further, äs the structures of each of the Protocols are public, any kind of direct
compensation for the developers of the Protocols is missing, which could lead to
decreased incentives for continuous development of the Protocols. Should a

Protocol not develop further, the value ofthe relevant underlying Cryptoasset or

the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket will decrease, which in turn

would affect the value ofthe Notes.

Risk Rating: low

bbb) Technical risks related to the Cryptoassets including 51 percent attacks.

Miners of the Cryptoassets earn ("mine") units of the relevant Cryptoasset by
confirming transactions and reaching consensus, and a pre-defined numberof

units of such Cryptoasset is distributed between the miners proportional to their
utilized computing ("hashing") power. The results of the reached consensus

defined by the relevant Protocol is the public ledger known äs the blockchain.

Ifan attacker succeeds in providing more than 50 percent ofthe blockchain miners
computing power in a so-called "51 percent attack", it can manipulate what is
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designed (by the relevant Protocol) to be a blockchain version reached by
consensus to a certain extent (in particular, such an attacker will be able to 'roll

back' or exclude valid transactions from the blockchain). Such an attack, in
particular, enables perpetrators to 'double-spend' units ofthe relevant Cryptoasset
by a way of exchanging some pre-existing units of the relevant Cryptoasset for
some othervalue (eitherother units ofthe relevant Cryptoasset, other crypto-asset

or fiat currency), and then rolling-back the transaction where such perpetrators

surrender their units of the relevant Cryptoasset without rolling back the

transactions (if any) where they receive any value in exchange for their units of

the relevant Cryptoasset. Such an attack is in principle also possible with less

than 51 percent of the mining power. The attacker could also block others'
transactions by denying them a confirmation. The value of the underlying
Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket äs weil äs the

Investment in the Notes would be negatively affected by such attacks, and the

Issuercan become insolvent withsomeor total lossofvalueforthe Noteholders if

it becomes a victim of a 'double-spending' attack, where a fraudulent party will

subscribe to the Notes using units ofthe underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying

Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, but then roll-back the transaction which
deposits units of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets

comprising the Basket to the Depositary Wallet.

In addition, the rapid development of quantum computing could have an impact

on the integrity of the blockchain. A blockchain is a mathematical structure

securing data through asymmetric cryptography (public and private keys) and a
hash function (which is a cryptographic method used for mining the underlying
Cryptoassets). Advanced quantum computing could threaten the integrity of a
blockchain. Shor's algorithm, a quantum algorithm for finding the prime factors

of an integer, run on a large enough quantum Computer can crack various

cryptographic algorithms, including the blockchain one. Cryptoassets are based on
Elliptic Curve Cryptography which is not quantum-computer resistant. If the
integrity of the blockchains of the underlying Cryptoasset or any of the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket is threatened, the value of the underlying
Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket äs well äs the

value of the Notes would be negatively affected.

Risk Rating: low/medium

ccc) Bugs in the Protocols

The source codes of the Cryptoassets are public and may be downloaded and

viewed by anyone. There may be one or more bugs in the codes which are yet to

be found and repaired, or which will occur in the development of the Protocols,

which mayjeopardize the integrity and security ofthe networks ofthe underlying

Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket.
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Risk Rating: low/medium

ddd) Risk of losing units of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket in a Digital Wallet due to fraud, accident or similar

Noteholders receiving units of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket äs a result ofa redemption ofthe Notes should
be aware of the risk of losing such units when they hold or deposit such units
in a Digital Wallet. Units of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket are usually stored in a "digital wallet" on a
Computer, laptop, or smart phone. Digital Wallets have a public key, and a private
key or password that allows their owners to access them. However, Digital Wallets
are not impervious to hacking. Similar to conventional wallets, money may
therefore be stolen from Digital Wallets. Cases have been reported of consumers
losing Cryptoasset in excess of USD 1,000,000, with little prospect of having it
returned. In addition, loss ofthe key or password to a Digital Wallet (which includes
unauthorized copy of the key or the password or a part of it), may result in
Cryptoasset stored on the Digital Wallet to be lost forever. There are no central

agencies that record passwords or issue replacement ones. Noteholders may lose
all, or part, of their units of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket äs a result ofthese factors.

Risk Rating: medium

eee) Hacks of Digital Wallets

There are three types ofhacks of digital walletsthatcan affect an Investment in
the Notes. In this context, a "hack" refers to an unauthorized access to the rivate

ke s necessa to si n transactions on the blockchain transferrin value out of the

relevant di ital wallet. This includes "brüte force" attacks (i.e., attacks seeking to
obtain the information regarding the private keys through a trial-and-error
method, whereby Software is used to generate a large number of consecutive
guesses). While such attacks are currently unlikely, it should be noted that the
development ofquantum computing is expected to make such attacks possible, äs
the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket
are based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography which is not quantum- Computer
resistant, see also "Technical Risks Related to the Cryptoassets including 51 percent
attacks".

. A hack of the Depositary Wallet could result in the loss of the main body of the
underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket
backing the Notes. Such a hack could thus result in a loss ofvalue ofthe Notes

for all the Noteholders. Noteholders would risk losing their entire investment.
While the Depositary takes significant measures to prevent a hack of the
Depositary Wallet(s), it is not possible to entirely exclude this risk.

. A hack of a Noteholder's Digital Wallet into which the redemption proceeds of
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the Notes ofa particular Noteholder are transferred, would only result in a loss
ofvalue for that particular Notehotder. Such a hack would not affect the Position
of other Noteholders. In this respect, please also refer to "Risk of losing units of
the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the
Basket in a Digital Wallet due to fraud, accident or similar" above.

. A hack of any digital wallet of the Issuer which is not the Depositary Wallet
would not directly affect Noteholders, but it could affect the financial and

economic position of the Issuer and could result in the Issuer ceasing its
commercial operations and winding-up its activities, which would adversely
affect an Investment in the Notes in particular due to a mandatory redemption.

Risk Rating: medium

fff) Competition between Cryptoassets

Different Cryptoassets compete with each other. If other Cryptoassets see more
innovation to reach competitive advantages, the importance of the underlying
Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket may be reduced,
which will decrease the value of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket and the Notes.

Risk Rating: tow/medium

ggg) Large-scale sales of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket

Political or economic events, either domestically or in foreign jurisdictions, may
motivate large-scale purchases or sales of the underlying Cryptoasset or the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket. Large-scale sales ofthe underlying
Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket may result in a
decline in the price of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket, which will adversely affect an Investment in the respective
Notes.

There are same substantial holdings of units of the underlying Cryptoasset or
the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket on publicly known digital
wallets which have not been involved in transactions on the network for a

substantial period of time. Market consensus is that the owners of such digital
wallets have lost access to them and/or to corresponding private keys. Thus,
market consensus is that such units ofthe underlying Cryptoasset orthe underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket "locked" in such digital walletsareeffectively
excluded from circulation. In the event that holdings of a Cryptoasset considered
locked up forever were to enter into circulation, the price of such Cryptoasset might
be severely affected by the increasing supply. Additionally, even if such holdings
are not actually sold and there is any indication that corresponding private keys are
not lost (by any means, including but not limited to registering any transaction
signed by needed keys, no matter how small and not even necessarily on the
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relevant blockchain), market expectations with regard to total supply of the
relevant Cryptoasset can change dramatically and it can negatively affect the price
of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the
Basket, which will adversely affect an investment in the Notes.

Risk Rating: medium

hhh) Actions by early adopters of the Cryptoassets

There is no registry showing which individuals or entities own units of the

underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket or the
quantity of units of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket owned by any particular person or entity. It is possible,
and in fact, reasonably likely, that a small group of early adopters hold a
significant portion of units of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket that have been mined to date. There are no

regulations in place that would prevent large Noteholders of units of the

underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket from
selling their holdings. Such a sale may adversely affect the price ofthe underlying
Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket and an
Investment in the Notes.

Risk Rating: low/medium

iii) Potential decline in the adoption of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket

As with all new assets and technological innovation, the crypto asset industry is
subject to a high degree of uncertainty. Further adoption of each of the
Cryptoassets will require (i) growth in their acceptance äs currency for payments
and/or (ii) growth in the use of blockchain applications based on the Cryptoassets.
Adoption of crypto assets also requires an accommodating regulatory
environment. The Issuer does not and will not have any strategy related to the
development of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket and any applications for the blockchain technology. Lack
of expansion in the usage of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket and the relevant blockchains could adversely
affect their price and Investment in the Notes.

In addition, there is no assurance that the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket will maintain their value aver the lang term
(see also "Price volatility of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket" and "Valuation ofthe underlying Cryptoasset
or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket"). The value of each of the
underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket is
subject to risks related to its usage. Even ifgrowth in the usage and/oracceptance
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of crypto assets such äs the Cryptoassets occurs in the near or medium-term, there

is no assurance that crypto assets usage will continue to grow aver the long-

term. Contraction in the use ofcrypto assets may result in increased volatility or

a reduction in the price of crypto assets, including the undertying Cryptoasset or
the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, which would adversely impact

thevalue ofthe Notes.

Additionally, it is possible that crypto assets äs an asset class are widely adopted
and successful, but the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets

comprising the Basket in particular become obsolete and are replaced by a new

generation ofcrypto assets, this could negatively affect the price ofthe underlying

Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket and

consequently the price of the Notes.

Risk Rating: medium

) Transaction costs may vary depending on network load (unpredictable for Issuer and
Noteholder)

Charges apply when transferring units of the underlying Cryptoasset or the

underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket äs part of the redemption ofthe

Notes in the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the

Basket. In case of a Basket, these charges apply to the transfer of the units of each

underlying Cryptoasset comprising the Basket. The amount of fees required to

maximizethechancesofa reasonablyfastconfirmationofthetransaction does not

depend on the value of the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying

Cryptoassets comprising the Basket transferred. The transferring participant can

determine the transaction fees it is willing to pay. The higher this value is, the faster

the transaction will be confirmed. When miners form new blocks, they are

economically incentivized to select those transactions from the pool of unconfirmed
transactions (known äs the "Mempool") that have the highest transaction fee. Such
selection is necessary because the number oftransactions which can be included in

any particular block is limited by the relevant Protocol's specification. The

transaction costs required to be paid in order to maximize the chances of timely

processing of any transaction, are thus not constant aver time, but depend on the

size of the Mempool and on the proposed fees of transactions posted by other

participants. Furthermore, miners may collude in an anticompetitive manner in
order to reject lowtransaction fees, forcing usersto pay higher transactionfees. Due

to the reasons outlined above, the level oftransaction fees required to maximize

the chances of prompt transfer instruction processing, äs well äs the actual timing

of any transaction is therefore unpredictable and Noteholders might receive the

units of the relevant underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets

comprising the Basket laterthan anticipated, or in extreme cases, not at all.

Risk Rating: low/medium
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kkk) Amplification of risks in case of a Basket of underlying Cryptoassets or an Index
Note

If a Series of Notes is linkeddirectlyorindirectlytoaBasketof Cryptoassetsoran
Index, fluctuations in thevalueofortherealizationofanyoftheriskssetoutabove
in relation to a single Cryptoasset contained in the Basket or assets contained in the
Index may either be offset or amplified by fluctuations in the value of the other
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket assets contained in the Index. Accordingly, the
market value of the Notes directly or indirectly linked to the Basket, or the Index may
deviate from the performance of the Basket and/or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket or assets contained in the Index äs, among other factors,
correlations, volatilities, and the general market interest rate level may have an
additional influence on the performance ofthe Notes.

In addition, a small basket or Index composition will generally be more vulnerable to
changes in the value ofthe relevant Cryptoassets orassets contained in theIndex and

a change in composition of a basket, or an Index may have an adverse effect on
baskets or index's performance. Given the higher weighting ofthe single components
in a small basket or small index composition, the impact of an unfavorable
development for one or more single components will be greater on the baskets or
index's performance compared with a more diverse basket or Index. A high
correlation of components, i. e., where the values of the relevant components tend
to fluctuate in a similar fashion äs the other correlated components, may have a
significant effect on amounts payable on the Note since all of the correlated
components may move in the same unfavorable manner at the same time and thus

not achieving diversification ofthe market risk. The negative performance ofa single
component, i.e., a single Cryptoasset, may outweigh a positive performance of one
or more other components and may have a negative impact an the return on the
Note.

Risk Rating: medium

3. 2. 4 Risks related to an indirect investment in Cryptoassets or Cryptoassets comprising a
Basket

Subject to limitations ofthe Final Terms for each Series of Notes, the Issuer is allowed
to invest indirectly in any kind of Cryptoassets. In such case not only the risks
associated with direct Investments in Cryptoassets apply äs outlined in addition to all
risks involved in case of a direct Investment in the Cryptoasset or Cryptoassets
comprising a Basket (see Risk factors section 3. 2. 3). Rather also additional risks apply
for such case. The main additional risks related to indirect Investments are outlined
below:

Investment Discretion and indirect Investments in Cryptoassets

Subject to limitations provided in the Final Terms for each Series of Notes the Issuer
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is entitled to invest direct or indirect in any kind of Cryptoassets, Baskets of
Cryptoassets or any other Underlying's or not at all at its free discretion, may also
track an Index or reference portfolio and invest in any other eligible Underlying's. The
Issuer does not owe or guarantees the investment into a particular underlying and is
free to invest the proceeds from the issuance of the Notes äs the Issuer deems
appropriate.

Prospective Investors should therefore be in particular aware that the Issuer is

allowed to invest indirectly in any kind of Cryptoasset or Basket of Cryptoassets (e. g.,
Ecosystem, fund shares) subject to limitations provided in the Final Terms.

In any case ofindirect Investment additional costs related to such indirect Investment

may apply (structure costs) which will affect the value ofthe Notes.

Risk Rating: medium

mmm) llliquidity

In case of indirect investment into a Cryptoasset or a Basket of Cryptoassets the asset
in which the Issuer invests directly may itself be an illiquid asset (e. g., non listed
shares or other forms of participation). In case of indirect investment thus the

underlying Cryptoasset may only be liquidated and available for redemption with
substantial delay and under substantial limitations or not at all.

Thus, in case of indirect investment there may be substantial delay in the effective
execution of a redemption and payout of the underlying Cryptoassets to the
Noteholderwhich may result in a substantial loss due to price fluctuation. In addition,
there is the risk that the liquidation of the underlying Cryptoasset will prove to be
partially or fully impossible and thus lead to a partial or füll loss of the underlying
Cryptoasset and consequently a total loss ofthe investment ofthe Noteholder.

Risk Rating: medium/high

nnn) Counterparty Risk

In case of indirect Investment into a Cryptoasset or a Basket of Cryptoassets the
Underlying's are under the control of a counterparty. In such case all counterparty
risks apply äs outlined in Section 3. 1.3. n). In particular there is the risk that the
counterparty will not be able to fulfil its obligations, become insolvent and not hold

the Cryptoassets segregated from own assets which may lead to a complete loss of
the Underlying's and consequently a total loss ofthe investment ofthe Noteholder

Risk Rating: medium/high
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3. 2. 5 Risks relating to the admission of the Notes to trading

ooo) The Notes do not have an established trading market and an active trading
market for the Notes may not develop

Each Series of Notes represent a new issue of securities for which there is

currently no established trading market. Although the Issuer intends to obtain

admission of the relevant Series of Notes to trading on Deutsche Börse Xetra,

Euronext Paris, Euronext Amsterdam and SIX Swiss Exchange and may also apply

to any further stock exchange in or outside the European Economic Area for the
Notes to be admitted to trading an the regulated markets of any such stock

exchange, there can be no assurance that a market for the relevant Series of

Notes will develop or, if it does develop, continue or that it will be liquid, thereby

enabling investors to seil their Notes when desired, or at all, or at prices they find

acceptabte or at prices which are expected due to a particular price of the

underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket.

The soecific risk is that Noteholders may not be able to seil Notes readily or at

prices that will enable Investors to realize their anticipated yield.

Risk Rating: medium

ppp) Products listed on the regulated market of the Deutsche Börse Xetra or any further
stock exchange in or outside the European Economic Area may be suspended from
trading

The Deutsche Börse Xetra and other stock exchanges in or outside the European

Economic Area provide for rules determining admissible securities. It cannot be

excluded that during the lifetime ofthe Notes, the Notes are no langer admissible

for reasons beyond the control of the Issuer. This may lead to the Suspension or

delisting of the Notes. Suspension of the notes or delisting of the notes on one

exchange may affect the willingness of other exchanges to enable trading of the

notes. Suspension and delisting can result in a limitation of market forthe relevant

series of Notes which can adversely affect the price ofthe notes.

Risk Rating: medium

3.2.6 Taxation risks relating to the Notes

Tax Risk related to C toassets or underl in

basket,

C toassets com risin the

The taxation of Cryptoassets or underlying Cryptoassets comprising the basket can

vary significantly byjurisdiction and are subject to significant revisions. The status

and tax treatment of Cryptoassets remains undefined. Accordingly, the way in

which Cryptoassets or underlying Cryptoassets comprising the basket are taxed

varies from country to country. Before deciding to invest in the Notes, Investors

should consult their local tax advisor on taxation.
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The Issuer may become exposed to significant tax risk. Any major bürden may
hinder the Issuer's ability to maintain the listing and, in the event that such tax
bürden results in insolvency, to otherwise continue to operate äs expected.

No tax ross-u

The Issuer will make all payments under the Notes without withholding or
deducting present or future taxes, duties, or charges of whatever nature unless the
Issuer or any third person is required by applicable law to make any such payment with
respect to the Notes. Holders face the risk that they will need to make such payments
themselves which could significantly lower their yield, which in turn may result in a
Noteholder's loss of Investment in the Notes. Therefore, potential Investors should

consult with theirtax advisors with regard to the tax treatment in this context if investing
in the Notes.

Risk rating: medium/high

4. IMPORTANT NÖTIGE

The Base Prospectus should be read and construed with any Supplement hereto and with any
other documents incorporated by reference and, in relation to any issue ofa Series of Notes,
with the relevant Final Terms. Füll Information on the Issuer and any Series of Notes is only

available on the basis of the combination of this Base Prospectus and the relevant Final

Terms.

*This Base Prospectus may not be used for the purposes of an offer or solicitation by
anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any
person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation.

The validity of this Base Prospectus (ind. Supplements, if any) will expire on 22.03. 2024.
There is no Obligation to Supplement a Base Prospectus in the event of significant new
factors, material mistakes or material inaccuracies if a base prospectus is no langer valid.

The Final Terms in respect of any Series of Notes will include a legend entitled "MiFID
Il Product Governance" which will outline the target market assessment in respect of each
Series of Notes and which channels for distribution of the Notes are appropriate. Any

person subsequently offering, selling, or recommending the Notes (a "Distributor") should
take into consideration the target market assessment; however, a distributor subject to

MiFID II is responsible for undertaking its own target market assessment in respect of
each Series of Notes (by either adopting or refining the target market assessment) and
determining appropriate distribution channels.

A determination will be made in relation to each issue about whether, for the purpose of the

MiFID Product Governance rules under EU Delegated Directive 2017/593 (the "MiFID
Product Governance Rules"), any dealer subscribing for any Notes is a manufacturer in
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respect of such Notes, but otherwise neither any dealer(s) nor any of their respective
affiliates will be a manufacturer for the purposeofthe MiFID ProductGovernance Rules.

Ifthe Final Terms in respect of any Series of Notes include a legend in the contextofany
Prohibition to make an offer of Notes to retail Investors in certain jurisdiction(s), such Notes
(the "Retail-Restricted Notes ") are not intended to be offered and shall not be offered to

any retail Investor in such jurisdiction(s). For these purposes, a retail Investor means a

person who is one (or more) of:

(i) a retail dient äs defined in point (11) ofArticle 4(1) of MiFID II;

(ii) a customer within the meaning of Directive 2016/97/EU (äs amended, the

"Insurance Distribution Directive"), respectively, where that customer would
not qualify äs a Professional dient äs defined in point (10) of Article 4(1) of

MiFIDII;or

(iii) not a qualified investor äs defined in the Prospectus Regulation.

Consequently, no key information document required by the PRIIPs Regulation for offering
Retail-Restricted Notes in such jurisdiction(s) has been prepared and therefore offering the

Retail- Restricted Notes to any retail Investor in such jurisdictions may be unlawful under the

PRIIPs Regulation or other applicable provisions.

4.1 Investment and redemption restrictions

Prospective investors should satisfy themselves that an investment in a Series of Notes would comply

withanylaws, regulations, orguidelinesapplicabletothem and would be in line with their individual

Investment objectives, especially in regard of a redemption of the Notes by way of delivery of the

underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket. Ifa Noteholder is unable
to receive the underlying Cryptoasset or any or all of the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the

Basket due to legal or regulatory reasons (such äs Undertakings for Collective Investment in

Transferable Securities (UCITS) within the meaning of Article l of the Directive 2009/65/EC of the
European Parliament and ofthe Council of 13 July 2009), the Notes will not be redeemed by delivery

ofthe underlyingCryptoassetorthe underlyingCryptoassetscomprising the Basket. Instead, Section

4 of the Terms and Conditions provides for a mechanism, according to which the Notes will be
redeemed in USD in anamountcorrespondingtothe USD Reference Price(fora detailed description,
see Section 11.4. - Redemption ofthe Notes in Cryptoassets) provided the USD reference price ofthe
Notes to be redeemed, calculated in accordance with the formula set out in Clause 4.5 of the Terms

and Conditions, amounts more than the Minimum Redemption Amount äs defined in the Final Terms

for each Series of Notes.

Therefore no re uestforredem tionb an Noteholder is re uiredtobesatisfiedb the Authorized

Partici ant orin case a Put 0 tion is ranted in the Final Terms b the Issuer if the USD reference

rice of the Notes to be redeemed calculated in accordance with the formula set out in Clause 4.5

of the Terms and Conditions amounts to below the Minimum Redem tion Amount äs defined in

the Final Terms for each Series of Notes. For the avoidance of doubt in this case the onl wa to

realize the value of the Investments in the note will be to seil the note on a stock exchan e in case

of admission to trade for notes or OTC in case a li uid market exists . If an ros ective Investor is

in an doubt with re ard to its abilit to invest in the Notes or to receive units of the relevant
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underl in C toasset orunitsofan orall ofthe underl in C toassetscom risin the Basket it
should consulta rofessional advisor riortomakin an investment.

4.2 The Notes may not be a suitable Investment for all investors.

Each potential Investor in a Series of Notes must determine the suitability of its investment
in light of its own circumstances. In particular, each potential Investor should:

have sufficient knowledge and experience to make a meaningful evaluation ofthe
relevant Series of Notes, the merits, and risks of investing in a Series of Notes and
the information contained or incorporated by reference in this Base Prospectus and
the Final Terms relating to such Series of Notes;

have access to and knowledge of appropriate analytical tools to evaluate (in the context
of its particular financial Situation and the investment(s) it is considering) investing in a
Series of Notes and the impact the Investment in such Series of Notes will have an its
overall Investment portfolio;

have sufficient financial resources and liquidity to bear all of the risks of investing in
a Series of Notes;

understand thoroughly the terms of a Series of Notes and be familiär with the financial

markets; and

be able to evaluate (either alone or with the help of a financial advisor) possible
scenarios for economic, interest rate and other factors that may affect its Investment
and its ability to bearthe applicable risks.

The s ecific risk is that if investin in a Series of Notes turns out to be not a suitable

Investment for such investor due to the factors set out above such Investor ma suffer a

substantial loss includin a total loss which ma ne ativel im act its overall investment

strategy.

5. RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT

Fineqia AG with its registered office at Werdenbergerweg 11, 9490 Vaduz, Principality of
Liechtenstein accepts responsibility for the Information contained in this Base Prospectus
and declares to the best of its knowledge that the information contained in this Base

Prospectus is in accordance with the facts and that the Base Prospectus makes no
omission likely to affect its import.

It is expressly pointed out and accentuated that following the date ofthe Prospectus, events
and changes may occur, which render the Information contained in the Prospectus incorrect
or incomplete. Supplemental information will only be published äs required by and in a
manner stipulated by applicable law.
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By approving this Base Prospectus, FMA assumes no responsibility äs to the economic and
financial soundness of the transaction and the quality or solvencyofthe Issuer.

6. DISCLOSURE REGARDING FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

This Base Prospectus may contain forward looking Statements. Forward looking Statements
provide the Issuer's current expectations or forecasts of future events. Forward looking
Statements include Statements about the Issuer's expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives,

intentions, assumptions, and other Statements that are not historical facts. Words or
phrases such äs "anticipate", "expect", "intend", "plan", "potential", "predict", "projecf'or
"will", may identify forward looking Statements, Statements regarding the Issuer's disclosure
concerning its operations, cash flows, capital expenditure and financial position.

Investors are cautioned that forward looking Statements are not guarantees of future
performance. Forward looking Statements may, and often do, differ materially from actual
results. All forward looking Statements in this Base Prospectus speak only asofthe date
of this Base Prospectus, reflect the Issuer's current view with respect to future events and
are subject to risks relating to future events and other risks, uncertainties and assumptions
relating to the Issuer's operations, results of operations, growth strategy and liquidity.
Investors should specifically consider the factors identified in this Base Prospectus which
could cause actual results to differ before making an investment decision. All ofthe forward-
looking Statements made in this Base Prospectus are qualified by these cautionary
Statements. The Issuer undertakes no Obligation to Update or reviewanyforward-looking

Statement, whether äs a result of new Information, future developments or otherwise. All
subsequent written and oral forward-looking Statements attributable to the Issuer or
individuals acting on behalf of the Issuerare expressly qualified in their entirety by this
Paragraph.

7. CONSENT TO THE USE OF THE BASE PROSPECTUS

Each financial intermediary (including Authorized Participants) subsequently reselling or
finally placing a Series of Notes - if and to the extent this is so expressed in the Final Terms
relating to a particular Series of Notes - is entitled to use this Base Prospectus in Germany,
Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Slovenia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden for the subsequent resale or final placement
ofthe Notes comprised in such Series of Notes during the relevant offer period (äs set out in
the relevant Final Terms) during which a subsequent resale or final placement ofthe Notes
can be made, provided however, that this Base Prospectus is still valid in accordance with the
Prospectus Regulation. The Issuer accepts responsibility for the information given in this Base
Prospectus also with respect to such subsequent resale or final placement ofthe Notes.

The Issuer'sconsenttousethisBase Prospectus forthesubsequentresaleor final placement
of Notes by the financial intermediaries may be restricted to certain jurisdictions and subject
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to conditions äs stated in the relevant Final Terms.

This Base Prospectus and the relevant Final Terms may only be delivered to potential
Investors together with all Supplements published before such delivery. Any Supplement to
this Base Prospectus will be available for viewing in electronic form on the website of the
Issuer: www. fine ia. com li.

When using this Base Prospectus and the relevant Final Terms, each financial intermediary
must make certain that it complies with all applicable laws and regulations in force in the

respective jurisdictions.

In the event of an offer being made by a financial intermediary, such financial intermediary

shall provide information to investors on the Terms and Conditions of a Series of Notes
at the time of that offer.

Any financial intermediary using this Base Prospectus shall state on its website that it
uses this Base Prospectus and the relevant Final Terms in accordance with this consent and
the conditions attached to this consent.

8. REASONS FOR THE OFFER

In the primary market, the Notes will be initially purchased by Authorized Participants from
the Issuer exclusively with the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprisingthe Basket. UnitsoftheunderlyingCryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket received bythe Issuerthrough the subscription ofthe Notes will be
transferred to the Depositary Wallet and pledged by a collateral agreement for the benefit
of the Noteholders, the Collateral Agent and the Noteholders' Representative (ifappointed).

The Issuer intends to make profits with the issue ofthe Notes. The Issuer makes profit through
charging Subscription Fees, Redemption fees, Management Fees, Performance Fees, and ongoing
fees (äs specified in the relevant Final Terms) in relation to each Series of Notes.

In eneral the Issuer is allowed to invest in an kind of C toassets Baskets of C toassets or

an other underl in 's or not at all at its free discretion ma also track an index or reference

ortfolio and also invest direct or indirect in the underl in C toassets or direct or indirect in

an otherunderl in 'sor not at all in ursuitoftheinterestofownbenefitsor rofits. The Issuer

doesnotoweor uarantees the investment into a articular underl in and is free to invest the

roceeds from the issuance of the Notes äs the Issuer deems a ro riate.

The Issuer will bear any, and all costs related to the ongoing maintenance of the Issuer, no
such costs will be deducted from assets received in the course of subscription.

9. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE ISSUER

9. 1 General Information
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The legal name ofthe Issuer is Fineqia AG (the teuer). The commercial name is Fineqia.

The Issuer is a special purpose vehicle that has been established in particular for the issuance of
different Series of Notes and other securities.

The Issuer is a Liechtenstein Company limited by shares {Aktiengesellschaft) and incorporated
under the laws of Liechtenstein. The Issuer maintains its principal place of business in
Liechtenstein and operates under the laws of Liechtenstein. The Issuer has its corporate
seat, registered office, and principal place of business in Werdenbergerweg 11, 9490 Vaduz,
Principality of Liechtenstein, and is registered with the commercial register of the Amt für Justiz
under Register number FL-0002. 692. 050-7. The telephone number ofthe Issuer is +423 236 10
10.

The Issuer's articles of association were agreed upon and issued on 21. 09. 2022. The Issuer was
registered with the commercial register of the Liechtenstein Amt für Justiz on 22. 09. 2022.

The members ofthe Board of Directors of Fineqia AG are Bundeep Singh Rangar and SERATIO
TREUUNTERNEHMEN. The auditor ofthe Issuer is AREVA Allgemeine Revisions- und Treuhand
Aktiengesellschaft, Drescheweg 2, 9490 Vaduz

Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) ofthe Issuer is 529900ZDMIOSP3BMZD86

The website ofthe Issuer is www.fine ia.com li. This website and any other websites referenced
in this Prospectus are for Information purposes only and do not form part ofthe Prospectus.

The Issuer does not carry out crypto-custody-business of the Liechtenstein Law on Tokens

and VT Service Providers ("TVTG", the "Blockchain Act") and is therefore not required to obtain
a license or to register pursuant to TVTG. While the Notes are collateralized with the underlying
Cryptoasset or the underlying Cryptoassets comprising a Basket, the Issuer itself does not

safekeep, administrate and/or protect cryptographic values or private cryptographic keys for
others. Such function is instead performed solely bythe Custodian.

Recent events which are of particular importance for the Issuer, and which are highly relevant for
an assessment of the Issuer's solvency

Since the incorporation ofthe Issuer there have been no known negative changes with regard to the
business activities and business prospects ofthe Issuer.

The Issuer has no knowledge ofany trends, uncertainties or other events that could materially affect
the Issuer's business prospects in the current fiscal year. There have been no material changes in the
financial position or trading position of the Issuer since the end of the last financial year

9.2 Responsible Person

The Issuer is responsible forthe content ofthis Base Prospectus.

The executive body of Fineqia AG is the board of directors. Members of the board of directors are
SERATIOTREUUNTERNEHMEN reg. and Bundeep Rangar
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9.3 Approval

This Prospectus was approved bythe Financial Markets Authority in Liechtenstein (the "FMA") äs the

securities supervisory authority ofthe Principality of Liechtenstein in accordance with Regulation

(EU) 2017/1129 and EWR-WPPDG on [DATE].

The FMA approves securities prospectuses after completing a completeness check ofthe prospectus,

includinga check of consistencyand comprehensibilityofthe information submitted inaccordance

with Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 and EWR-WPPDG.

Such an a rovalshall not be construed äs an endorsement of the Issuer or the Note.

9.4 Corporate Purpose

Pursuant to Art. 2 ofthe Issuer's Articles of Association (Statutes), the objective ofthe Issuer is
to conduct trading activities, in particular in relation to crypto assets, äs well äs financial and
legal transactions of all kinds. In order to finance these and the aforementioned activities, the
Issuer issues financial Instruments to raise capital (in particular debt capital) on the capital
market.

The Issuer may acquire, manage and seil participations in other companies and associations
(including Service companies and/or production companies) in Liechtenstein and abroad; act äs

a holding or parent Company; finance participations in companies (including granting loans and
increasing share capital); acquire, manage and seil real estate and tangible assets of all kinds in
Liechtenstein and abroad; and generallytake all actions and enter into all legal transactions that
are related tothe managementofthe Issuer or serve its purpose.

All activities, the exercise of which require a special legal authorization or approval by the
Financial Market Authority, are excluded from the purpose and scope of activities of the Issuer

9.5 Principal Activities of the Issuer

The principal activities of the Issuer are the issuance of notes (including Series of Notes
contemplated to be issued with this Prospectus), the performance of which is directly or
indirectly linked to the performance of Underlying's, in particular directly or indirectly linked to
the performance ofcertain Cryptoassets or Baskets of Cryptoassets . The Issuer may use the net
proceeds (after deduction offees, cost, and expenses) ofthe issuance ofthe Notes to purchase
directly or indirectly a corresponding stock in the relevant Cryptoassets or to transfer

Cryptoassets received through subscription to a Depository Wallet to be pledged in order to
collateralize the Investors interests under the Notes. In eneral the Issuer is allowed to invest

in an kind of C toassets Baskets of C toassets or other underl in 's or not at all at its

free discretion ma also track an index or reference ortfolio and also invest direct or indirect

in the underl in C toassets or direct or indirect in an other underl in 's or not at all in

ursuit of the interest of own benefits or rofits.
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In order tomake profit, thelssuer will Charge certain fees to the Noteholdersofthe Notes issued

by the Issuer or seek exposure to other underlying's. The fees will be charged by deducting a

portion ofthe Cryptoassets directly or indirectly purchased with the net proceeds ofthe issuance
ofthe Notes. The Issuer may also choose to resell a portion ofthe Cryptoassets purchased and

deduct the fees incurred.

The Notes are intended to be primarily sold to Authorised Participants, who in turn may seil the
Notes to Investors including retail Investors. The Issuer intends to offer the Notes in

Liechtenstein, Germany, and any other country in the European Economic Area where

notifications in the meaning of Art. 24 ofthe Prospective Regulation are made to.

9.6 Organizational Structure

The Issuer is a wholly owned subsidiary of Fineqia International Inc. Below the major

shareholders of Fineqia International Inc. with a participation of more than 10 percent in the
relevant Company äs at the date of the Prospectus and the organizational structure are

described:

The followin chart rovides an overview of the structure of the rou of which the Issuer

forms art äs of the date of this Base Pros ectus:

fineqia
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The lssuer's sole shareholder is Fine ia International Inc., a Canadian Company, publicly listed

at Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE) under the Symbol FNQ. As such Fineqia International

Inc. is supervised by British Columbia Securities Commission (BCSC).

The Directors of Fineqia International Inc. are Bundeep Singh Rangar (President and CEO),
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Martin Paul Graham (Chairman) and Brij Chadda (Member). Each ofthe Directors of Fineqia
International Inc has the power to represent the Company äs a sole shareholder ofthe Issuer.

Furthermore, there is one major shareholders in the Issuer, holding indirectly 10% or more
ofthe shares in the Issuer, Rangar Capital Limited. Rangar Capital Limited holds 174'476. 809
shares in Fineqia International Inc , amounting to 14,36% of the total share capital in the
Fineqia International Inc . Rangar Capital Limited is a Maltese Company limited by shares,

whose shares are held by Bundeep Singh Rangar and Artio Trustees Limited. Sole beneficial
owner of Rangar Capital Limited is Bundeep Singh Rangar. There are no other major
shareholders in the Issuer, holding directly or indirectly 10% or more, the rest is held in free
float.

The governance structure of Fineqia International Inc. is äs follows:

fineqia

nCosttey

Dr. Tryggw) Thor Herbertsson

As such, the Directors of the sole shareholder Fineqia International Inc have significant
indirect influence over the Issuer äs they can represent the sole shareholder and take
shareholder resolutions for and on behalf of the Issuer when executing the voting rights.

Further the main shareholders of Fineqia International Inc have substantial weight in
decisions of Fineqia International Inc and thus may have also indirect influence on the Issuer.
However, noneoftheshareholdersofFineqia International Inchassufficientshareholdingto
take any majority decision. hlowever, shareholders can have significant indirect influence on
the management ofthe Issuer. There can be no assurance that the shareholders or their

representatives will exercise their voting rights in a manner that benefits the Issuer or
Noteholders.

9.7 Board of Director
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The board of directors of the issuer consists of Bundeep Singh Rangar and SERATIO
TREUUNTERNEHMEN reg.

Bundee Sin h Ran ar

Bundeep Singh Rangar, member of the board of directors of Fineqia AG is also the CEO of
Fineqia International Inc which is the only shareholder of Fineqia AG. He has more than 20
years' experience in executive roles in the industry of financial Services, technology, and
media with a sträng focus on bank financing, equity and debt funding, private equity, and
venture capital funding. Having raised more than USD 500 Mio for companies in the United
Kingdom, Germany, and Canada, äs well äs USD 72 Mio in private equity and USD 36 Mio in
venture capital for his latest venture, Bundeep is a highly regarded fintech entrepreneur and
deal maker. He holds an MSJ from Columbia University, New York, a BA from McGill
University, Montreal and various diplomas from other recognized universities and Colleges.

SERATIO TREUUNTERNEHMEN

SERATIOTREUUNTERNEHMEN reg. is a registered trust Company, incorporated underthe law
of Liechtenstein, having been established in 1955. Seratio is a Professional Trustee licensed
and supervised by the Liechtenstein Financial Market Authority (FMA) and an expert in the
fiduciary industry and in the areas of Wealth Planning, Trust and corporate Administration
and Compliance. Seratio is managed by Dr. Myriam Gstöhl-Wachter LL.M. who is an expert
international tax advisor with more than a decade of experience in advising international
financial companies. She is magna cum laude graduate in law from University Zürich, holds a
LL. M. in Swiss and international taxation.

9.8 Share Capital

The registered share capital ofthe Issueramounts to CHF 50'000,00 split in SO'OOO registered
shares of CHF 1,00 each. The share capital has been fully paid up. All shares carry the same
rights and obligations. The shares were created under Liechtenstein law and were issued in
return for a contribution in kind ofGO'OOO USDC.

9.9 Fiscal Year

The fiscal year of the Issuer Starts on l January and ends on 31 December

9.10 Auditors

The independent auditors (Wirtschaftsprüfer) of the Issuer are AREVA Allgemeine Revisions
und Treuhand AG, Drescheweg 2, Postfach 27, FL-9490 Vaduz, Principality of Liechtenstein
The auditor is also a member of the Liechtenstein Association of Auditors
(Wirtschaftsprüfungsvereinigung}

9.11 Interests of natural and legal persons involved in the Issuance/Offer

If not specified otherwise in the Final Terms for a Series of Notes, there are no material

interests, in particular, no potential material conflictsof interest with Service providers or
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in relation to the public offering or the admissiontotradingofthe Notes.

9.12 Material contracts and transactions

The Issuer has entered into the following agreements (with respect to the agreements entered into
on or around the date of this Base Prospectus) or will enter into the following agreements (with
respect to the agreements to be entered into on or around the date ofthe relevant Final Terms in

relation to a Series of Notes) and has conducted or will conduct (äs the case may be) the following
transactions which are material to its ability to meet its obligations to Noteholders:

The Issuer has entered or will enter into the following agreements which are material to the
Issuer's ability to meet its obligations vis-ä-vis the Noteholders:

. Collateral A ent A reement and Pledge Agreement entered into between the Issuer and

ADEXAS Rechtsanwälte AG, Seefeidstrasse 224, 8008 Zürich ("Collateral Agent") in its
function äs the Collateral Agent dated around the approval date ofthe Prospectus. The
Collateral Agent and the Issuer enter into a Pledge Agreement in which the Claims ofthe
Issuer against the Custodian relating to the respective Series of Notes are pledged for
the benefit of the Noteholders. The Pledge Agreement is governed by the laws of
Switzerland.

. Custod A reement between the Issuer and Copper Technologies (Switzerland) AG,
Gubelstrasse 24, 6300 Zug, Switzerland ("Custodian") in its function äs Custodian dated

around the approval date of the Prospectus relating to the Cryptoassets and any other
Underlying's which are held on the Depositary Wallet for Investment and repayment to
the Noteholders. The Custody Agreement sets out the duties and obligations of the
Custodian in relation to (i) the holding ofthe assets in custodies äs agreed between the
Issuer and the Custodian and the Underlying's acquired by the Issuer and (ii) the basis
for the remuneration and indemnification ofthe Custodian. The Custody Agreement is
governed bythe laws of England.

. The Account Control A reement entered between the issuer, the Custodian, and the
Collateral, which sets out the conditions and means of the Collateral Agent to obtain
control aver the Underlying Assets that serve äs collateral for the respective Series of
Notes. The Account Control Agreement is governed by the laws of England.

. A reements with Authorized Partici ants relating to the initial purchase of Notes and
the marketing of the same with Flow Traders B.V, Jacob Bontiusplaats 9, Amsterdam
1018 LL, the Netherlands dated around the approval date ofthe Prospectus.

9.13 Trend information

There has been no material adverse change in the prospects of the Issuer since 22. 09. 2022,
the date of its opening balance sheet.
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There has been no significant change in the financial performance of the groupofwhich
the Issuer form's part since 22.09.2022, the date of the Issuer's opening balance sheet.

9.14 Significant changes in the financial position

There has been no significant change in the financial position of the group ofwhichthe
Issuer form's part since 22.09.2022, the date of the Issuer's opening balance sheet.

9.15 Legal and arbitration proceedings

There are no governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings, (including any such proceedings
which are pending or threatened, of which the Issuer is aware), which may have, or have had
since the Issuer's incorporation, a significant effect on the financial position or profitability of
the Issuer.

9. 16 Financing of the Issuer's activities

The activities ofthe Issuer are carried out on the basis ofthe equity capital contributed and the
proceeds ofthe issuance ofthe Notes.

10. HISTORICAL RNANCIAL INFORMATION

The Issuer was incorporated on 22.09.2022, thus, no financial information except Information
provided in the opening balance sheet äs of 22.09.2022 is available.

The Opening Balance Sheet has been prepared in accordance with the Liechtenstein Persons
and Companies Act (PGR) and has neither been audited nor reviewed bytheauditorsofthe
Issuer.

The Financial Statements ofthe Issuerwill, starting with the balance sheets äs per 31. 12. 2022,

be prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards ("IFRS") äs adopted
in the European Union (the "EU").

The fiscal year of the Issuer commences on l January and ends on 31 December. The first
financial Statements of the Issuer will be prepared äs of and for the year ended 31 December

2022.
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11. GENERAL DESCCRIPTION OF THE NOTES

11.1 Diagram on subscription, purchase, sale, and security
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As shown in the diagram above, each prospective Investor, who is not an Authorised
Participant, has two means to invest in the Notes (äs further explained in section 11.2.
Description of the Notes - Form of Notes).

11.1. 1 Purchase directly from Authorised Participant

An investor cannot purchase the Notes directly from the Issuer in the primary market. An
investor may buy the Notes directly from an Authorised Participant. In order to do so,
prospective Investors interested in purchasing Notes may contact the Authorised Participants
for the relevant Series of Notes via the channels of communication (such äs, for example,
telephone, fax or e-mail) under the contactinformationset out in thetable in section "15.1.1

Offer to the public" in the column "Authorised Partidpants acting äs Offerors" or on the
website ofthe Issuerand requestfora subscription ofthe Notes. Authorised Participants may
also directly contact their clients and other potential Investors to offer such subscription ofthe
Notes. The Notes may be purchased directly from Authorised Participants in both
Cryptoasset/Cryptoassets and fiat-currency, depending on which kind ofcurrency is accepted
by the relevant Authorised Participant, whereby each Authorised Participant may Charge an
additional subscription fee or otherfees from the Investor who it is selling the Notes at its own
discretion.

11.1.2 Purchase via Stock Exchange or from any other party in the secondary market

Instead of purchasing the Notes via an Authorised Participant an investor may also purchase
the Notes in the secondary market from any person (i) via the relevant Stock Exchange (in case
of Notes admitted to trading on a stock exchange) or (ii) OTC. Notes can be purchased by
prospective Investors with any currency accepted by the Seiler or according to the rules of
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the stock exchange or marketplace.

11. 2 Description of the Notes

11.2. 1 Form of Notes

Notes issued under this Base Prospectus are issued under Liechtenstein Law and are debt
securities (Schuldverschreibungen) withoutparvalueand are being issued in bearer form at
an Issue price äs specified in the Final Terms (the 'Issue Price"). The Notes do not provide for
interest payments and do not have a fixed maturity date, except otherwise set out in the Final
Terms of the relevant Series of Notes.

The obligations under the Notes constitute direct, unsubordinated, and secured obligations of
the Issuer ranking pari passu among themselves and all other secured and unsubordinated
obligations ofthe Issuer. The Notes are freely transferable.

THE NOTES ARE NO UNITS IN AND DO NOT CONSTITUTE COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES
within the meaning of the Liechtenstein Law on Organisms for collective investments in
transferable Securities (UCITSG), the Liechtenstein Law on Alternative Investment Fund

Managers (AIFMG) orthe Liechtenstein Law on Investment Undertakings (IUG).

Only Authorised Participants may purchase Notes directly from the Issuer in the primary
market, and these Notes can only be subscribed for with units of the relevant underlying
Cryptoasset or units of the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket in the case of a
Series of Notes linked directly or indirectly to a Basket.

For the avoidance of doubt, if Notes are subscribed for with units of the underlying
Cryptoassets comprising a Basket, Authorised Participants are required to transfer units of
each ofthe underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket in an amount per unit ofthe Basket
äs further specified in the relevant Final Terms of each Series of Notes.

In the secondary market, Notes can be purchased by prospective Investors with any accepted
currency.

11. 2. 2 Depository Wallet

Units of Cryptoassets received by the Issuer through such transactions will be transferred to a
depositary wallet operated by the relevant Custodian (the "Depositary Wallet") which is/are
pledged äs collateral in favor ofthe Noteholdersofa particularSeriesofNotes(foradetailed
descriptionofsuchcollateral, see "11.5. Description of the Collateral"}. In case of a Basket
of underlying Cryptoassets, the units of each of the undertying Cryptoassets comprising the
Basket will be transferred to a separate depositary wallet specifically operated for each
individual Cryptoasset comprising the Basket. No restrictions or limitations are foreseen forthe

Issuer with regard to its property and assets including the assets held in the Depository Wallet
(except in case ofenforcement). As a result, the Issuer could transfer its property or assets or
furnish securities at its discretion. This fact could have a negative impact on the Issuer's
profitability, and fundraising capacity.
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11.2.3 Staking

The Issuer may use the Series Assets for Staking if so, specified in the relevant Final Terms:

Introduction

Crypto staking is a trend that has emerged in response to the growing energy demand resulting
from Proof-of-Work (PoW) protocols such äs the one used by the bitcoin (BTC) blockchain
to validate transactions. In essence, staking Cryptoasset involves acquiring and setting aside a
certain number of tokens that will be used to validate the transactions made through the

blockchain. This innovative protocol, known äs Proof-of-Stake (PoS), is less energy-intensive äs
it eliminates, or at least reduces, the need for using a lot of mining equipment to keep the
blockchain secure.

Staking can only be done in a network that Supports a PoS protocol. As the number of
PoS-based networks continues tu grow, new alternatives to stake crypto have emerged
including the launch of group staking, also known äs staking pools, staking providers, and
cold staking.

Staking means that by simply holding coins, the Noteholder becomes an important piece
in a network's security infrastructure and is compensated accordingty. In order to participate

in staking, users have to lock their coin holdings by following the procedure indicated by
the developers of each particular network. Staking income is offered in the form ofinterest
paid to the Noteholder, while rates vary from one network to the other depending on several
factors including supply and demand dynamics.

Staking pools aim to increase the compensation obtained from staking tokens ofa certain
network by upping the number of coins staked at a given point in time.

In most cases, the higher the number of staked coins, the higher the number of transactions a
given node will be assigned to validate. Nodes are ranked, in most cases, based on the number
oftokens they hold. As a result, the nodes that hold the largest number oftokens will often
receive higher compensation, which is thereason why stakingpools have become so populär
these days.

On the other hand, a user can stake tokens for a certain period - known äs fixed staking. Some

providersare also offeringthepossibilityofentering a more flexible scheme in which the user
can withdraw their tokens at any given point - known äs flexible staking.

The rigid nature offixed staking results in higher interest rates offered to the Noteholder, while
flexible staking tends to offer less attractive terms.

Staking involves certain risks such äs possible cybersecurity incident that could result in
the loss of tokens held within a certain exchange or online wallet. Another risk of staking
results from potential downturns in the price of the crypto assetduringthestaking period.
Since staking works by locking coins, these coins will not be available to be liquidated or
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transferred for a certain period of time.

Finally, there is a risk associated with the uptime ofthe validator node that is holding staked
tokens. In most cases, networks penalize a validator if its ability to process transactions is
affected, which means that staking income could be diminished by any disruptions in the
validator up time.

The risk factor for staking is the so called "slashing risk", that occurs when a validator in
a staking network is either offline for a prolonged period of time or votes for two states

of the blockchain simultaneously ("double voting").

Staking of Series Assets

Ifso, specified in the relevant Final Terms, the Issuer may use direct staking Services offered by
the Custody Prov'der for the underlying Cryptoasset or underlying Cryptoassets comprising the
Basket, or any other staking provider chosen in the sole discretion by the Issuer. These or other
assets can be delegated to any validator.

11.2.4 Lending

The Issuer may use the Series Assets for Lending ifso, specified in the relevant Final Terms:

The Issuer may enter into lending arrangements on the basis ofwhich it lends certain underlying

Cryptoassets or underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket to third parties. In such a case,

the third party will post Collateral in the form of other Cryptoassets or cash or cash equivalents.

In order to mitigate the Issuer's and the Investors indirect credit risk exposure to any

parties to a lending arrangement, the Lender must post eligible collateral assets (in form of

other Cryptoassets or cash or cash equivalents) to the accounts of the Issuer held with a

Depository with a market value at least equivalent to the value of the Cryptoassets or

Cryptoassets that are Components of a Basket lent. Cryptoassets or Cryptoassets that are
Components of a Basket may be lent to third parties aver a period of time.

All ofthe lssuer's rights in any lending arrangement or assets posted back thereunder will be
pledged to the Collateral Agent acting on behalf of the Noteholders.

The risks of lending the Cryptoassets or Cryptoassets that are Components of a Basket is a

Potential failure of such Cryptoassets or Cryptoassets that are Components of a Basket being

returned when due. A default by the Borrower under such lending arrangements combined with

a decrease in the value ofthe collateral assets that the borrower has posted back may result in

a decrease ofthe Cryptoasset Entitlement.

11.2.5 Decentralized Applications (DAPPs)

The Issuer may use the Series Assets to invest in Decentralised Finance applications and projects.

Decentralized finance generally refers to blockchain-based financial products and Services grounded
in Digital Assets and offered through DAPPs and smart contracts without the oversight or control of a
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centralized party. DeFi projects are generally built upon existing decentralized blockchains, such äs the
Ethereum and Cardano blockchains, and others. The decentralized finance industry in which the Issuer
intends to make Investments is relatively new and rapidly growing.

11.2. 6 Yield Farming

The Issuer may use the Series Assets for Yield Farming if so, specified in the relevant Final Terms:

Yield farming describes a set of activities that can be employed to earn yield by committing
cryptocurrencies to a given DAPP. The aim of Yield Farming is to stake tokens in various DeFi
applications to generate tokenized rewards to maximize earnings. Once assets are committed, an
Investor can lend or borrow crypto on a DeFi platform and earn cryptocurrency in return for their
Services. Yield farming is generally performed on decentralized exchanges (DEXs) through the lending,
borrowing, and staking of cryptocurrencies and tokens to earn interest on deposits and speculate on
price Swings.

Another form of generation ofyield is through the use of stability pools. A stability pool maintains the
price of a collateral debt Position (CDP) by providing and maintaining a collateral ratio to a given token
pairing. A Collateralized Debt Position (CDP) is a smart contract that accepts collateral in the
denomination ofone cryptocurrency and allows for collateralized lending in another cryptocurrency.
Stability Pools provide an automated means of exchange for any two cryptocurrency pairs. Stability
pools incentivize participants by automatically distributing a share of transaction fees charged from
exchanging cryptocurrency pairs directlyto stability pool liquidity providers.

Exam lesof esof ieldfarmin :

. Liquidity provider: Users deposit two coins to a DEX to provide trading liquidity. Exchanges
Charge a small fee to swap the two tokens which is paid to liquidity providers. This fee can
sometimes be paid in new liquidity pool (LP) tokens.

. Lending: Coin or token holders can lend crypto to borrowers through a smart contract and
earn yield from interest paid on the loan.

. Staking: In the context of yield farming, refers to tokens earned from supplying a DEX or a
Stability Pool with liquidity.

11.2.7 Liquidity Pools

A liquidity pool is a pool of cryptocurrencies or tokens locked in a smart contract that is used to

facilitate trades between the assets on a decentralized exchange (DEX). Liquidity provisioning in this
context, refers to the act of deploying funds into a DEX smart contract. Instead oftraditional markets

of buyers and sellers, many decentralized finance (DeFi) platforms use automated market makers
(AMMs), which allow digital assets to be traded in an automatic and permissionless manner with
liquidity pools.

Liquidity pools aim to provide liquidity to markets by incentivizing users of different crypto platforms,
called liquidity providers (LPs) to provide crypto liquidity for a share oftrading fees. After a certain
amountoftime, LPsare rewarded with a fraction offeesand incentives, equivalenttothe amountof
liquidity they supplied, called liquidity provider tokens (LPTs). Trading with liquidity pool protocols
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requires no buyer and seller matching and allows for exchange of tokens and assets using liquidity
that is provided by users and transacted through smart contracts.

Users who provide liquidity to a DEX earn a percentage of the transaction fees collected by the pool
in which they deposited their funds that is proportionate to the percentage ofthe total pool. The fees
collected are automatically compounded into the LP, increasing the amount of assets deployed and

owned by the individuals.

The primary form of reward granted to users comes from staking. Investors can stake their single-
asset and LP and earn a yield, typically distributed in the native token of the platform. When
deploying funds in a single-asset pool, users deposit the required asset in the pool. Passive income
earned fluctuates in proportion to the amount of assets staked into any pools or farms. As the amount
of assets staked increases across an ecosystem, the APY paid is reduced. Rewards are collected by

approving transactions in return for a nominal incentive fee. Same platforms provide an auto-
compounding feature (e.g., native token pool), where funds are automatically collected and
compounded in staking, to maximize rewards (or measured äs the APR rate). Staking can include a
lock-time period (fixed staking) and a deposit and/or withdrawal fee, depending on choices made by
platforms and/or Investors.

11. 2.8 Financial Derivative Instruments ("FDI")

FDI may only be used by the Issuer when required to replicate the product-specific investment
strategy and policy defined in the respective Final Terms of the Series. FDIs may consist of
futures contracts that are derived from the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying

Cryptoassets comprising the Basket.

FDIs may be exchange-listed derivatives and traded on an exchange which is established in any
member state of the European Union or in a member country of the OECD ("Regulated
Exchange"). The Issuer may also use FDIs listed on digital asset exchanges when there is no FDI
on a Regulated Exchange or where it is more cost efficient or more secure to replicate the
Investment index defined in the respective Final Terms ofthe Series.

11.2.9 Description ofthe underlying Cryptoassets orthe underlying Cryptoassets comprising the
Basket

According to the draft ofthe European Markets in Cryptoassets Regulation (MiCA-R) which is
to come in force in 2024 in the EU and EEA, Cryptoassets are defined äs a digital representation

ofvalue or rights which may be transferred and stored electronically, using distributed ledger
technology or similar technology. The MiCA Regulation ctassifies different types of
Cryptoassets depending on the rights represented in the Cryptoasset.

Utility Tokens are defined äs a type of Cryptoasset which is intended to provide digital access
to a good or Service, available on DLT, and is only accepted by the issuer of that token.
Asset Referenced Tokens are defined äs a type of Cryptoasset that purports to maintain a

stable value by referring to the value of several fiat currencies that are legal tender, one or
several commodities or one or several crypto-assets, or a combination of such assets.
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Electronic Money Token are defined äs a type of crypto asset the main purpose of which is to
be used äs a means of exchange and that purports to maintain a stable value by referring to

the value of a fiat currency that is legal tender.

The Liechtenstein Token and Trusted Technology Services Provider Art (WTG) which is in force
in Liechtenstein since l January 2022 defines a Cryptoasset or Token äs an information stored
on a Trusted Technology System which may represent rights ofclaim or membership against a

person, rights in property or other absolute or relative rights.

The Liechtenstein Due Diligence Act (DDA) defines Cryptoassets or Virtual Currencies äs a

digital representation of a value that was not issued or guaranteed by any central bank or

public body, that is not inevitably pegged to a legally established currency, and that does not

have the legal status of a currency or money; but that is accepted by natural or legal persons
äs means of exchange which can be transferred, saved, and traded electronically.

Depending on the rights represented in the Cryptoasset a Cryptoasset may qualify äs a
commodity, financial Instrument (security) or e-money. The following list only constitutes

examples of potential underlying Cryptoassets and does not constitute an exhaustive list. In

general, the Issuer is allowed to direct or indirect invest in any kind of Cryptoassets, Baskets

of Cryptoassets or other underlying's or not at all at its free discretion, may also track an index
or reference portfolio and also invest the underlying Cryptoassets or other underlying's or not
at all in pursuit ofthe interest ofown benefits or profits.

a) Cardano

Cardano is a Cryptoasset created in 2017 and was launched following a pubtic sale of ADA
token in 2015. Cardano is a proof-of-stake blockchain protocol that aims to directly compete

with second generation blockchains äs Ethereum. ADA token enables its holders to directly
participate in the operating and development of the protocol äs they may vote on proposed
modificationsofthe protocol.

b) Polkadot

Launched in October 2017 by Swiss Web3 foundation, Polkadot is a Cryptoasset based on an

open-source, proof-of-stake network comprising multiple Chains enabting nodes to
simultaneously verify numerous transactions and providing for an improved scalability.

c) Uniswap

Launched in the year 2018, Uniswap is a decentralized trading protocol for crypto assets

based on automated market maker technology. In 2020 its native governance token was

launched, enabling its users to have a saying on the protocol's future direction.

d) Stellar

Stellar is an open source blockchain protocol and provides for easy and fast paced trading in

digital representations of money. It processes millions oftransactions every day and ensures
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low energy and cost-efficient trading. It was initially created in a hard fork of Ripple and

subsequently transformed in a separate and own code. Its native coin is the protocol Token

Lumen Stellar which maintains the network's flawlessness by charging minimal transaction

fees and requiring a minimum balance of l token.

e) Tezos

Tezos is a blockchain platform based on proof-of-stake consensus mechanism allowing its

developers to check its code using formal verification concepts. Its ICO was the second largest

in blockchain history with proceeds of USD 232 Mio in BTC and ETH. One of its uniqueness is

thewayTezosevolves. Withaspecialmodification processimplemented in its protocol, Tezos

envisages to eliminate any hard fork and therefore facilitate innovations. The process of

creating new blocks is called "baking" and to be eligible äs baker, one has to dispose of at

least lO'OOO units ofits Cryptoasset. Following baked blocks, bakers are rewarded with Tezos

own crypto asset.

f) Solana

Solana was launched in 2020 and aims to facilitate the creation ofdecentralized apps and to

improve the scalability by combining the concept of proof-of-history with proof-of-stake. This
hybrid System enables fast validation of transactions and smart contracts. The crypto asset

of Solana lacks a hard cap on the total number of supply and is used to pay transaction fees

andforstaking.

g) NEAR

Launched in 2020, NEAR Protocol isa smart contractcapable, public Proof-of-Stake (PoS) blockchain

that was conceptualized äs a community-run cloud computing platform. Built by the NEAR

Collective, NEAR was designed to host decentralized applications (dApps) and strives to compete
other leading smart contract-enabled blockchains. NEAR's native token is also called NEAR and is

used to payfortransaction fees and storage. NEAR tokens can also be staked bytoken holders who

participate in achieving network consensus äs transaction validators. NEAR Protocol is focused on

creating a developer and user-friendly platform. To accommodate this mission, NEAR has

incorporated features like human-readable account names äs opposed to only cryptographic wallet

addresses, and the ability for new users to interact with dApps and smart contracts without the

requirement of a wallet.

h) Polygon

Polygon or MATIC is a cryptocurrency ofthe Polygon network (formerly known äs Matic Network),
which was founded in 2017 by three Indian Software engineers: Jaynti Kanani, Sandeep Nailwal,

and Anurag Arjun. The Polygon network intends to solve the problems associated with the

Ethereum blockchain, such äs high transaction fees and network congestion without sacrificing

security. The project aims to stimulate cryptocurrencies' mass adoption by addressing the

scalability issues experienced by many blockchains. The Polygon network offered a second-level

solution - instead of conducting transactions directly on the Ethereum network, Polygon itself
processes them first. It is an add-on aver the second-largest cryptocurrency (in terms of market
cap), which allows users to engage with the ETH blockchain without having to deal with high gas
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fees or low transaction speeds.

MATIC, Polygon's native token, is an ERC-20 token based on the Ethereum blockchain, meaning it

can be stored in any Ethereum wallet. In addition, tokens are used for payment Services on Polygon

and for settlements between users who work on the Polygon trading platform.

i) Avalanche

Avalanche started off äs a protocol for solving consensus in a network of unreliable machines,

where failures may be crash-fault or Byzantine. It was later developed by a dedicated team of

researchers from the Cornell University. Following the research stage, a startup technology
Company was founded to develop a blockchain network that would meet complex finance industry

requirements. In March 2020, the AVAcodebase (DeveloperAccelerator Program orAVA DAP) for

the Avalanche consensus protocol became open-source and available to public. In September 2020,

the Company also issued its native token Avax (an acronym for "Avalanche"). Avalanche (AVAX)
describes itself äs an open, programmable smart contracts platform for decentralized applications.

AVAX is used to pay transaction fees and can be staked to secure the network. Avalanche is

compatible with Solidity, Ethereum's programming language, and can be used to deploy custom

private or public blockchains äs "subnets."

j) Ethereum

Launched in July 2015, Ethereum is a cryptocurrency based on an open-source, blockchain-based,
decentralised Software platform (which is also called Ethereum). The cryptocurrency Ethereum is

the second largest cryptocurrency after Bitcoin. Unlike Bitcoin or Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum was not

established to create an alternative monetary System, but rather to facilitate and monetize the

Operation ofthe Ethereum smart contract and decentralised application (DAPP) platform.

11.3 Descri tion ofthe Custodian

The Custodian administers the accounts or sub-accounts, äs applicable opened for each Series of
Notes. On or about the Series of Notes Issue Date, the Issuer and the Custodian will enter into a

custody and safekeeping agreement (the "Custody Agreement"). The Custody Agreement sets out
the duties and obligations ofthe Custodian in relation to (i) the holding ofthe assets in custodies

äs agreed between the Issuer and the Custodian and the Underlying's acquired by the Issuer and
(ii) the basis for the remuneration and indemnification ofthe Custodian.

Custodian is:

a) Copper

Copper (httos://copper.co ) is transforming how institutional investors engage with digital
assets, providing market-leading infrastructure in addition to custody, trading, and prime

brokerage solutions. Copper offers digital asset custody, prime solutions and collateral

management for institutional clients. For custody, Copper uses multi-party computation

(MPC) encryption that can be configured to support cold, warm, and hot wallet solutions.

Copper is the trading name of CopperTechnologies (Switzerland) AG, a Company registered
in Switzerland with Company number CHE 477. 629. 838. Copper has a specie insurance policy

with a maximum limit of $500mm covering digital assets in cold storage. The cover was

arranged by global Professional Services firm Aon, using a panel of insurers led by Canopies,
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a global speciality reinsurer and Lloyd's of London syndicate. Copper Technologies

(Switzerland) AG is a private limited Company registered in Gubelstrasse 24, 6300 Zug,

Switzerland.

and any successoror additional custodian äs specified in the applicable Final Terms ofaseries

of Notes.

The Issuer is entitled, however, appoint another or additional Custodian (differing from the

initially appointed Custodian) under the Programme in relation to any existing or any future
Series of Notes.

11.4 Redemption of the Notes in Cryptoassets

Notes will either be redeemed in units of the underlying Cryptoassets or in units of the

underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket.

For the avoidance of doubt, if the Notes will be redeemed in units of the underl in

C toassetscom risin theBasketNoteholderswillreceiveunitsofeachoftheunderlying

Cryptoassets comprisingthe Basket in an amount per Unit ofthe Basket asfurtherdescribed
in the relevant Final Terms.

No request for redemption by any Noteholder is required to be satisfied by the Authorized
Participant, or in case a Put Option is granted in the Final Terms by the Issuer, if the USD
reference price ofthe notes to be redeemed, calculated in accordance with the formula set
out in Clause 4. 5 of the Terms and Conditions, amounts below the Minimum Redem tion

Amount äs defined in the Final Terms for each Series of Notes. For the avoidance of doubt, in

this case the only way to realize the value of the Investments in the note will be to seil the

note on a stock exchange (in case of admission to trade for notes) or OTC (in case a liquid

market exists).

Given that the Notes will be redeemed in the underlying Cryptoasset or the underlying

Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, each Noteholder will require a Digital Wallet forthe
underlying Cryptoasset in orderto receive such units ofthe underlying Cryptoasset or units

of the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket. In the case of the underlying

Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, the Notes will be redeemed in units of all of the

underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, and a separate Digital Wallet for each of
the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket is required.

Where a Noteholder is prevented from having one or several Digital Wallets or receiving units

ofthe underlying Cryptoasset or units ofthe underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket,
a Noteholder may choose to seil Notes in the secondary market via a stock exchange (in
case of Notes admitted to trading on a stock exchange) or via an OTC market (see 11.4.2
Säle of Notes in the secondary market).

For the avoidance of doubt, in case of a Basket of Cryptoassets, a Noteholder will be deemed

unable to receive Units of the Basket, if it is unable to receive any or all of the underlying
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Cryptoassets comprising the Basket Notes will either be redeemed (a) at the Issuer's
discretion upon the occurrence of a Mandatory Redemption Event at their Mandatory
Redemption Price äs further described below, or (b), if granted in the Final Terms, upon
exerciseofa Put Option bya NoteholderattheirCryptoassetEntitlementor-ifa Noteholder
is prevented from receiving units of the relevant Cryptoasset or units of any or all of the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket for legal reasons (such äs Undertakings for
Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (UCITS) within the meaning ofArticle l ofthe
Directive 2009/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009), in
particular due to regulatory provisions applicable to it - in USD at the USD Reference Price äs
described hereinafter.

Restricted Fiat Redem tion

Upon particular written request of a Noteholder, the Noteholder may also obtain a
redemption in the fiat currency in which the Note is denominated, provided that i) the
Noteholder for legal or regulatory reasons is unable to receive units of underlying
Cryptoassets or units of the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the basket äs redemption
and ii) the USD reference price ofthe Notes to be redeemed, calculated in accordance with
the formula set out set out in Clause 4.5 ofthe Terms and Conditions, amounts more than
the Minimum Redem tion Amount äs defined in the Final Terms for each Series of Notes.

Where a redemption is made in fiat currency to the Noteholder the Noteholder bears the
entire risk ofthe exchange ofthe underlying Cryptocurrency he would be entitled to receive
äs redemption into the fiat currency the Note is denominated in. This in particular includes
the risk that an exchange ofthe Cryptoasset into Fiat is not possible at all or only at substantial
discounts äs well äs all transactional costs and fees associated with the exchange of the
Cryptoasset(s) into fiat currency (exchange fees, OTC trading fees, compliance costs etc. ).

k) Mandatory Redemption

Notes may be redeemed by the Issuer at his discretion for important reasons (a Mandatory
Redemption Event äs further described in the Terms and Conditions) at their Mandatory
Redemption Price.

The Mandatory Redemption Price per Notes will be (i) the Cryptoasset Entitlement; or (ii) ifa
Noteholder is prevented from receiving units of the relevant Cryptoasset or units of any or
all ofthe underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket for legal reasons, in particular due
to applicable regulatory provisions, an amount payable in USD corresponding to the USD
Reference Price, provided the USD reference price ofthe Notes to be redeemed, calculated
in accordance with the formula set out in Clause 4. 5 ofthe Terms andConditions, amounts

more than the Minimum Redem tion Amount äs defined in the Final Terms for each Series

of Notes:

"Cryptoasset Entitlement" means, äs at any Business Day, a Noteholder's claim against the
Issuer in respect of each Notes, expressed äs the number of units ofthe Cryptoasset or
Units of the Basket per Notes, and calculated by the Issuer in its sole discretion in
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accordance with the following formula (äs further described in the Terms and Conditions):

CE = ICE * (l - DER)n

Where:

CE means Cryptoassets Entitlement;

ICE means Initial Cryptoassets Entitlement (äs defined in the Terms and Conditions);

DER means Diminishing Entitlement Rate (äs defined below);

n means number ofdays.-

l)

The USD Reference Price for the Notes is, äs of the relevant determination date, the
USD price per Cryptoasset or Cryptoasset Components ofa Basket times the Cryptoasset
Entitlement according to the specified Index in the Final Terms, published each business day
at 4:00 PM UK time, plus market value of FDIs.

For the avoidance of doubt, in case of Notes linked directly or indirectly to underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket, the Cryptoasset Entitlement refers to the specified
number of units of each underlying Cryptoasset contained in one Unit of the Basket.
This means that a Noteholder will not receive units of a single Cryptoasset, but units of
all Cryptoassets comprising the Basket in an amount per B Notes äs specified in the
definition of "Basket" in the relevant Final Terms.

Ifa Mandatory Redemption Event occurs, the Issuerwill publish a "Mandatory Redemption
Notice" on its website (www.fineqia.com/li). In order for a Noteholder to receive the

Cryptoasset Entitlement, such Noteholder needs to (i) submit a duly completed mandatory
redemption form (obtainable from the website ofthe Issuer) (the " Mandatory Redemption
Form"), and any documents requested in such form for verification of the Noteholder's

identity and (ii) transfer its Notes to the Issuance Account specified on the Mandatory
Redemption Form free ofpayment.

If a Noteholder falls to perform (i) or (ii) within a forty-day period after the notice regarding
the Mandatory Redemption has been published, the Issuer will treat such Noteholder äs

prevented from receiving units of the underlying Cryptoasset or units of any or all of the
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket for legal or regulatory reasons and redeem the

relevant Notes in the denomination currencyofthe respective Note.

Put Option (Delivery Option)

IncasetheFinalTermsoftherespectiveNotegrantarightofa Put Option, a Noteholdermay
at any time in whole or in part redeem its Notes against payment of (i) the Cryptoasset
Entitlement; or (ii) if a Noteholder is prevented from receiving units of the relevant
underlying Cryptoasset or units of any orall ofthe underlyingCryptoassetscomprisingthe
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Basketforlegal reasons, in particular due to regulatory provisions applicable to it, the USD
Reference Price, provided the USD reference price ofthe Notes to be redeemed, calculated
in accordance with the formula set out in Clause 4. 5 ofthe Terms and Conditions, amounts

more than the Minimum Redemption Amount äs defined in the Final Terms for each Series

of Notes. In order to exercise the Put Option a Noteholder needs to (i) submit a duly
completed put Option exercise notice in the form obtainable from the website of the Issuer

(the "Put Option Exercise Form"), including any documents requested in such form for
verification of the Noteholder's identity, (ii) pay the Upfront Redemption Fee (if any) to an
account specified by the Issuer, and (iii) transfer the Notes in relation to which the Put Option
is exercised to the Issuance Account specified on the Put Option Exercise Form free of

payment. Such Put Option Exercise Form shall include (among other information) the number
of Notes being redeemed and information on the Noteholder's Digital Wallet(s).

m) Example Calculations for the Option of a single underlying Cryptoasset

The table below contains example calculations of the redemption proceeds ofthe Notes
dependingon (i) thetime elapsed sincethe issuances ofthe Notes (Years since Issue Date),
(ii)thefuture performanceofthe underlyingCryptoasset based on an exemplary level of
the underlying Cryptoasset äs of the date of the redemption of the Notes (Underlying
Cryptoasset and the fees applied to the Notes (Exercise Fee)).

Calculations are based on the following assumptions:

. Initial investment at issuance date: EUR 10, 000 / 4, 000 Notes

. Cost for one unit of underlying cryptoassets at issuance date: EUR 2,500

. ICE at issuance date: 0.001 per note

. Diminishing Entitlement Rate {DER) of 1.00 percent per annum applied on a daily basis.

. Cryptoasset Entitlement (Cf) at redemption calculated in accordance with the formula:

. CE = ICE * (l - DER)n

Years since

issuance

0

l

5

10

CE per note

0.00100000
0.00099000
0.00095099
0.00090438

Underlying price in
EUR

2500
2000
7500
12000

Gross redemption
proceeds in EU R

10,000.00
7920.00

28529.70
43410. 24

11.4. 1Fee5 related to the redemption of the Notes

n) Redemption directly with the Issuer

Ifgranted in the Final Terms, the Noteholder may exercise its Put Option directly and request
redemption directly from the Issuer. Notes will be redeemed in the underlying Cryptoasset (or
the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket) to the Digital Wallet ofthe Noteholder.
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Upon particular written request of a Noteholder, the Noteholder may also obtain a redemption
in the fiat currency in which the Note is denominated, provided that i) the Noteholder for legal
or regulatory reasons is unable to receive units of underlying Cryptoassets or units of the
underlying Cryptoassets comprising the basket äs redemption and ii) the USD reference price
ofthe Notes to be redeemed, calculated in accordance with the formula set out in Clause 4.5
of the Terms and Conditions, amounts more than the Minimum Redem tion Amount äs

defined in the Final Terms for each Series of Notes.

Where a redemption is made in fiat currency to the Noteholderthe Noteholder bears the entire
risk of the exchange of the underlying Cryptoasset he would be entitled to receive äs
redemption into the fiat currency the Note is denominated in. This in particular includes the
risk that an exchange of the Cryptoasset into Fiat is not possible at all or only at substantial
discounts äs well äs all transactional costs and fees associated with the exchange of the

Cryptoasset into fiai currency (exchange fees, OTC trading fees, compliance costs etc. ).

If granted a Put Option in the Final Terms and a Noteholder decides to demand redemption
directly from the Issuer and, irrespective of whether the repayment is made in the relevant
Cryptoasset or units ofthe underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket or in USD, the Issuer
may Charge a Redemption Fee in a percentage ofthe Cryptoasset Entitlement for each Note
äs defined in the Final Terms for each Series of Notes in relation to which the Put Option is

exercised (lower fees apply for redemptions by Noteholders who are Authorised

Participants).

In addition, the Issuer may Charge at its sole and absolute discretion an upfront redemption
fee corresponding to a maximum amount to be specified in the relevant Final Terms (the
"Upfront Redemption Fee"). No such Upfront Redemption Fee shall be payable if: (i) the
number of Notes multiplied by the Cryptoasset Entitlement (specified in the relevant Final
Terms) and then multiplied by the Reference Price, in each case äs ofthe date on which the
Issuer receives the Put Option Exercise Form, is greater than or equal to USD 250,000; or (ii) no
Authorised Participants are appointed by the Issuer; or (iii) the Outstanding Amount multiplied
by the Reference Price (specified in the relevant Final Terms), in each case äs ofthe date on
which the Issuer receives the Put Option Exercise Form, is less than a certain threshold amount

specified in relation to each Series of Notes in USD; or (iv) the Put Option is exercised by an
Authorised Participant.

In case no Put Option for direct redemption with the Issuer is granted in the Final Terms the
Noteholder can only redeem via an Authorized Participant. Should there however be no
Authorized Participant be appointed and thusthe Noteholderwould in such case be prohibited
from any redemption the Noteholder shall still have the possibility to redeem the Notes
directly through the Issuer. In this case the provisions and fees äs stated above shall apply (see
"Redem tion directl with the Issuer" .

o) Redemption via an Authorised Participant
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A Noteholder may exercise its Put Option through an Authorised Participant, ifthe Noteholder
qualifies in accordance with dient acceptance policies ofthe Authorised Participant (which the
Issuer has no influence over). In such case, the Notes will be redeemed in the relevant

Cryptoasset or units of the underlying Cryptoassets comprising the Basket to the Digital
Wallet of the Noteholder.

Upon particularwritten request ofa Noteholder, the Noteholder may also obtain a redemption
in the fiat currency in which the Note is denominated.

In any case where a redemption is made in fiat currency to the Noteholder the Noteholder
bears the entire risk of the exchange of the underlying Cryptoasset he would be entitled to
receive äs redemption into the fiat currency the Note is denominated in. This in particular
includes the risk that an exchange of the Cryptoasset into Fiat is not possible at all or only at
substantial discounts äs well äs all costs associated with the exchange ofthe Cryptoasset into
fiat currency.

For every redemption through an Authorised Participant and irrespective of whether the
repayment is made in the relevant Cryptoasset or units of the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket or in USD, the Issuer will Charge a Redemption Fee in a percentage of
the Cryptoasset Entitlement for each Note äs defined in the Final Terms for each Series of
Notes in relation to which the Put Option is exercised.

No Upfront Redemption Fee will apply to redemption through an Authorised Participant.
However, the Issuer has no influence on whether and to what extent the Authorised

Participant will Charge additional fees. These fees may vary depending on the Authorised
Participant.

Additionally, the Issuer has no influence aver dient acceptance policies of the Authorised
Participants, and prospective Investors in the Notes shatl be aware that it might not be
possible for them to redeem the Notes through an Authorised Participant at all and the only
way to realize the value oftheir Investment in the Notes will be to redeem directly with the
Issuer or seil the Notes in the secondary market via a stock exchange (in case of Notes admitted
to trading on a stock exchange) or via an OTC market (provided that a liquid market exists). In
case a Noteholder is forced to redeem its Notes directly with the Issuer, see (c) "Redemption
if no Authorised Participant has been appointed by the Issuer"

11.4.2 Säle of Notes in the Secondary Market

A Noteholder may seil its Notes on the stock exchange (in case of Notes admitted to trading on
a stock exchange) or via an OTC market at any time (provided that a liquid market exists).
The Issuer will not Charge any fees. However, broker fees may be incurred.

11.5 Description of the Collateral

The Issuer will, by no later than the Issue Date of the relevant Series of Notes or äs defined in
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the Final Terms, credit the Underlying's of the Notes/Products or other assets specified in the
relevant Final Terms to the respective account for such Series. The Issuer has entered or will
enter into Agreements in order to provide the Collateral for the benefit of the Noteholders to

secure its payment obligations.

In detail Issuer will grant the following collateral (the "Collateral") for the benefit of the
Noteholders:

11. 5. 1 Collateral over Depositary Wallet

Pursuant the Terms and Conditions, the Issuer pledges in favor of the Noteholders,
represented by the Collateral Agent, all of his rights, present and future, in particular Claims for
delivery, with respect to the Cryptoassets and any other Underlying's ofthe Notes/Products or
other assets specified in the relevant Final Terms deposited by the Issuer with the Custodian in
the Depositary Wallet for the respective Series of Notes and Claims with respect to the Notes
owned by the Issuer ("Pledge Agreement").

Pursuant to the Pledge Agreement, the Issuer pledges all Claims that it holds against the
Custodian related to the Depositary Wallets on which the Cryptoassets and any other Underlying
or cash are held, presently or in the future, in custody for the Issuer and all assets credited to
the Depositary Wallet held by the Issuer with the Custodian, presently or in the future äs weil äs
all related interest, dividends, provisions, fees, costs ofcurrent orfuture agreements related to
the Depositary Wallets or assets held on the Depositary Wallets (all hereinafter "Collateral"), in
favor of Investors ofthe Notes to which such Depositary Wallets relate to.

Series Assets of each Series of Notes and any and all proceeds therefrom will be held separately
from Series Assets and any and all proceeds therefrom of another Series of Notes and
separate from the Issuer's own assets. In respect of any Claims Noteholders have under this
Base Prospectus and the Final Terms, Noteholdersshall haverecourseonlytotheSeriesAssets
in respect of such Series of Notes and not to Series Assets of another Series of Notes of any other
assetsofthe Issuer.

If followin realization in füll of the Series Assets whether b wa of li uidation or

enforcement and a lication of available cash sums an outstandin claim a ainst the

Issuer whether collateralized or uncollateralized remains un aid then such outstandin

Claim shall be extin uished and no debt shall be owed b the Issuer or an other a to

this Pro ramme in res ect thereof.

The Cryptoassets Collateral Agreement grants to the Collateral Agent the right to repossess and
foredose upon the Collateral afteroccurrenceofcertain Events of Default forthe purpose of
satisfying the Claims of the Noteholders. Event of Default is defined in the Collateral Agent
Agreement to mean that provided that one or more of the Noteholders shall deliver written

noticetotheCollateral Agent of the occurrence of an Event of Default listed in § 9 paragraph
l of the Terms and Conditions.

The Account Control Agreement grants to the Collateral Agent the right to take exclusive control
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of the Collateral Account upon certain Events of Default, äs defined in the Collateral Agent
Agreement, by delivering to the Custodian a "Notice of Exclusive Control". Following delivery of

a Notice of Exclusive Control by the Collateral Agent to the Custodian, the Issuer no langer has
a right to withdraw assets from the Collateral Account but has a period of30 (thirty) days during
which the Issuer may contest the existence of an Event of Default. Following such thirty-day
period, provided the Notice of Exclusive Control has not been rescinded by the Collateral Agent,
the Collateral Agent has the right to withdraw and dispose ofthe deposited Series Assets held

in the Collateral Account for the purpose of paying the collateralized Obligations.

11. 5.2 Pledge Agreement

The Issuer and the Collateral Agent have entered into the Pledge Agreement pursuant to which
all Claims of the Issuer against the Collateral with regards to a Series of Notes are pledged to the

Noteholder represented by the Collateral Agent acting to the benefit ofthe Noteholders of each

Series of Notes. In particular, the Collateral Agent shall enforce such pledge and exercise its rights
for the benefit ofthe Noteholders in accordance with the terms and subject to the conditions of
the Pledge Agreement and the Terms and Conditions ofthis Base Prospectus.

11.6 DESCRIPTION OF THE INDICES

The Information in this section of the Base Prospectus has been extracted from public information and

information published by the Index Administrator and has been reproduced on the basis of information
available to the Issuer. Such information has been accurately reproduced and, äs far äs the Issuer is able

to ascertain from such Information, no facts have been omitted which would render the reproduced
Information inaccurate or misleading. The websites set out below and their contents do not form part of
this Base Prospectus. The delivery ofthis Base Prospectus at any time does not imply any representation
on the part of the Issuer or any other party that the information contained therein is correct at any time
subsequent to the date ofthis Base Prospectus.

Investors are advised to conduct an independent investigation and analysis regarding the Indices, the
relevant Index Administrators and all other parties connected to the Indices from time to time äs they

deem appropriate to evaluate the merits and risks ofan investment in the Notes.

11.6. 1 Index Administrator

In case applicable for the Series of Notes, the Final Terms of a Series of Notes, will specify the Index
Administrator.

11. 6.2 Applicable Index

The Issuer may from time-to-time issue Series of Notes which seek to replicate, to the extent practicable
the value and yield performance (before fees and expenses) of an Index provided by the Index
Administrator.

In case applicable for the Series of Notes, the Final Terms of a Series of Notes, will specify the Index
applicable to that Series of Notes and may reference one or more component digital assets.

As at the date ofthis Base Prospectus, the following Indices may be referenced by one or several Series
of Notes:

a) FTSE Ethereum Index
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The FTSE Russell has partnered with Digital Asset Research to develop the FTSE Digital Asset Index Series
to represent the investable Digital Asset market. The FTSE Ethereum Index, which is part of the FTSE
Digital Asset Index Series, reflects the settlement price of Ethereum äs determined by the FTSE DAR
Reference Price. The Index is calculated on an hourly basis from Sunday 00:00 UTCto Friday 23:00 UTC.
The index reflects price levels and does not incorporate any network events such äs forks. The index was
designed to meet the requirements of EU BMR and UK BMR. FTSE is the Benchmark Administrator for
the index. The FTSE Digital Asset Index Series leveragesthe FTSE DAR Reference Price-BenchmarkAssets
price data. This underlying pricing employs a methodology designed to capture data from vetted
exchanges. In addition, fundamental to the Index methodology, ongoing monitoring of exchanges and
assets is provided by Digital Asset Research.

The above is a summary of the rules of FTSE Ethereum Index only. The complete set of rules and
Information on the performance of such Index are freely accessible an the Index Administrator's website.

b) FTSE Cardano Index
The FTSE Cardano Index, which ic part ofthe FTSE Digital Asset Index Series, reflects the settlement price

of Cardano äs determined by the FTSE DAR Reference Price. The Index is calculated an an hourly basis
from Sunday 00:00 UTCto Friday 23:00 UTC. The index reflects price levels and does not incorporate any
network events such äs forks. The index was designed to meet the requirements of EU BMR and UK BMR.
FTSE is the Benchmark Administrator for the Index. The FTSE Digital Asset Index Series leverages the FTSE
DAR Reference Price-Benchmark Assets price data. This underlying pricing employs a methodology
designed to capture data from vetted exchanges. In addition, fundamental to the Index methodology,
ongoing monitoring of exchanges and assets is provided by Digital Asset Research. The performance
charts and tables in this factsheet are based on daily USD denominated index values for 22:00 UTC.

The above is a summary of the rules of FTSE Cardano Index only. The complete set of rules and
information on the performance of such Index are freely accessible an the Index Administrator's website.

c) FTSEDi ital Asset Index FTSE DAR
The FTSE Digital Asset Index Series leverages the FTSE DAR Reference Price - Benchmark Assets price
data. This underlying pricing employs a methodology designed to capture data from vetted exchanges.
In addition, fundamental to the Index methodology, ongoing monitoring of exchanges and assets is

provided by Digital Asset Research.

FTSE is responsible forthe daily calculation, production and Operation ofthe Index series and will:

. Maintain records of the index weightings of all constituents;

. Make changes to the constituents and their weightings in accordance with the Ground Rules;

. Carry out periodic index reviews of the Index series and apply the changes resulting from the
reviews äs required by the Ground Rules;

. Publish changes to the constituent weightings resulting from their ongoing maintenance and the

periodic reviews;

. Disseminate the indices.

FTSE is responsible for monitoring the performance of the FTSE Digital Asset Index Series throughout the
day and will determine whetherthe status ofthe Index should be Firm, Closed, Indicative or Held.
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FTSE & Digital Asset Research (DAR)

. Digital Asset Research (DAR) assesses the quality of pricing data, qualifies pricing sources,

calculates the FTSE DAR Digital Asset Prices and supplies FTSE Russell with price feeds and

advises on the eligibility ofassets in the FTSE Digital Asset Index Series.

. DAR is an independent, privately-owned research firm and data provider which partners with
FTSE Russell in research into and providing data on digital assets.

. DAR is responsible for the ongoing vetting of digital assets and of the Broker Dealer/Exchanges

of digital assets.

. DAR collects and validates the data it obtains äs Principal to identify ensuring both digital assets

and Broker Dealer/Exchanges of digital assets pass a strict set of rules.

The above is a summary ofthe rules of FTSE only. The complete set of rules of FTSE and information on
the performance of such Index are freely accessible on the Index Administrator's website.

Additional Indices

The Issuer may from time-to-time issue Series of Notes which seek to replicate, to the extent practicable

the value and yield performance (before fees and expenses) of an Index other than this listed above.
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12. TERMS AND CONDITIONS

§1
Denomination, purchase price, form

The following is the text of the Terms and Conditions which, subject to completion by the Final
Terms relating to a particular Series of Notes, will be applicable to the Notes of such Series. Unless
the context requires otherwise, references in these terms and conditions to "Notes" are to the Notes

of one Series only, not to all Notes which may be issued under the Programme from time to time.
In the event ofany conflict between these Terms and Conditions and the Final Terms ofthe relevant

Series of Notes, the Final Terms shall prevail.

(l) Denomination; Purchase Price: The issuance of bearer notes (the Notes) of Fineqia AG (the
Issuer} under this Program will commence with the issue of a Series of Notes on the Series

fesue Date with a number of Notes äs specified in the Final Terms. Notes will be issued without

par value at an issue price äs specified in the Final Terms (the fesue Price}. The Notes can only
be subscribed for with units of the relevant underlying Cryptoasset or units ofthe underlying
Cryptoassets comprising the Basket in case ofa Series of Notes linked directly or indirectly to a
Basket, in each case äs further specified in the Final Terms ofthe relevant Series of Notes. Over

time, the Issue Price changes pursuant to the formula set forth below.

(2) Securitization: The Notes of a Series of Notes are represented by a global bearer certificate
(the Global Note]. Individual certificates will not be issued. There is no right ofthe Noteholders
(each a Noteholder and togetherthe Noteholders) to the issue and delivery ofindividual Notes.

(3) Clearing System: The Global Note representing the Notes will be deposited with ClearStream
Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main (CßForthe Clearing System) until all obligations ofthe Issuer
under the Notes have been fulfilled. However, securitization with any other CBF defined in the
Final Terms is possible äs well.

(4) Transferability: The Noteholders are entitled to co-ownership interests in the Global Note,
which may be transferred in accordance with the applicable law and the rules and regulations
ofthe Clearing System in force from time to time.

(5) Subscription Amount: Means an amount of Notes to be received by an Authorized Participant
in exchange for the units of the relevant Cryptoasset or units of the underlying Cryptoassets
comprising the Basket in the case of a Series of Notes directly or indirectly linked to a Basket
calculated with the following Issue Price formula:

CE = ICE * (l - Fee)"

The CE represents the Cryptoasset Entitlement per Note due to the deduction of Fees ofthe Notes

(subject to reduction by the Issuer).

The Issue Price (ICE} on the Issue Date äs specified in the Final Terms.
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Fee refers to a certain percentage per annum accrued daily in relation to Cryptoassets under

management. The Fees will be determined in the Final Terms and may be adjusted by the Issuer in

its reasonable discretion [billiges Ermessen) and in consideration of the relevant capital market

practice and by acting in good faith bygiving notice to the Noteholders.

n means the number of days since the Issue Date divided by 365 (act/365).

Business Day means a day (other than a Saturday or a Sunday) on which banks are open for general

business in Liechtenstein and on which the Clearing System äs well äs all relevant parts of the Trans-
European Automated Real-time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 2 (TARGET2) are

operational to effect payments.

§2
Status, collateralization

(l) Status. The Notes constitute direct, unconditional, collateralized, and unsubordinated

obligations of the Issuer fand rank pari passu among themselves and with all other

unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer, unless such obligations are given priority by

mandatory statutory provisions.

(2) Each Note represents the right of the Noteholder to demand from the Issuer (a) delivery of

Cryptoassets equal to the Cryptoasset Entitlement, äs of any Business Day, against the Issuer

in respect of each Note, expressed äs the amount of Cryptoassets per Note, and calculated

in accordance with the formula in § 4 (5) or (b) payment of USD determined in accordance
with § 5 (4).

(3) Collateral. As continuing collateral for the payment and performance of the obligations of the

Issuer to the Noteholders of the Notes, the Issuer pledges to the Collateral Agent by way of

contractual pledge for the benefit ofthe Noteholders all its present and future Claims against

the Custodian(s) for surrender ofthe Series Assets held on the Depositary Account(s) relating

to the Series of Notes or other assets specified in the relevant Final Terms (äs defined above

the " Collateral" and "Series Assets").

(4) Collateral Release and Proceeds. The Collateral Agent is able to obtain exclusive control and

release of the Collateral in accordance with the terms of the Collateral Agent Agreement äs

well äs the Account Control Agreement with the Custodian.

(5) Appointment. Any Collateral hereunder shall be held, managed, and enforced by the

Collateral Agent on behalf of all present and future Noteholders in accordance with the

Collateral Agent Agreement. The Collateral Agent shall, in relation to third parties, act äs the

repräsentative of the Noteholders and manage the same on behalf of the Noteholders. The

detailed duties of the Collateral Agent shall solely be governed by the Collateral Agent

Agreement äs weil äs in an Account Control Agreement relating to the custody relation ofthe

IssuerwiththeCustodian. The Issuershall makecopiesofthe Collateral Agent Agreement, the

Pledge Agreement, and the Account Control Agreement available for inspection by the

Noteholders at the Issuer's principal place of business.
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(6) Authorization. Each Noteholder instructs and authorizes the Collateral Agent (with the right

of sub-delegation) to act äs its Collateral Agent and in particular (without limitation) to enter
into and amend any documents evidencing collateral, and to make and accept all dedarations
and take all actions it considers necessary or useful in connection with any Collateral on
behalfofthat Noteholder. The Collateral Agent shallfurtherbe entitled to enforce orrelease

any Collateral, to perform any rights and obligations under any documents evidencing
Collateral and to execute new and different documents evidencing or relating to the Collateral.

(7) Noteholders have to be aware that Series Assets will be held separately from Series Assets and
any and all proceeds therefrom of another Series of Notes and separate from the Issuer's own
assets. In respect ofany Claims Noteholders have under this Base Prospectus and the Final
Terms, Noteholders shall have recourse only and exclusively to the Series Assets in respect of
such Series Assets and not to Series Assets of another Series of Notes or any other assets of
the Issuer. If followin realizationinfulloftheSeriesAssetswhetherb wa ofli uidation

or enforcement and a lication of available cash sums an outstandin claim a ainst the

Issuer whether collateralized or uncollateralized remains un aid then such outstandin

Claim shall be extin uished and no debt shall be owed b the Issuer or an other a

to this Pro ramme in res ect thereof.

(8) The Notes are obligations solely ofthe Issuer. In particular, the Notes will not be obligations
of, or guaranteed by the Paying Agent, the Collateral Agent, the Administrator or the
Authorised Participants or any other partner or affiliate of the Issuer or any direct or
indirect Noteholder of the Issuer.

§3
No interest

No Interest Payments. No interest payments will be made on the Notes.

§4
No maturity, Fees, Repayment

(l) Nofixed maturity date. The Notes do not have a fixed Maturity Date, except otherwise stated
in the Final Terms. The Notes will be redeemed only upon notice by the Issuer or upon

notice by the Noteholder (äs each case is defined below), except otherwise set out in the
Final Terms ofthe relevant Series of Notes

(2) Fees and Expenses related to the Series of Note:

The entitlement of the Noteholders will be reduced and/or adjusted by the Issuer charges each

Noteholder one or more of the following fees and any other fees äs determined in the Final Terms

(the Fees):

Subscri tion Fee: A subscription fee may be charged direct by the Issuer or via the Authorised
Participants to the Noteholder of a Series of Notes or indirect by the Issuer to the Authorised
Participant in respect of a subscription Orders for Notes. The applicability and rate of the
subscription fee will be specified in the Final Terms for each Series of Notes.
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Redem tion Fees: As outlined in point 11.4. 1 "Fees related to the redemption ofthe Notes".

U ront Redem tion Fees: No Upfront Redemption Fee will apply to redemption through an
Authorised Participant äs stated above. However, the Issuer has no influence on whether and

to what extent the Authorised Participant will Charge additional fees. These fees may vary
depending on the Authorised Participant. In all other cases the Issuer may Charge at its sole
and absolute discretion an Upfront Redemption fee corresponding to an amount to be

specified in the relevant Final Terms, provided no exception stated in 11.4. 1 applies.

Mana ement Fee: The issuer charges a management fee äs a percentage ofthe underlying

CryptoassetsorBasketofCryptoassets(CA-unrfer-Management). The Fee accrues on a daily

basis starting on the Issue Date. The Issuer is entitled to Charge the Fee in monthly
installments and deduct the fee directly from the underlying Cryptoassets or Basket of
Cryptoassets. The Management fee reduces the Cryptoasset Entitlement ofeach Noteholder.

The applicable percentage rate ofthe Management Fee is defined in the Final Terms for each
Series of Notes.

The Management Fee may be adjusted by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion by notice to

the Noteholders pursuant to § 12, considering the respective customary capital market
regulations and in consideration ofthe principle ofgood faith on each Adjustment Date (§ 4
para. 5) and shall apply from such Adjustment Date (indusive) until the next following
adjustment bythe Issuer.

Pe ormance Fee: A Performance Fee may be charged by the Issuer to the Noteholder of a

Series of Notes. The applicability of the Performance Fee, the relevant hurdles and the

applicable percentage rate is set out in the Final Terms for each Series of Notes. The Issuer is

entitled to deduct the fee directlyfrom the underlying Cryptoassets or Basket ofCryptoassets.
The Performance Fee reduces the Cryptoasset Entitlement ofeach Noteholder.

Third Part Costs and other costs: The costs ofthird-party Service provider or any other cost in,
whichmayarise, mayhavetobebornebythe NoteholderofaSeriesofNotes. Theapplicability

and the rate of such costs and expenses will be determined in the Final Terms for each Series

of Notes.

The Issuer has no influence on whether and in which amount a respective Authorized
Participant will Charge additional fees when on-selling the Notes.

(3) Mandatory Redemption Events

a. The Issuer may redeem the Notes (other than Notes for which the Noteholder has already
requested redemption by notice pursuant to paragraph 3) in whole but not in part, at its
Option by Notice of Redemption to be published on the Issuer's website for reasons

the Issuer considers, at its free discretion to be important, for example (but not
limited to) if at least one of the following applies:

i. A new or existing law or regulation or the Interpretation of an existing law or

regulation requires the Issuer to obtain a license, permit or authorization or to be
regulated or supervised in any way in Liechtenstein or elsewhere in order to continue

to comply with its obligations under these Terms and Conditions, but excluding the
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requirements to publish an approved prospectus in respect ofthe Notes; or

ii. a third-party Service provider, including the auditors, legal advisers, Clearing System,

Paying Agent, Administrator and Collateral Agent of the Issuer ceases to provide

Services to the Issuer and the tssuer fails to find a replacement within a reasonable

time; or

iii. in the case ofSeries of Notes related to an Index, iffor any reason, on or priorto any

final valuation date the Index Administrator or a successor, if any, should cease
permanently to calculate and/or announce the level of the Index and does not

provide for a substitute Index, or such substitute Index cannot replace that Index, for
any reason;

iv. due to increased cost of Collateralization;

v. if the Issuer has been ordered by the competent court or otherwise required by law
to make a compulsory redemption;

each and all together a "Mandatory Redemption Event".

b. Any Notice of Redemption published by the Issuer pursuant to a. above shall be

irrevocable and shall specifythe date fixed for redemption, which shall be not lessthan 20

nor more than 40 Business Days after the date on which the Issuer gives the Notice of
Redemption to the Noteholders (the Redemption Date).

Noteholders are required to (i) submit a Mandatory Redemption Form, published bythe Issueron
the Issuers website together with the Redemption Notice, and any further documents requested in

such form for verification of the Noteholder's identity to the Issuer and to (ii) transfer their Notes to

the Issuance Account (specified in the Mandatory Redemption Form) free of Charge and to do so
within 21 days from publication ofthe Redemption Notice.

(4) (if granted in the Final Terms) Put Option ofthe Noteholders

a. Each Noteholder may at any time in whole or in part redeem its Notes against payment of

(i) the Cryptoasset Entitlement or (il) if a Noteholder declares to be prevented from
receiving units of the relevant underlying Cryptoasset or any of it, the USD Reference
Price, provided the USD Reference Price of the Notes to be redeemed, calculated in

accordance with the formula set out in Clause 4. 5 of the Terms and Conditions, amounts

more than the Minimum Redemption Amount äs defined in the Final Terms for each Series

of Notes.

b. In order to exercise the Put Option, a Noteholder needs to (i) submit a duly completed put
Option exercise notice in the form obtainable from the website of the Issuer (the "Put
Option Exerdse Form") induding any documents requested in such form for verification

of the Noteholders identity, (ii) pay the Upfront Redemption Fee (if any) to an account
stated in the Put Option Exercise Form and (iii) transfer the Notes in relation to which the
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Put Option is exercised to the "Issuance Account" specified in the Put Option Exercise Form

within 21 days free of Charge.

c. For its Services in connection with the termination of the Notes, the Issuer may Charge a

Redemption Fee and an Upfront Redemption Fee, both if so and in the amount äs specified

inthe Final Terms.

d. Furtherchargesmaybelevied byAuthorized Participantsifthe Put Option is not exercised

directly with the Issuer.

(5) C toasset Entitlement

Cryptoasset Entitlement (CE) means, äs at any Business Day, the number of units of a

Cryptoasset or Units of the Basket of the Cryptoasset per Note äs calculated by the Issuer in its
sole discretion in accordance with the following formula:

CE = ICE * (l - DER)n
Where:

Cf means Cryptoasset Entitlement

ICE means Initial Cryptoasset Entitlement:

As ofthe Series Issue Date (äs specified in the relevant Final Terrns) ofeach Series of Notes, the
Cryptoasset Entitlement would correspond to the initially determined number of units ofthe

relevant Cryptoasset or Units ofthe Basket per Notes, i.e., Authorised Participants purchasing

Notes from the Issuer would receive one Note for a specified number of units of the relevant

Cryptoasset or Units ofthe Basket, which is the Initial Cryptoasset Entitlement.

DER means Diminishing Entitlement Rate, which is a fixed percentage äs specified in the

relevant Final Terms ofeach Series of Notes (subject to reduction by the Issuer), and

n means the number of days/365

Noteholders have to be aware that the Cryptoasset Entitlement is limited to the Series Assets

ofthe respective Series of Notes.

(6) USD Reference Price

If a Noteholder makes the required written request to the Issuer, the Notes may be redeemed

in USD in an amount equal to the USD Reference Price. "USD Reference Price" is, äs of the

relevant determination date, the USD price per Cryptoasset or Cryptoasset Components of a

Basket times the Cryptoasset Entitlement according to the specified Index in the Final Terms,

published each business day at 4:00 PM UK time.
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§5
Currency and payments

(l) Currency. Subject to applicable tax and other legal rules and regulations, payments due on the
Notes will in the first place be made in the Cryptoasset or in the Cryptoassets being the
Underlying of the respective Series of Notes (the Cryptoasset Entitlement), in specified cases
in USD (the USD Reference Price).

(2) Payments on Capital in USD. All payments in USD shall be made by the Issuer through the
Authorized Participants and to the Clearing System or to its order and will be credited to the
accounts ofthe relevant account Noteholders ofthe Clearing System provided that payments
shall only be made to an account denominated in USD at a custodian bank affiliated with

ClearStream.

(3) Payments on Capital in Cryptoassets and USD reference price. All payments by the Issuer in
Cryptoassets shall be made to the Authorized Participants for onward transmission to the
Noteholder's Wallet.

(4) Fulfilment. The Issuer shall be released from its payment Obligation by payment of USD by the
Authorized Participant or the Clearing System or to its order or by transfer of the relevant
Cryptoasset or Cryptoassets (in case of a relevant Basket) to the Authorized Participant.

(5) Business Day. If the day for any payment in respect of any Note is a day which is not a Business
Day, the Noteholder shall not be entitled to payment prior to the next Business Day in the
relevant ptace and shall not be entitled to claim interest or other compensation for such delay.
For these purposes, Business Day means a day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which
banks are open for general business in Frankfurt am Main and an which the Clearing System
and all relevant parts ofthe Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross Settlement Express
Transfer System 2 (TARGET2) are operational forthe purpose ofmaking payments.

(6) References to principal. References in these Terms and Conditions to principal of the Notes
include, to the extent applicable, the following amounts: redemption amount, fees and any
premium or other amount payable on or in respect of the Notes, if any.

(7) Deposit. The Issuer is entitled to deposit with the Liechtenstein District Court, Vaduz any capital
which has not been claimed by the Noteholders within twelve months after the relevant

Maturity Date, even if the Noteholders are not in default of acceptance. If and to the extent
that such deposit is made and the right of redemption is waived, the Noteholder's Claims
against the Issuer in this respect shall tapse.

(8) Delivery and payments only outside the United States. Notwithstanding any other Provision in
these Terms and Conditions, delivery, or repayment of principal in respect of the Notes,
whether in cash or otherwise, shall be made only outside the United States.

§6
Parties to the Program

As defined by the Issuer in the Final Terms of each Series of Notes or (if applicable) published on
the website ofthe issuer.
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§7
Taxes

All payments in respect of the Notes shall be made without withholding or deduction for or on
account of any present or future taxes, duties, or governmental charges of whatever nature
unless the Issuer or any third person (including, without limitation, the Paying Agent) is
required by law to deduct or withhold such present or future taxes, duties, or governmental
charges of whatever nature from payments in respect of the Notes. In such case, the Issuer
shall make the relevant payments after such withholding or deduction and shall pay the
amounts withheld or deducted to the relevant authorities. To the extent that payments are
made in Cryptoassets, or Fiat and taxes are to be deducted or withheld, the deduction or
withholding shali be made in USD or other applicable currency äs defined in the Final Terms
and shall be determined in accordance with § 5(4). The Issuer shall not be obliged to pay any
additional amounts to the Noteholders on account of any such deduction or withholding.

§8
Presentation period, limitation period

The presentationperiodforthe Notes shall be reducedtothreeyears. The limitation period for
Claims under the Notes presented for payment within the presentation period shall be three
years from the end ofthe relevant presentation period.

§9
Extraordinary termination

(l) Events of Default. If an Event of Default occurs and is continuing, each Noteholder shall be
entitled to call all of its Claims under the Notes by giving an Extraordinary Termination Notice
in accordance with paragraph 2 to any of the Authorized Partidpants and to demand
immediate repayment thereof at the Redemption Amount. Each of the following events shall
constitutes an Event of Default:

a. the Issuer fails to fulfill an Obligation under the Notes and the failure continues, to the
extent that it can be cured, for more than 90 Business Days in each case after the Paying
Agent has received a written request in the manner provided in subsection (2) from a
Noteholder to perform the Obligation; or

b. the Issuer announces its insolvency or generally discontinues its payments; or

c. insolvency proceedings are commenced against the Issuer and are not lifted or stayed
within 60 Business Days, or the Issuer applies for or commences such proceedings, or

d. the Issuer declares its liquidation unless this occurs in connection with a merger or other
form of amalgamation with another Company and the other Company assumes all
obligations incurred bythe Issuer in connection with the Notes.

(2) Extraordinary Termination Notice. A declaration by a Noteholder to terminate its Notes
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pursuant to this § 9 [Extraordinary Termination Notice} shall be made in such manner that the
Noteholder sends to the Authorized Participant a declaration to that effect in text form in
German or English, proving by a certificate of its Custodian (äs defined in § 13(4)) that it holds
the relevant Notes at the time ofthe ExtraordinaryTermination Notice.

(3) Cure. For the avoidance of doubt, the right of extraordinary termination of the Notes pursuant
tothis§9shallexpire ifthe reason fortermination has been cured priorto the exercise ofthe
right.

§10
Issuance of further Notes, Purchase and Cancellation

(l) /ssue offurther Notes. The Issuer may at any time, without the consent of the Noteholders,
issue further Notes with the same basic features äs defined in this Base Prospectus (and, for a
Series of Notes, äs further defined in the Final Terms) under this Programme.

(2) Purchase. Tiie Issuer may at any time purchase Notes in the market or otherwise at any price.
Notes purchased by the Issuer may, at the Option of the Issuer, be held by it, resold, or
surrendered to the Paying Agent for cancellation.

(3) Resale and cancellation. All Notes fully redeemed which have been the subject of a purchase
pursuant to § 10 para. 2, a termination by the Issuer pursuant to § 4 para. 3 or by the
Noteholder pursuant to § 4 para. 4 may be resold or cancelled bythe Issuer.

§11
Modification of the Terms and Conditions by Resolutions of the

Noteholders, Joint Representative

(l) Amendment of the Terms and Conditions of the Series of Notes. The Terms and Conditions of
the Notes may be amended with (and only with) the consent ofthe Issuer by a majority resolution
ofthe Noteholders in accordance with §§ 123 et seq. ofthe Liechtenstein Person and Company
Act {"PGR") unless the law requires a higher majority or quorum.

(2) Voting without a meeting. Resolutions of the Noteholders shall be passed exclusively by a vote
without a meeting. The invitation to vote shall contain more detailed information on the

resolutions and the voting modalities. The items and proposals for resolutions shall be made
known to the Noteholders with the invitation to vote. Noteholders must prove their
entitlement to participate in the voting by means ofa special certificate issued in text form by
the custodian bank pursuant to § 13 para. 4 i) a) and b) and by submitting a blocking notice
issued by the custodian bank stating that the relevant Notes are not transferable from the day
of the blocking notice (inclusive) until the day on which the voting period ends (inclusive).

(3) Second Noteholders' meeting. If the lack of a quorum is established for voting , the voting
officer may convene a Noteholders' meeting which is to be regarded äs a second meeting.
Participation in the second Noteholders' meeting and the exercise of voting rights are
dependent on registration by the Noteholders. The registration must be received atthe address
specified in the notice of convocation no later than on the third day before the second
Noteholders' meeting. With the registration, the Noteholders must prove their entitlement to
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participate in the voting by means of a special certificate issued in text form by the custodian

bank pursuant to § 13 para. 4 i) a) and b) and by submitting a blocking notice issued by the

custodian bank stating that the relevant Notes are not transferable from the day the registration

is sent (inclusive) until the specified end ofthe Noteholders' meeting (inclusive).

(4) Joint representative. The Noteholders may by majority resolution determine the appointment
or removal of a common representative (the Noteholders' Representative], the duties and

powers of the Noteholders' Representative, the assignment of Noteholders' rights to the

Noteholders' Representative and a limitation of the liability of the Noteholders'

Representative.

(5) Publication. Announcements concerning this § 11 shall be made exclusively in accordance with
the provisions ofthe applicable provisions ofthe Persons and Companies Act ("PGR").

(6) Amendments of the Final Terms and Terms and Conditions: The Issuer shall be entitled to

amend without the consent of the Noteholder any clause or item in the relevant Final Terms

or the Term and Conditions for the purpose of correcting a manifest error, or clarifying any

uncertainty, or correcting or supplementing the provisions there in such a manner äs the Issuer

deems necessary or desirable, provided that, in the Issuer's sole opinion, the Noteholders

would not incur significant financial loss äs a consequence thereof. Furthermore, the Issuer

shall at all times be entitled to amend any clause or item in the relevant Final Terms or Terms

and conditions where, and to the extent that the amendment is necessitated äs a consequence

of legislation, decisions by courts of law, or decisions taken by governmental authorities.

§12
Notices

(l) Notices to the Noteholders. All notices concerning the Notes, except for the notices, which hast
to be made exclusively in accordance with the provisions of Art. 143/lst title seq. PGR, shall be
published on the website of the Issuer and and/or on the websites of the trading venues on
which the Notes are traded. If, in the opinion of the Issuer, any such publications above are not

practicable, notice shall be validly given if published in another leading daily newspaper with

general circulation in the seat country of the Issuer. The date and legal effect of all

announcements shall be determined bythe first publication.

(2) Notices to the Issuer. Notices by a Noteholder to the Issuer shall be given in such manner that

the Noteholder sends a corresponding declaration in text form to the Issuer

§13
Applicable Law, Place of Performance and Jurisdiction, Judicial

Enforcement

(l) Applicable Law. The form and content of the Notes and the rights and obligations of the

Noteholdersand the Issuer shall be governed in all respects by Liechtenstein law.

(2) Place of performance. The place of performance is Vaduz, Liechtenstein.
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(3) Place of Jurisdiction. The place of jurisdiction for all actions or other proceedings arising in
connection with the Notes is, to the extent legally permissible, Liechtenstein.

(4) Judicial Enforcement. Each Noteholder shall be entitled in any litigation against the Issuer or in
any litigation to which the Noteholder and the Issuer are parties to collateralize and enforce its
rights under such Notes in its own name on the following basis: (i) a certificate ofthe Custodian
with which it maintains a Securities Account in respect ofthe Notes which (a) contains the füll
name and address ofthe Noteholder, (b) specifies the aggregate number of Notes on deposit
in the Securities Account äs at the date ofthe certificate and (c) confirms that the Custodian
has made a written representation to the Clearing System containingthe information specified
in (a) and (b) above. For the purposes of the foregoing, Custodian means any bank or other
recognized financial Institution authorized to conduct custody business and with which the
Noteholder maintains a securities account in respect of the Notes, including the Clearing
System. Notwithstanding the foregoing, each Noteholder shall also be entitled to enforce its
rights under these Notes in any other manner permitted in the country ofthe proceedings.
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13. FORM OF FINAL TERMS

The following are Pro Forma Final Terms for the issuance of Notes by Fineqia AG under the
Fineqia Programme fortheissuanceofcollateralized Notes asfurtherdescribedinthisBase

Prospectus. In relation to any Notes which may be issued under the Programme, the Issuer

has endeavored to include in this Base Prospectus all ofthe necessary information except
for information relating to such Notes which is not known at the date of this Base

Prospectus, and which can only be determined at the time of an individual issue of a Series

of Notes. Any Information relating to any Notes which is not included in this Base

Prospectus, and which is required in order to complete the necessary Information in
relation to a Series of Notes will be contained in the relevant Final Terms. For a Series of

Notes which is the subject of Final Terms, those Final Terms will, for the purposes of that

Series only, complete the Base Prospectus and must be read in conjunction with this Base

Prospectus.

Issue Specific Final Terms will be published and filed with the FMA with regard to each

Series of Notes issued on the basis of this Base Prospectus. Issue Specific Final Terms for

each Series of Notes will also be published on the Issuers website.

Final Terms

Terms used herein shall have the meanings given to them in the Base Prospectus dated
23. 03. 2023 (the "Base Prospectus").

Series of Notes to which these Final Terms apply:

Number of Notes to which these Final Terms apply:

Series Issue Date:

777e particulars in relation to this issue of Notes are äs follows:

Information Concerning
the Series of Notes

[...]

[...]

[...]

ETN Name

ETN Security Type

ISIN / WKN

Base Currency

Issuance volume

[...]

Debt Instruments

EUR: [...]
USD: [...]

[EUR/USD/other]
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Initial Issue Price [...]

Issue Currency

Denomination

Maturity Date

Interest

Listing and admission to
trading

Notification

Rating oflssuer

Rating of Note

Redemption Amount

[EUR/USD/other]

[USD/EUR/other currency]

No fixed Maturity Date

The Notes do not bear any interest.
The return on the Notes will be linked to the value of the

portfolio ofthe Series Assets, äs the Final Redemption Amount,
Mandatory Redemption Amount or Optional Redemption
Amount of each Note will be determined on the basis of the

value of the Series Assets.

Application will be made to

The Issuer will request notification for distribution ofthe Note
by the FMA Liechtenstein to the competent authorities o
Austria, Belgium, the Republic of Cyprus, the, Denmark, the
Republic of Estonia, the Republic of Finland, the French
Republic, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Helleni
Republic, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of Italy, the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg, the Republic of Malta, the Netherlands,
Norway, the Republic of Poland, the Portuguese Republic, the
Slovak Republic, the Republic of Slovenia, Spain and Sweden
with a certificate of approval attesting that the Base Prospectus
has been drawn up in accordance with the Prospectu
Regulation.

No/Yes (applicable rating)

No/Yes (applicable rating)

The Redemption Amount is calculated äs follows: Redemption
Amount=

Redemption Currency [Definition of Redemption Currency in case Fiat is applied]

Put Option [Define if applicable or not ]

USD Reference Price [Definition in case of redemption]

Diminishing Entitlement
Rate (DER)

Cryptoasset Entitlement

Minimum Subscription
Amount

[...]

[Not Applicable/Applicable (amount)]
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Minimum Redemption
Amount

Subscription Fee

Management Fee

[Not Applicable/Applicable (amount)]

Not applicable/applicable
Dp to [... ] (unless waived by the Issuer)

Not applicable/applicable
Upto....

Performance Fee

Redemption Fee

Upfront Redemption
Fee

Amount of any other
costs or expenses

charged to the
Noteholder

Investment Restrictions

Retail restriction

Initial Offer Period

Settlement Date

Business Day

Dealing Day

Not Applicable/Applicable

Redemption directly with the Issuer: Up to [... ] (unless waived
by the Issuer)

Redemption through Authorised Participant: [... ] (unless
waived by the Issuer)
Redemption directly with the Issuer : up to [...]

Redemption through Authorised Participant : [...]

[Not Applicable/give details]

[e.g., projects and activities that promote social and
environmental purposes.]

Permitted for retait/not permitted for retail

The Initial Offer Period shall commence at [... ] on [... ] and
dose at [... ] on [... ] äs may be shortened or extended by the
Directors and notified to the regulator.

In the case of creation(s), within [... ] Business Days ofthe
relevant Dealing Day.

In the case of repurchases, within [... ] Business Days ofthe
relevant Dealing Day.

Business Day means a day (other than a Saturday or a Sunday)
on which banks are open for general business in
Liechtenstein and on which the Clearing System äs weil äs
all relevant parts ofthe Trans-European Automated Real-
time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 2 (TARGET2)
are operational to effect payments.

In general, each Business Day will be a Dealing Day. However,
certain Business Days will not be Dealing Days where, in the sole
determination of the Asset Manager: (i) markets on which
the Note's investments are listed ortraded, or markets relevant
to the Index are closed, and/or (ii) there is a public holiday in
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the jurisdiction in which the Asset Manager or its delegate(s), i
applicable, is or are based; provided there is at least one Dealin
Day per fortnight. The Dealing Days are available on the Issuer
website.

Dealing Deadline

[... ] ofthe relevant dealing day for creations and redemptions
in- kind

[... ] prior to the relevant dealing day for creations and
redemptions in cash

Valuation Point

Reason for the Offer and

use of proceeds

Interests of natural and

legal persons involved in
the issue

Third-Party -Information

Governing Law

Valuation ofthe Note will take place at [... ] on the relevant
Dealing Day.

As stated in the base prospectus/other reason/use

A description of any interest, including a conflict of interest
that is material to the issue/offer, detailing the persons
involved and the nature ofthe interest.

[Relevant third-party information] has been extracted from [. ].
The Issuer confirms that such information has been accurately
reproduced and that, so far äs it is aware and is able to
ascertain from Information published by [. ], no facts have been
omitted which would renderthe reproduced information
inaccurate or misleading.]

[Notapplicable]

Liechtenstein

Competent Court Liechtenstein District Court

Information
concernin the

Underlying

Descriptionofthe
Underlying

Basket

Index Name

Index Administrator

[Cryptoasset (s)] [Index]
[Information on the past and future performance ofthe
Underlying äs weil äs regarding its volatility is generally
available, e.g., on the website [. ]. This information is available
free of Charge on this homepage.]
Applicable] [Not Applicable] Where the underl in is a basket
ofunderl in a disclosureforeach underl in and disclosure o

the relevant wei htin s ofeach underl in inthebasket

[not applicable/ applicable (name of Index)
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Information aboutthe
Index

Index Methodology

Information about the

past and further
performance ofthe Inde WEBSITE
and itsvolatilitycanbe
obtained from:

Borrowing

Lending

Lending Return

Staking

Staking Fee

Yield Farming

Derivatives (FDIs)

[Yes][n/a]

[Yes][n/a]

[Yes][n/a]

[Yes][n/a]

[Yes][n/a]

[Yes][n/a]

[Yes][n/a]

Market disruption or not applicable/ applicable (Then a description of any market
settlement disruption or disruption or settlement disruption or credit events that affect
credit events the underlying).
Adjustment rules with

concerning'the"" not aPP"cable/ aPP"cable
underlying

Parties to the Series o

Notes

Issuer

Administrator

Calculation Agent

Clearing System

Collateral Agent

Fineqia AG

[Name provider / not applicable]

[Name provider / not applicable]

[Name provider/ not applicabte]

[Name provider/ not applicable]
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Custodian

Issuing and Paying Agent

Listing Agent

[Name provider / not applicable]

[Name provider / not applicable]The Issuer may appoint
additional paying agents in relation to a Series of Notes if
required by the rules of any stock exchange on which Notes are
listed or admitted to trading.

[name and address of Authorized Participant], [LEI of the
Authorized Participant], offers the Products to [Private and/o
Professional Investors] in [jurisdictions]. Email address: [E-Mail
address of the Authorized Participant] - [name and address o
Authorized Participant], [LEI of the Authorized Participant],

Authorised Participant(s) offers the Products to [Private and/or Professional Investors] in
Ü'urisdictions]. Email address: [E-Mail-address ofthe Authorized
Participant] - [. ]]

Investment Advisor

Market Maker

Noteholder

representative

The Issuer will publish all Authorized Participants on its website:
and reserves the right to amend such list at any time.

[Name provider/ not applicable]

Index Administrator [Name provider / not applicable]

[Name provider/ not applicable]

[Name provider/ not applicable]

TAXATION WARNING

14. WARNING REGARDING TAXATION

PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS OF NOTES ARE ADVISED TO CONSULT THEIR OWN TAX ADVISORS

AS TO THE TAX CONSEQUENCES OF THE PURCHASE, OWNERSHIPAND DISPOSITION OF NOTES,

INCLUDING THE EFFECT OF ANY STATE OR LOCAL TAXES, UNDER THE TAX LAWS OF

LIECHTENSTEIN, GERMANY, AND EACH COUNTRY OF WHICH THEY ARE RESIDENTS. THE

RESPECTIVE RELEVANT TAX LEGISLATION MAY HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE INCOME RECEIVED
FROM THE NOTES.

Taxation in Liechtenstein

Liechtenstein resident individual privaten Investors

Payments made under the Notes qualify äs tax exempt capital gains for Liechtenstein resident

individual investors who hold the securities äs part oftheir private assets, provided the Notes

aresubjecttowealthtax. Thesameappliesforcapitalgainsrealized upon sale or redemption
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of the Notes.

Liechtenstein resident business Investors

Payments made under the Notes äs well äs capital gains realized upon sale or redemption of

the Notes by Liechtenstein resident individual Investors holding the Notes äs part of their

business assets äs weil äs by Liechtenstein resident legal entities are part of their business

profit and subject to individual income tax or corporate income tax.

The Issuer assumes no responsibility for the withholding of taxes at source.

Taxation in other countries

Every investor must be aware that investing in the notes with the underlying Cryptoasset of

Cryptoassets comprising a Basket will have tax implications, such äs income tax, capital
gains tax and/or other taxes. The taxation deoends on the individual taxation characteristics

of the Investor and the tax rules in his respective tax resident country, so that no Statements

can be made about the individual taxation of the investors. Every investor must investigate

individually which tax consequences may occur to him in his respective country. Prospective
purchasers of the Notes are advised to consutt their own tax advisors äs to the tax

consequences of the purchase, holding and disposal of the Notes.

Taxable gains from private sales transactions must be included by the investor in their tax
returns.

15. SUBSCRIPTION, OFFER AND SÄLE OF THE NOTES

15. 1 Offerofthe Notes

15. 1. 1 Offer to the Public

The Notes will be offered by financial intermediaries (including Authorized Participants) to

Investors in compliance with applicable selling restrictions (the Public Offering). The offer

period for the Public Offering is expected to commence on 23.03.2023 and will be open until

22.03.2024 (the expiration date of the Base Prospectus) subject to shortening the offer

period.

As of the date of the Base Prospectus the Issuer has entered into or will enter into agreements

with the following Authorized Participant(s):

. Flow Traders B.V. Registered address: Jacob Bontiusplaats 9, 1018 LL Amsterdam,
Netherlands

In case of a further admission of additional Authorized Participants the information will be

available on the Issuers website.
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15. 1. 2 Conditions and technical details ofthe offer

Any offer of Notes is not subject to any conditions or time limits other than the time limits

resulting from the validity of the Base Prospectus und the relevant offer period äs specified

above under "Offerto the Public". There is no possibilityto reduce subscriptions.

The applicability and number of a minimum or maximum subscription amount will be specified
in the Final Terms.

In the primary market, the Issuer may seil Notes only to Authorized Participants and such Notes

may only be purchased with units of the relevant Cryptoasset or units of the underlying

Cryptoassets comprising the Basket (äs set out in the relevant Final Terms).

Any investors who are not Authorised Participants can purchase the Notes in the secondary

market either (i) from an Authorised Participant or (ii) via a stock exchange (in casfc of Notes

admitted to trading an a stock exchange) through their broker or (iii) from any person aver

the counter for fiat (e. g., Euro). Where Notes are purchased from an Authorised Participant,

such Notes can be purchased either with the relevant Cryptoasset or units of the underlying

Cryptoassets comprising the Basket (äs set out in the relevant Final Terms) or with USD or any

other fiat currency or crypto asset äs will be determined by each Authorised Participant offering
the Notes.

Notes issued under thisBase Prospectus will be delivered via book-entry throughthe Clearing
System and its account holding banks.

15. 1.3 Charges and costs relating to the offer

The estimated total expenses of the issue and/or offer of each Series of Notes, the fees related

to the Series of Notes äs well äs any third-party costs, which may be charged, will be specified in
the relevant Final Terms & Issue Specific Summary of each issue of a Series of Notes.

The Issuer may Charge a Subscription Fee from the Authorized Participants. Authorized

Participantsmay Charge additionalfeesto Investors whoare purchasing Notes from them. These

fees may vary, and the Issuer has no influence an whether and to what extent the Authorised

Participant is charging fees.

15. 1.4 Method of determination of the Issue Price

Each issue ofa Series of Notes will be issued at an Issue Price äs stated in the relevant Final Terms.

The issue price for Authorised Participants will be equal to the Cryptoasset Entitlement plus a

Subscription Fee (äs specified in the relevant Final Terms). The Cryptoasset Entitlement will be

determined pursuant to the following formula:

CE = ICE * (l - DER)n
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Where:

CE means Cryptoasset Entitlement;

ICE means a number of units of the relevant Cryptoasset per Notes äs specified in the relevant

Final Terms of each Series of Notes;

DER means fixed percentage äs specified in the relevant Final Terms of each Series of Notes

(subjectto reduction bythe Issuer); and

n means number of days/365.

The USD Reference Price for the Note is, äs ofthe relevant determination date, the USD price

per Cryptoasset or Cryptoasset Components of a Basket times the Cryptoasset Entitlement

according to the specified Index in the Final Terms, published each business dayat 4:00 PM

UKtime.

For Investors other than Authorised Participants, the purchase price for a Series of Notes will be

determined byeach Authorised Participant on an ongoing basis and may be subject to additional

subscription fees.

As of the Series Issue Date (äs specified in the relevant Final Terms) of each Series of Notes,

the Cryptoasset Entitlement would correspond to the initially determined number of units of

the relevant Cryptoassetor Unitsofthe Basket (äs specified in the relevant Final Terms, the

"Initial Cryptoasset Entitlement") per Notes, i.e. Authorised Participants purchasing Notes from

the Issuer would receive one Note for a number of units ofthe relevant Cryptoasset or Units of

the Basket corresponding to the Initial Cryptoasset Entitlement. In addition, the Issuer may

Charge a subscription fee of up to 1.00 percent per unit ofthe relevant Cryptoasset or Unit of

the Basket from the Authorised Participant.

Example:

Where an Investor purchases 4, 000 Notes f rom an Authorised Participant with Euro/USD, in case

of an exemplary Cryptoasset Entitlement of 0. 001 per Note, the Euro/USD equivalent of the

Cryptoasset Entitlement äs of2 years öfter the issue date, based on a value of the underlying
Cryptoasset of Euro/USD 5000 would be Euro/USD 4.9005. However, given that each

Authorised Partidpant may Charge a subscription fee from the Investor who it is selling the

Note at its own discretion, the purchase pricefor a Note may be higher than Euro/USD 4. 9495.

For a determination ofthe issue price see also Section 11.2 - Description ofthe Notes.

15.2 Selling Restrictions

15. 2. 1 General

Any person subscribing to or purchasing Notes will be responsible to, to the best of its

knowledge and belief, comply with all applicable securities laws and regulations in force in any
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jurisdiction in or from which it purchases, offers, sells or delivers the Notes or possesses or
distributes the Prospectus and that it will obtain any consent, approval or permission required
byitforthepurchase, offer, saleordeliverybyitofthe Notes underthe lawsand regulations in
force in any jurisdiction to which it is subject or in which it makes such purchases, offers, sales
or deliveries and neither the Issuer nor any other person shall have any responsibility
therefor.

15. 2. 2 European EconomicArea

If the Final Terms in respect of any Series of Notes include a legend stating any prohibition to
make an offer of Notes to retail investors in certain jurisdictions in the European Economic Area,
the Notes are not intended to be offered and shall not be offered to any retail Investor in such
jurisdiction(s). Forthe purposesofthis Provision: theexpression "retail investor" meansa person
who is one (or more) ofthe following:

. a retail dient äs defined in point (11) of Article 4(1) of Directive 2014/65/EU (äs amended,
"MiFIDII");or

. a customer within the meaning of Directive (EU) 2016/97 (the " Insurance Distribution
Directive"), where that customer would not qualify äs a Professional dient äs defined in
point (10) of Article 4(1) of MiFID II; or

. not a qualified investor äs defined in Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 (the "Prospectus
Regulation"); and

. the expression an "offer" indudes the communication in any form and by any means of
sufficient information on the terms ofthe offer and the Notes to be offered so äs to enable

an investor to decide to purchase or subscribe for the Notes.

Ifthe Final Terms in respect ofany Notes do not include a legend stating any prohibition to
make an offer of Notes to retail Investors in certain jurisdictions in the European Economic
Area (each a "Member State"), any relevant person has represented that it has not made and
will not make an offer of Notes which are the subject of the offering contemplated by this
Prospectus äs completed by the final terms in relation thereto to the public in that Member
State except that it may make an offer of such Notes to the public in that Member State:

. if the final terms in relation to the Notes specify that an öfter of those Notes may be
madeotherthanpursuanttoArtidel(4)oftheProspectusRegulation in that Member State
(a "Non-exempt Offer"), following the date of publication of a prospectus in relation to
such Notes which has beenapprovedbythecompetentauthorityinthatMemberStateor,
where appropriate, approved in another Member State and notified to the competent
authority in that Member State, provided that any such prospectus has subsequently
been completed by the final terms contemplating such Non-exempt Offer, in accordance
with the Prospectus Regulation, in the period beginning and ending on the dates specified in
such prospectus or final terms, äs applicable, and the Issuer has consented in writing to
its use for the purpose of that Non-exempt Offer;
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. at any time to any legal entity which is a qualified investor äs defined in the Prospectus
Regulation;

. at any time to fewer than 150 natural or legal persons (other than qualified Investors äs
defined in the Prospectus Regulation) subject to obtaining the priorconsentofthe relevant
dealer or dealers nominated by the Issuer for any such offer; or

. at any time in any other circumstances falling within Article 1(4) ofthe Prospectus Regulation,

provided that no such offer of Notes referred to in (b) to (d) above shall require the Issuer
to publish a prospectus pursuant to Artide 3 of the Prospectus Regulation or
Supplement a prospectus pursuant to Article 23 ofthe Prospectus Regulation.

For the purposes ofthis Provision the expression an "offer of Notes to the public" in relation to
any Notes in any Member State means the communication in any form and by any means of
sufficient Information on the terms ofthe offer and the Notes to be offered so äs to enable

an Investor to decide to purchase or subscribe forthe Notes and the expression "Prospectus
Regulation" means Regulation (EU) 2017/1129.

15.2. 3 United States

The Notes have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Actofl933, äs
amended (the "Securities Act"), and may not be offered, sold, or delivered within the United

States of America (the "United States") to or for the account or benefit of, U.S. persons except
pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements
of the Securities Act. Accordingly, the Notes are being offered and sold only (l) to
"accredited Investors" (äs defined in Rule 501 of Regulation D under the Securities Act) in
compliance with Rule 506(c) or Rule 506(b) of Regulation D under the Securities Act; (2) to
'qualified institutional buyers' äs defined in Rule 144A under the Securities Act; and (3) in
"offshore transactions" (äs defined in Regulation S under the Securities Art) in reliance upon
Regulation S under the Securities Art. Any person acting äs a distributor of the Notes

exclusively outside the United States has represented and agreed that neither it nor any
persons acting on its behalf has offered, sold, or delivered or will offer, seil, or deliver any
Notes within the United States except in accordance with Rule 903 of Regulation S under
the SecuritiesAct. Accordingly, each such distributor has represented and agreed that neither
it, its affiliates nor any persons acting an its or their behalf has engaged or will engage in any
directed selling efforts with respect to the Notes offered in reliance on Regulation S. Terms used
in this subparagraph have the meaning given to them by Regulation S.

16. GENERAL INFORMATION

16. 1 Incorporation by reference
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The following documents are incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus
. The opening balance sheet of the Issuer (Eröffnungsbilanz) dated of

22.09.2022

. Articles of Association of Fineqia AG

. Excerpt of the commercial register of 22.09.2022

All pages ofthe documents incorporated by reference set out above shall be deemed to
be incorporated in by reference, and to form part of, this Base Prospectus.

The documents containing the information incorporated by reference have been filed
with FMA. They are available free of Charge by the Issuer and are published in
electronic form on the Issuer 's website www.fine ia. com li.

16.2 Documents on display

For the term of this Base Prospectus, copies of the following documents will, when
published be available on the website ofthe Issuer.

. the Base Prospectus and any Supplement thereto;

. the constitutional documents of the Issuer;

. the Terms and Conditions;

. the relevant Final Terms for each Series of Notes; and

. the documents incorporated by reference.

[Signature Pagefollows]
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Fineqia AG

Werdenbergerweg 11

9490 Vaduz
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(Director)
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(Director)



16. 3 Glossary

Authorised Participant

Business Day

AML Anti-money laundering

The entities defined in the Prospectus or in the Final Terms or published on the
websiteofthe Issuer.

A day (other than a Saturday or a Sunday) on which banks are open for
general business in Liechtenstein and on which the Clearing System äs well äs
all relevant parts of the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross
Settlement Express Transfer System 2 (TARGET2) are operational to effect
payments

CA-under-management The aggregate amount of Notes bought by each Noteholder denominated in
the relevant Cryptoasset or Cryptoassets.

CHF Swiss Franc

All of the Issuer's rights, present and future, in particular Claims for delivery,
with respect to the Cryptoassets deposited by the Issuer or Cryptoassets, cash
or cash equivalents deposited by a third party with the Custodian in his
depository accounts (Wallets) and (ii) Claims with respect to the Notes
owned by the Issuer.

Providing the Collateral for the benefit of the Noteholders to secure its
payment obligations under the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms.

Cryptoasset Entitlement a Noteholder's claim against the Issuer in respect of each Note, expressed äs
the number of units of the Cryptoasset or Units of the Basket per Notes,
and calculated by the Issuer in its sole discretion in accordance with the
formula defined in § 4 (5) ofthe Terms and Conditions.

Collateral

Collateralization

Custodian

Delegated Regulation

Depositary Account

Diminishing entitlement
rate (DER)

Distributor

EEA

ESMA

EUR

Extraordinary

Institute that is taking care with regard of safekeeping the Cryptoassets or
anyothereligible Underlying.

Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/980 of 14 March 2019, äs
amended.

The Depositary Wallet and the associated account of the Issuer
maintained by the Custodian.

is a fixed percentage äs specified in the relevant Final Terms ofeach Series of
Notes (subject to reduction by the tssuer)

Any person subsequently offering, selling, or recommending the Notes

European Economic Area

European Securities and Markets Authority

Euro

A declaration by a Noteholder to terminate its Notes pursuant to § 9 of the
Terms and Conditions.
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Termination Notice

Financial Derivate

Instruments

Final Terms

FMA

Global Note

Hard Fork

Initial Issue Price

ISIN

KYC

LEI

Mandatory

Redemption Event

Mandatory

Redemption Notice

Mandatory

Redemption Form

Market Maker

MiFID II

Noteholder

OECD

OvertheCounter

Personen- und

Gesellschaftsrecht

Prospectus Regulation

Put Option (Delivery
Option)

Instruments deriving theirvalue from underlying assets.

Specification ofthe detailed terms applicable to each Series of Notes

Financial Markets Authority, Liechtenstein.

The global bearer certificate representing the Notes of a series.

A split of a blockchain protocol into several protocols.

An amount in a specific Cryptoasset or Cryptoassets äs defined in the Final
Terms of a Series of Notes.

*

International Securities Identification Number

Know-your-customer proceduresand documentation, in particular including
transaction monitoring äs weil äs source ofwealth and source offunds checks,
all in accordance with AML and Sanctions Regulations.

Legal Entity Identifier

An event äs defined in § 4 of the Term and Conditions allowing the Issuer
to declare redemption ofthe Notes.

A notice to be published by the Issuer on the Issuer's website in case the

Issuer wishes to redeem due to a Mandatory Redemption Event.

A form provided by the Issuer in case of a Mandatory Redemption Event
and to becompleted bythe Noteholder.

Any natural or legal person that provides market making Services including bid
and offer of market prices for the Products, next to adequate liquidity with
regard to all Products.

Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in financial Instruments, äs amended

A Noteholder of a Series of Notes issued under this Base Prospectus and the
relevant Final Terms.

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

Trading of securities outside of an exchange and its supervision

Peoples and Companies act of Liechtenstein LGBI 1926/4.

Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 of the European Parliament and the Council of 14
June 2017

A Noteholders Option to demand redemption ofthe Notes äs further specified
in § 4 ofthe Terms and Conditions and Final Terms.
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Put Option Exercise
Form

Securities Act

Supplement

United States

A form made available by the Issuer on its website to be used by a Noteholder
wishing to exercise his Put Option, ifgranted in the Final terms

United States Securities Act of 1933, äs amended

Supplements pursuant to Art. 23 ofthe Prospectus Regulation

United States of America (including its states and the District of Columbia)
and its territories (including Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam,
American Samoa, Wake Island, and the Northern Mariana Islands).

Upfront redemption fee Fee that may be charged by the Issuer before Redemption.

USD

USD Reference Price

USDT

US-Dollar

price per Cryptoasset or Cryptoasset Components ofa Basket times the

Cryptoasset Entitlement according to the specified Index in the Final Terms

Stahle coin pegged to the US Dollar

fineqia
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Bilanz in USD
per 22. 09.2022
Bezeichnun

Assets

Current Assets

Cash and Securities

1051 Waltet USDC Ledger
Total Cash and Secunties

Total Current Assets

Total Assets

Fineqia AG

Saldo

Seite: 1
26. 09.2022/17:09

Total

60-000. 00
60'OOD. OO

60-000.00

60-000. 00

Liabilities

Equity

Equity
2800 Share capital USDC
Total Equity

Total Equity

Total Liabilities

60'OOO. QO
60'OQO.OO

GO'OOO.OO

60-000. 00



STATUTEN STATUTES

der of

Fineqia AG Fineqia AG

Vaduz

FÜRSTENTUM LIECHTENSTEIN

Vaduz

PRINCiPALITY of LIECHTENSTEIN

(DEUTSCHE VERSION AUTHENTISCH) (GERMAN VERSION AUTHENTIC)

l. GESELLSCHAFT SITZ DAUER und ZWECK l. COMPANY SEAT DURATION and PURTPOSE

Unter der Firma

Art. l

Fineqia AG

Under the Firm

Art. l

Fineqia AG

besteht mit Sitz in VADUZ eine Aktiengesellschaft a stock Company exists with indefinite term pursuant
von unbeschränkter Dauer gemäss Art. 261 ff PGR. to Art. 261 ff PGR with seat in VADUZ. The Company
Die Gesellschaft kann durch Beschluss der may establish branches in Liechtenstein and abroad
Generalversammlung Zweigniederlassungen im by resolution ofthe General Meeting.
In- und Ausland errichten.

Art. 2
Zweck

Art. 2
Purpose

Die--Gese"schaft"betreibt. Handdsges^äfte, The Company conductstradingactivitiesjnparticular
roT,T°FS-u"ndBReeZs^fchTftTZTAmt"8Zeu"; .^'^ u c^^ar'^»^»<''^
Finanzierung dieser sowTsdernYc h^nal^ and legal transactions of a" kinds. ln °^er to finance
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^. tigkeiten begibt die Gesellschaft
^inanzinstrumente zur Aufnahme von Kapital
(insbesondere Fremdkapital) am Kapitalmarkt. Die
Gesellschaft kann Beteiligungen an anderen
Gesellschaften und Verbandspersonen (inklusive
Dienstleistungsunternehmen und/oder
Produktionsgesellschaften) im In- und Ausland
erwerben, verwalten und veräussern; als Holding-
oder Muttergesellschaft tätig sein;
Firmenbeteiligungen finanzieren (inklusive
Gewährung von Darlehen sowie Erhöhung vom
Aktienkapital); Liegenschaften und Sachwerte aller
Art im In- und Ausland erwerben/ verwalten und
veräussern; und generell alle Handlungen setzen
und Rechtsgeschäfte tätigen, welche im
Zusammenhang mit der Verwaltung der
Gesellschaft stehen oder ihrem Zweck dienlich
sind.

these and the aforementioned activities/ the
Company issues financial Instruments to raise capital
(in particular debt capital) on the capital market. The
Company may acquire, . manage and seil
participations in other companies and associations

(induding Service companies and/or production
companies) in Liechtenstein and abroad, act äs a
holding or parent Company, finance partidpations in
companies (including granting loans and increasing
share capital); acquire, manage and seil real estate
and tangible assets of all kinds in Liechtenstein and

abroad; and generallytake all actions and enter into
all legal transactions that are related to the

management ofthe Company or serve its purpose.

Sämtliche Tätigkeiten, derenAusübung einer All activities'the exercise ofwhich requires a special
spezialgesetzlichen Bewilligung oder Zulassung leSal authorization or approval by the Financial
der Finanzmarktaufsicht bedürfen/ sind vom Market Authority, are excluded fromthe purposeand
Zweck- und Tätigkeitsbereich der Gesellschaft scope ofactivities ofthe Company
ausgeschlossen.

II. KAPITAL und AKTIEN II. CAPITALandSHARES

Art. 3
Aktienkapital

Das Aktienkapital der Gesellschaft beträgt CHF
*50'000.00 (in Worten: Schweizer Franken
fünzigtausend) und ist eingeteilt in -SO'OOO- auf
den Namen lautende Aktien von je CHF *1. 00,
welche voll einbezahlt sind und gegen eine
Sacheintage von 60'000 USD Coin (USDC) von
Fineqia International Inc. ausgegeben werden.

Art. 3
Share Capital

The share capital ofthe Company is CHF *50'000. 00
(in words: Swiss francs fifty thousand) and is divided
into -SO'OOO- registered shares of a nominal value of

CHF * 1. 00 each, which are fully paid an issued for a
contribution in kind of 60'000 USD Coin (USDC) of
Fineqia International Inc.

Die Aktienurkunden (Titel) können in Zertifikate The share certificates (titles) can be summarized in
über eine Mehrzahl von Aktien zusammengefasst certifi<:ates for a number of shares and can also be
werden und können auch als tokenisierte issued astokenized value rights.
Wertrechte herausgegeben werden.

Als Aktienurkunden können Zertifikate mit oder share certificates can be issued äs certificates with or
ohne Couponbogen ausgegeben werden, welche without coupon sheets representing one or more
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'^f eine oder mehrere Aktien lauten. Die
/Gesellschaft ist ferner berechtigt, auf Druck und
Auslieferung von Aktienurkunden zu verzichten
und den Aktionären anstelle von Aktien

Bestätigungen über ihre Beteiligungen an der
Gesellschaft auszustellen. Der Aktionär hat keinen

Anspruch auf den Druck und Auslieferung von
Aktienurkunden.

shares. The Company shall also be entitled to
dispense with the printing and deliver/ of share
certificates and to issue to the shareholders

confirmations of their shareholding in the Company
instead of shares. The shareholder shall have no right
to the printing and delivery of share certificates.

Art. 4
Aktien

Die Gesellschaft kann weitere Aktien,
Partizipationsscheine etc. herausgeben. Die
Herausgabe obliegt der Generalversammlung. Die
Umwandlung von Aktien in Partizipationsscheine
und umgekehrt ist erlaubt und obliegt der
Generalversammlung. Eine Umwandlung der
Aktien in Inhaberaktien und umgekehrt ist
zulässig. Ebenfalls kann die Gesellschaft mit

besonderen Rechten ausgestattete Vorzugsaktien
herausgeben.

Art. 4
Shares

The Company may issue further shares, participation
certificates etc. which lies in the responsibility ofthe
General Meeting. The conversion of shares into

participation certificates and vice versa is permitted
and is in the responsibility ofthe General Meeting. A
conversion ofthe shares into bearer shares and vice

versa is permitted. The Company may also issue
preference shares with special rights.

Die Gesellschaft kann insbesondere zum Zweck The Company may also hold its own shares and
der Übertragung an andere Aktionäre und participation certificates for the purpose of transfer
Partizipanten auch eigene Aktien und toothershareholdersandparticipants. lnthisregard
Partizipationsscheine halten. Zu beachten sind theprovisionsofArt. 306affPGRhaveto beadhered.
dabei die Bestimmungen der Art. 306affPGR.

III. GESELLSCHAFTSORGANE

Art. 5
Organe

Die Organe der Gesellschaft sind.

a) die Generalversammlung
b) der Verwaltungsrat
c) die Revisionsstelle

III. COMPANY BODIES

Art. 5
Organs

The organs ofthe Company are;

a) the General Meeting
b) the Board of Directors
c) the Auditor

A) DIE GENERALVERSAMMLUNG

Art. 6
Kompetenzen

A) THE GENERAL MEETING

Art. 6
Capacity
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ye Generalversammlung ist das oberste Organ
der Gesellschaft. In ihre ausschliessliche

Kompetenz fallen insbesondere:

a) Abnahme des Geschäftsberichtes und des
konsolidierten Geschäftsberichtes (Bilanz,
Erfotgsrechnung, Anhang und Jahresbericht)
nach vorausgegangener Prüfung durch
einen Revisor oder ein

Revisionsunternehmen;

b) Entlastung der Verwaltung;
c) Beschlussfassung über die Verwendung des

Reingewinnes, insbesondere die
Festsetzung der Dividende;

d) Festsetzung der Zahl der Mitglieder des
Verwaltungsrates/ sowie die Wahl und
Abberufung derselben;

e) Wahl und Abberufung der Revisionsstelle;
f) Beschlussfassung über Annahme und

Abänderung der Statuten, insbesondere
über Veränderung des Aktienkapitals,
Auflösung der Gesellschaft, Fusion,
Umwandlung in eine andere juristische
Person oder Errichtung von
Zweigniederlassungen;

g) Beschlussfassung über Anträge des
Verwaltungsrates, der Revisionsstelle und
der Aktionäre, ferner Erledigung aller
Geschäfte, welche ihr durch das Gesetz oder
die Statuten vorbehalten sind.

The General Meeting is the supreme body of the
Company. Its exclusive capacity includes in particular:

a) Acceptance of the Annual Report and the
Consolidated Annual Report (balance sheet,
profit and loss Statement, annex and annuat
report) after prior auditing by an auditor or
auditingfirm;

b) Release ofthe Board ofDirertors;
c) Resolution on the use ofnet profit, in particular

the determination ofthe dividend;

d) Determination ofthenumberofmembersofthe
Board of Directors, äs weil äs the election and
dismissal thereof;

e) Election and dismissal ofthe auditor;
f) Resolution on acceptance and amendments of

the Articles of Ässociation, in particular on
changes in the share capital, dissolution of the
Company, merger, transformation into another

legal entity or establishment of branches;

g) Passing resolutions on proposals ofthe Board of
Directors, the statutory auditors and the
shareholders, äs weil äs execution of all

transactions reserved to it by law or by the
Articles ofAssociation.

Art. 7 Art. 7
Generalversammlung General Meeting

Die ordentliche Generalversammlung findet The ordinary General Meeting is held within six
jährlich innerhalb von sechs Monaten nach months after the end of a financiaf year.
Abschluss des Geschäftsjahres statt. Extraordinary General Meetings may be called at any
Ausserordentliche Generalversammlungen time.
können jederzeit einberufen werden.

Die Einberufung der Generalversammlung kann The General Meeting can also be called electronically.
auch elektronisch erfolgen.

Die Aktionäre können ihre Aktien selbst vertreten Shareholders may represent their own shares or have
oder sich durch einen Dritten, der nicht Aktionär them represented by a third party who does not have
sein muss, vertreten lassen, Die tobeashareholder. Therightofrepresentationmust
Vertretungsberechtigung ist mittels schriftlicher be proven bya written powerofattorney
Vollmacht nachzuweisen.
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^enn sämtliche Aktionäre versammelt oder alle
Aktien vertreten sind und kein Einspruch erhoben
wird oder alle Aktionäre der Vorgehensweise
zustimmen, kann eine Generalversammlung auch
ohne Einhaltung der sonst für die Einberufung
vorgeschriebenen Formvorschriften abgehalten
werden, und es kann in derselben über die in

deren Befugnis liegenden Gegenstände gültig
verhandelt und Beschluss gefasst werden.
(Universalversammlung).

Die Generalsversammlung kann ohne physische
Anwesenheit der Teilnehmer durchgeführt und die
Beschlüsse unabhängig von der Anzahl von

Mitgliedern im Zirkulationsweg gefasst werden,
wenn den Mitgliedern die ausdrücklich
formulierten Beschlüsse schriftlich übermittelt

werden und die für einen Beschluss erforderliche

Mindestzahl von Stimmberechtigten an der
Abstimmung teilnimmt.

Die Generalversammlungen können auch im Wege
eines Videoanrufes abgehalten werden. In diesem
Fall muss der Präsident sicherstellen und

protokollieren, dass alle Aktionäre und andere an

der Generalversammlung teilnehmende Personen
(bspw. Direktoren, Protokollführer) zur gleichen
Zeit visuellen und auditiven Kontakt zu allen

anderen Teilnehmern der Generalversammlung
haben (Video-Generalversammlung).

Art. 8

Einberufung ordentliche Generalversammlung
Die Einberufung der ordentlichen

Generalversammlung erfolgt durch den

Präsidenten des Verwaltungsrates nach Vaduz
oder an einen anderen Ort in Liechtenstein oder

im Ausland durch eingeschriebenen Brief oder per
E-Mail mit Empfangsbestätigung. In dringenden
Fällen kann die Einberufung auch durch ein

anderes Kommunikationsmittel erfolgen. Soweit

If all shareholders are assembled or alt shares are

represented and no objection is raised or all

shareholders agree to the procedure, a general
meeting may also be held without compliance with
the formalities prescribed otherwise for the

convocation, and it can be validly negotiated and take

a decision on matters within its capacity (Universal
Meeting).

The General Meeting can be held without the physical
presence ofthe participants and the resolutions can

be passed by drcular letter, regardless ofthe number
ofmembers, if: the expresslyformulated resolutions
are sent to the members in writing; and the minimum

number of eligible voters required for a resolution
participates in the vote.

The General Meetings can also be held by means of a
Video call. In such case the Chairman needs to ensure

and take to the minute that all shareholders and

other persons participating at the General Meeting
(e.g. Directors, Keeper of the Minuets) have visual
and audio contact to all other participants of the
General Meeting at the same time (Video General
Meeting).

Art. 8

Convocation ofthe Ordinary General Meeting
The ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders shall
be convened by the Chairman of the Board of
Directors to Vaduz or another place in Liechtenstein

or abroad by registered fetter or by e-mail with
confirmation of receipt. In urgent cases, the meeting
may also be convened by another means of
communication. As far äs no Chairman is appointed,
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"n Präsident des Verwaltungsrats bestimmt ist, the meeting will be convened by a member of the
^ird die Sitzung durch ein Mitglied des Board of Directors.
Verwaltungsrates einberufen.

Die Einladung muss mindestens zwanzig The invitation mustbe Issued atleasttwentycalendar
Kalendertage vor dem Versammlungstermin days beforethedateofthemeetingand mustindude
erfolgen und die Tagesordnung enthalten. the agenda.

Die Bilanz, die Gewinn- und Verlustrechnung, der The balance sheet, profit and loss Statement, the
Lagebericht und der Prüfungsbericht sind den management report and the audit report shall be
Aktionären am Sitz der Gesellschaft zwanzig made available to the shareholders atthe registered
Kalendertage vor der Versammlung zugänglich zu office of the Company twenty calendar days'before
machen- the General Meeting.

Die Art und Weise der Legitimation der Aktionäre The way in which shareholders are legitimized to
zur Teilnahme und Stimmabgabe an der attend and vote at the General Meeting is
Generalversammlung wird durch das Gesetz und determined by the law and the Board of Director^.
dem Verwaltungsrat bestimmt.

Art. 9
Extraordinary General Meeting

The Extraordinary General Meeting shall be convened
by the Chairman ofthe Board of Directors to Vaduz or

another place in Liechtenstein or abroad by
registered letter or by e-maii with acknowledgement
of receipt. In urgent cases, the meeting may also be
convened by another means of communication. As

far äs no Chairman is appointed, the meeting will be
convenedbya memberofthe Board ofDirectors.

Art. 9
Ausserordentliche Generalversammlung

Die Einberufung der ausserordentlichen
Generalversammlung erfolgt durch den
Präsidenten des Verwaltungsrates nach Vaduz
oder an einen anderen Ort in Liechtenstein oder

im Ausland durch eingeschriebenen Brief oder per
E-Mail mit Empfangsbestätigung. In dringenden
Fällen kann die Einberufung auch durch ein
anderes Kommunikationsmittel erfolgen. Soweit
kein Präsident des Verwaltungsrats bestimmt ist,
wird die Sitzung durch ein Mitglied des
Verwaltungsrates einberufen.

Die Einladung muss mindestens drei Kalendertage The invitation must be issued at least three calendar
vor dem Versammlungstermin erfolgen und die days beforethe dateofthe meetingand must include
Tagesordnung enthalten, the agenda.

Art. 10 Art. 10
Organisation Organization

Den Vorsitz in der Generalversammlung führt der The Chairman ofthe General Meeting is the Chairman
Präsident des Verwaltungsrates. Bei dessen ofthe Board of Directors. If he is prevented, another
Verhinderung führt ein anderes
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^ep.valtungsmitglied oder ein durch die member of the Board of Directors or a President

öeneralversammlung gewählter Präsident den elected bythe General Meeting chairs.
Vorsitz.

Der Vorsitzende bezeichnet den Protokollführer TheChairmandesignatesthesecretar/. TheSecretary
und Stimmenzähler. Der Protokollführer hat hasto sign the minutestogetherwiththe Chairman.
gemeinsam mit dem Vorsitzenden die

Verhandlungsprotokolle zu unterzeichnen.

Art. 11 Art. 11
Beschlussfassung und Stimmrecht Dedsion-making and Voting Rights

Die Generalversammlung fasst ihre Beschlüsse The General Meeting passes its resolutions and
und vollzieht ihre Wahlen mit einfacher carries out its elections by a simple majorityofvotes,
Stimmenmehrheit, ohne Rücksicht auf die Zahl der regardless of the number of shares represented in
vertretenen Aktien unter Vorbehalt von Art. 12. accordance with the provisions of Art. 11

Jede Aktie berechtigt zu einer Stimme, Each share entitles to one vote.

Über Verhandlungen und Beschlüsse der Minutes shall be kept of the negotiations and
Generalversammlung wird ein Protokoll geführt, resolutions of the General Meeting and shall be
das vom Vorsitzenden, dem Protokollführer und signed by the Chairman, the Secretary and, if
allenfalls einem der Stimmenzähter zu necessary, one ofthe scrutineers.
unterzeichnen ist.

der

von

Art. 12
Besondere Beschlüsse

Die nachfolgenden Beschlüsse bedürfen einer

Mehrheit von 2/3 (zwei Drittel) der vertretenen
Namensaktien:

l) Veränderung des Aktienkapitals
2) Beschränkung der Bezugsrechte

Aktionäre und Ausgabe
Partizipationsscheinen

3) Auflösung oder Liquidation
Gesellschaft

4) Fusion der Gesellschaft mit einem anderen
Unternehmen

5) Aufspaltung der Gesellschaft
6) Abspaltung von Teilen des Unternehmens
7) Kauf und Verkauf von Beteiligungen
8) Begründung von Zweigniederlassungen
9) Verlegung des Sitzes der Gesellschaft ins

Ausland

Art. 13

Art. 12
Special Resolutions

The following resolutions require an absolute
majority of 2/3 (two thirds) ofthe represented share
capital:

l) Amendment of registered capital
2) Restriction of shareholders subscription rights

and issue ofparticipation certificates

der 3) Dissolution or liquidation ofthe Company

4) Merger of the Company with another
Company

5} Demergerofthe Company
6) Spin-off of parts of the Company
7) Acquisition and sale of participations
8) Formation ofbranches

9) Transfer of the registered office of the
Company abroad

Art. 13
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Kompetenz im Zweifelsfall Capacity in case of doubt
;n Streitfällen betreffend die Kompetenz der In case of disputes regarding the capacity of the
einzelnen Organe spricht die Vermutung für die individual organs, the capacity of the General
Kompetenz der Generalversammlung. Meeting is assumed.

B) VERWALTUNGSRAT B) BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Art. 14
Zusammensetzung und Amtsdauer

Der Verwaltungsrat besteht aus einem oder

mehreren Mitgliedern, die von der

Generalversammlung auf die Dauer von drei

Jahren gewählt werden. Eine Wiederwahl kann

nach Ablauf der Amtsdauer erfolgen. Der
Verwaltungsrat wird erstmals in der

Gründungsurkunde bestellt.

Art. 14
Composition and Term of Office

The Board of Directors consists of one or more

members elected by the General Meeting for a term
ofthree years. A re-election may take place after the
end of the term of office. The Board of Directors is

appointed for the first time in the articles of

incorporation.

Der Verwaltungsrat kann sich unter der Zeit durch The Board of Directors may Supplement itself by
Zuwahl ergänzen. Die durch Zuwahl gewählten election duringthe period. The new members ofthe
Mitglieder des Verwaltungsrates unterliegen Board of Directors are subject to the approval ofthe
jeweils der Genehmigung der nächsten next Genera! Meeting.
Generalversammlung.

Verwaltungsratsmitglieder haben das Recht, ihr Directors have the right to resign from Office at any
Amt jederzeit niederzulegen, time.

Das Verhältnis zwischen Gesellschaft und The relationship betweenthe Company andthe Board
Verwaltungsrat untersteht nicht den Vorschriften of Directors is not subject to the rules governing the
über den Einzelarbeitsvertrag. individual employment contract.

Art. 15

Kompetenz und Beschlussfassung
Der Verwaltungsrat vertritt die Gesellschaft nach

aussen. Er entscheidet über alle Angelegenheiten,

welche nicht der Generalversammlung
vorbehalten sind. Soweit es der Geschäftsverlauf

zulässt, kann der Verwaltungsrat im Laufe des

Geschäftsjahres Abschlagszahlungen an die
Aktionäre auf die zu erwartenden Dividenden

beschliessen, die dann mit den von der

Generalversammlung aufgrund des
Jahresabschlusses festgesetzten jährlichen
Dividenden verrechnet werden.

Art. 15

Competence and Decision-making

The Board of Directors represents the Company
externally. It decides on all matters not reserved to

the General Meeting. Insofar äs the course of
business allows it, the board of directors can in the

course ofthe business year decide to make payments
on account to the shareholders on the expected

dividends, which are then to be set off against the
annual dividends set by the general meeting on the
basis ofthe annual accounts.
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DerVerwaltungsrat kann die Vorbereitung und die The Board of Directors can delegate the preparation
Ausführung seiner Beschlüsse oder die and execution ofits resolutions orthe supervision of
Überwachung von Geschäften Ausschüssen oder business to a committee or to other individuals. The

einzelnen Mitgliedern zuweisen. Er hat für eine Board of Directors has to ensure appropriate
angemessene Berichterstattung an seine reportingto its members.
Mitglieder zu sorgen.

Zur Beschlussfähigkeit sind die Anwesenheit oder The Board of Directors constitutes a quorum with the
Vertretung der Mehrheit der Mitglieder presence or representation of the majority of its
erforderlich. Einfache Stimmenmehrheit members. Simple majorityofthe votes decides. Each
entscheidet. Jedes abwesende Mitglied kann sich absent member can be represented by another
durch ein anderes Mitglied vertreten lassen, member.

Die Sitzungen können auch im Rahmen von

stabilen und allen Verwaltungsräten zugänglichen

Kommunikationsräumen (Skype, Visual-
Conference etc. ) durchgeführt werden,
vorausgesetzt, es wird bestätigt, dass jeder
Verwaltungsrat alle anderen Verwaltungsräte
hören und allenfalls sehen kann

The meetings can also be held by means of Video Call

or Conference Call by available communication

frameworks available to each Board Member (Skype,
visual-conference) provided that it is confirmed that

each Board Member is able to hear and eventually
see all other Board Members,

Beschlüsse können auch auf dem Zirkularwege Decisions can also be taken by circular letter. In this
gefasst werden. In diesem Falle ist jedoch die case, however, the consent ofthe absolute majority
absolute Mehrheit sämtlicher Mitglieder ofall members is required.
erforderlich.

Art. 16
Präsident des Verwaltungsrats

Der Verwaltungsrat kann aus seiner Mitte je für

eine Amtsdauer, jedoch mit steter
Wiederwählbarkeit, den Präsidenten sowie

weitere Funktionäre wählen. Der Verwaltungsrat
versammelt sich auf Einladung des Präsidenten, so

oft es die Geschäfte erfordern oder auf Begehren

eines Mitgliedes. Der Verwaltungsrat hat seine
Beschlüsse zu protokollieren und diese zu
unterzeichnen.

Art. 16
Chairman of the Board of Directors

The Board of Directors may elect from its members

for one term of office, but with permanent possible
re-election, the Chairman and other officials. The

Board convenes upon the invitation ofthe Chairman

äs often äs business requires or at the request of a
member. The Board of Directors shall record its

resolutions and sign them.

Art. 17
Delegation Kompetenzen

Art. 17
Delegation Competences
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;er Verwaltungsrat kann einzelne Zweige der
Geschäftsführung oder diese selbst einem seiner

Mitglieder oder Dritten als Delegierten
übertragen. Er kann Direktoren und Prokuristen

ernennen, sowie Bevollmächtigte jeder Art
bestellen soweit dies zur Erledigung und
Erreichung des Gesellschaftszweckes erforderlich

oder nützlich ist. Die Mitglieder des
Verwaltungsrates haften nicht für leichte

Fahrlässigkeit.

The Board of Directors may delegate individual
branches of the management or the management
itself to one of its members or third parties äs
delegates. It may appoint dJrectors and authorized
representatives äs well äs appoint any authorized

representative of any kind äs far äs it is necessary or
useful for the accomplishment and achievement of
the purpose of the Company. The members of the
Board of Directors are not liable for slight negligence.

Art. 18

Vertretung und Zeichnungsrecht
Der Verwaltungsrat vertritt die Gesellschaft. Er

bestimmt, welchen Personen die

rechtsverbindliche Unterschrift für die

Gesellschaft zustehen soll, sowie deren Form, es
sei denn, die Generalversammlung hat bei der
Aufnahme von Verwaltungsratsmitgliedern das
Zeichnungsrecht bereits festgelegt. Diesfalls

bestimmt die Generalversammlung über das
Zeichnungsrecht.

Art. 18

Representation and Signature rights
The Board of Directors represents the Company. It
determines the persons which shall have legally
binding signature for the Company, äs weil äs the'ir
form/ unless the General Meeting has already set the
representation right at the admission of members of

the Board of Directors, In this case/ the General
Meeting decides on their signature rights.

C) DIE REVISIONSSTELLE C) THE AUDITOR

Art. 19 Art. 19
Revisionsstelle Auditor

Die Generalversammlung wählt eine The general meeting shall elect an auditor who shall
Revisionsstelle, welche die Jahresrechnung bzw. examine the annual accounts and the annualreport
den Geschäftsbericht anhand der Bücher und on the basis of the books and records and report
Belege zu prüfen und darüber der thereon tothe general meeting.
Generalversammlung Bericht zu erstatten hat.

Im Sinne von Art. 193 PGR setzt die In accordancewith Art. 193 PGR, the General Meeting
Generalversammlung erstmals eine appointstheauditorsforthefirsttimeforaperiodof
Revisionsstelle für ein Jahr ein und wählt sie in der one year and subsequently elects them for a term of

Folge jeweils für die Amtsdauer von einem bis drei one to three years. The auditors may be individuals or
Jahren. Die Revisionsstelte kann eine natürliche legal entities.

oder juristische Personen sein.

Die eingesetzte Revisionsstelle ist in den vom The appointed auditors are obliged to attend the
Gesetz vorgesehenen zwingenden Fällen ordinary General Meeting in cases it is stipulated

mandatory by law
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/erpflichtet, der ordentlichen
^ eneralversammlung beizuwohnen.

IV. JAHRESABSCHLUSS UND
GEWINNVERTEILUNG

Art. 20

IV. FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND PROFIT
DISTRIBUTION

Art. 20

Das Geschäftsjahr schliesst jeweils am Ende eines The fmancial year closes at the end of each calendar
Kalenderjahres; erstmals am 31. 12, 2022. Die Vear; for the first time on 31. 12, 2022. The balance
Bilanz, Erfolgsrechnung und, falls erforderlich der sheet/ income Statement and, if necessary, the annex
Anhang sind unter Beobachtung der gesetzlichen is to be prepared in compliance with legal
Vorschriften aufzustellen, requirements.

V. AUFLÖSUNG UND U' UIDATION V. DISSOLUTION AND LlüUIDATION

Art. 21 Art. 21
Die Generalversammlung kann jederzeit die The General Meeting may decide at any time the
Auflösung und Liquidation nach Massgabe der Dissolution and Liquidation it in accordance with
gesetzlichen und statutarischen Vorschriften statutory and legal provisions. With regard to the
beschliessen. Hinsichtlich des resolutio" o" dissolution, Art. 11 shall be considered.
Auflösungsbeschlusses ist Art. 12 besonders zu
beachten.

Die Durchführung der Liquidation erfolgt durch The liquidation is carried out by the Board of
den Verwaltungsrat, sofern die Directors, unless the General Meeting transfers the
Generalversammlung das Mandat nicht an andere mandate to other persons.
Personen überträgt.

VI. BEKANNTMACHUNGEN VI. ANNOUNCEMENTS

Art. 22 Art. 22
Die Publikationen der Gesellschaft erfolgen in den The publications of the Company take place in the
Liechtensteinischen Landeszeitungen. Die natic)nal newspapers. The shareholders shall be
Mitteilung an die Aktionäre erfolgt durch Inserat notified by means of an insertion in the Company's
im Publikationsorgan der Gesellschaft oder mittels publication organ or by registered fetter.
eingeschriebenen Briefs.

VII. REPRÄSENTANZ

Art. 23

VII. REPRESENTATIVE

Art. 23
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Der gesetzliche Repräsentant im Sinne von Art. The legal representative within the meaning of Art.
239 ff. PGR wird soweit und solange gesetzlich 239 et seq. PGR shall be appointed äs far äs and äs
nötig, erstmals anlässlich der Gründungs- bzw. lang äs legally necessary, for the first time at the
Generalversammlung, nachher durch den Formation Meeting or General Meeting, and
Verwaltungsrat bestellt, subsequently by the Board of Directors.

VIII. KOSTEN VIII. COSTS

Art. 24 Art. 24
Die Kosten für die Gründung in Höhe von CHF The costs for the foundation of the Company in the
5'000 trägt die Gesellschaft, amount ofCHFS'OOOshall be paid bythe Company.

IX. SONSTIGES

Art. 25
Die Statuten können durch Beschluss der

Generalversammlung jederzeit geändert werden.
Zulässig ist auch eine Änderung der Rechtsform
und des Sitzes der Gesellschaft.

Sämtliche Rechtsverhältnisse, die durch die

Errichtung und den Bestand der Gesellschaft

begründet werden, unterliegen dem Recht des

Fürstentum Liechtenstein. Dies gilt insbesondere
auch für Streitigkeiten zwischen den Aktionären
oder zwischen Aktionären und der Gesellschaft

oder den Organen.

Das Fürstliche Landgericht hat ausschliessliche

Zuständigkeit für alle Streitigkeiten, die im

Zusammenhang mit der Gesellschaft entstehen.

Dies gilt insbesondere auch für Streitigkeiten
zwischen den Aktionären oder zwischen

Aktionären und der Gesellschaft oder den

Organen.

IX. OTHER

Art. 25
The Statutes may be amended at any time by
resolution of the General Meeting. It is also

permissible to change the legal form and the legal
seatofthe Company.

All legal relationships/ which are constituted by the
establishment and the existence ofthe Company, are
subject to the laws of the Principality of
Liechtenstein. This in particular also applies to
disputes between the shareholders or between

shareholders and the Company or the organs.

The Liechtenstein District Court shall have exclusive

jurisdiction on all disputes arising in connection with

the Company. This in particular also applies to
disputes between the shareholders or between

shareholders and the Company or the organs.

Art. 26 Art. 26

Diese Statuten wurden in deutscher und These Statutes have been set up in German and
englischer Sprache erstellt. Im Zweifelsfall ist der English. In case of any doubt, the German wording
deutsche Wortlaut massgebend. shall prevail.

[Un terschriftenseite folgt] [Signature pa ge fall ows]
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21. September 2022 | 21. September 2022

Die Gründer | The Founders

Fineqia International Inc.

(vertreten durch: Mag. Philipp Mössmer)
Signa ConsultiAgTreuunternehmen

(vertreten duroti: Mag. Philipp Mössmer)

Ll KONFORMtTÄTSF ̂ GLAUBIGUNG
'wird amtlich bastätigt, dass dieses

Dokument mit dem QriginatdokumBnt
wörtlich öberolnstlmmt,

Vaduz, 2 L bep. 2022
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MAMOCLSRE&fS-CR Handelsregister-Auszug
Registernummer

FL-0002. 692. 050-7

Alle Eintragungen

Ei Lö Firma

1 Fineqia AG

Rechtsnatur

Aktiengesellschaft

Eintragung Löschung

22. 09. 2022

Übertrag
von:
auf:

Ei Lö Aktienkapital Liberierung ' Aktien-Stückelung
CHF 50'OQO. OO CHF SO'OOO. OO 50'OOQ Namenaktien zu CHF 1. 00

Ei Lö Zweck

1 Die Gesellschaft betreibt Handelsgeschäfte, insbesondere in Bezug auf
Kryptowährungen, sowie Finanz- und Rechtsgeschäfte aller Art. Zur Finanzierung
dieser sowie der nachgenannten Tätigkeiten begibt die Gesellschaft
Finanzinstrumente zur Aufnahme von Kapital (insbesondere Fremdkapital) am
Kapitalmarkt. Die Gesellschaft kann Beteiligungen an anderen Gesellschaften
und Verbandspersonen (inklusive Dienstleistungsunternehmen und/oder r
Produktionsgesellschaften) im In- und Ausland erwerben, verwalten und
veräussern; als Holding oder Muttergesellschaft tätig sein; Firmenbeteiligungen
finanzieren (inklusive Gewährung von Darlehen sowie Erhöhung vom
Aktienkapital); Liegenschaften und Sachwerte aller Art im In- und Ausland
erwerben, verwalten und veräussern; und generell alle Handlungen setzen und
Rechtsgeschäfte tätigen, welche im Zusammenhang mit der Verwaltung der
Gesellschaft stehen oder ihrem Zweck dienlich sind.

Sämtliche Tätigkeiten, deren Ausübung einer spezialgesetzlichen Bewilligung
oder Zulassung der Finanzmarktaufsicht bedürfen, sind vom Zweck- und
Tätigkeitsbereich der Gesellschaft ausgeschlossen.

Ei Lö Bemerkungen

1 Mitteilungen an die Aktionäre erfolgen durch Inserat im Publikationsorgan der
Gesellschaft oder mittels eingeschriebenen Briefs.

Ei Lö Besondere Tatbestände

1 Sacheinlage: CHF SO'OOO.OO durch Einbringung eines Hardware Wallets, welches
60'OOO.OOUSD COIN (USDC) beinhaltet, gemäss Sacheinlagevertrag vom 11, August

Ref Sitz

1 Vaduz

Ei La Repräsentanz/Zustelladresse

1 Werdenbergerweg 11
9490 Vaduz

Ei Lö weitere Adressen

Refj Statutendatum
1 21. 09. 2022

Ref Publikationsorgan
1 Landeszeitungen

2022.

1

EiJ^Lö Bilanzstichtag Ref Jahresrechnung zum eingereicht am

Ref
1

31. Dezember

TR-Nr
9157

Ref Konzernabschluss zum eingereicht am

TR-Datum

22.09.2022
Ref TR-Nr

Ei Ae Lö Angaben zur Verwaltung Funktion
1 Singh Rangar, Bundeep, StA: Grossbritannien, SW1E 5HZ London Mitglied des

Verwaltungsrates

SIGNA CONSULTING TREUUNTERNEHMEN, 9490 Vaduz Mitglied des
Verwaltungsrates

AREVA Allgemeine Revisions- und Treuhand Aktiengesellschaft, Revisionsstelle
9490 Vaduz

TR-Datum

Zeichnungsart
Kollektivunterschrift zu zweien
mit SIGNA CONSULTING
TREUUNTERNEHMEN
Kollektivunterschrift zu zweien

Vaduz, 22, 09. 2022 17:04 HR
^i%s<--

Beglaubigter
Auszug:

Rico HASSLEH

Ein Auszug aus dem Handelsregister des Fürstentums Liechtenstein
hat nur Gültigkeit, sofern er mit einer Originalbeglaubigung oder mit
einer elektronischen Amtssignatur des Amtes für Justiz versehen ist.


